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KEY HOUSTON PERSONNEL
1•
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

DAVE SIMPSON - MOS DEPT MANAGER
GERRY MOFFITT - MARKETING MANAGER
ROBERTO BUARON - INTERNATIONAL
CHARLES BRIXIE - CHIEF CALCULATOR SOFTWARE SPECIALIST
ROGER FISHER - PROGRAM MANAGER 0800
GERARD JUTON - EUROPEAN PROGRAMV.ER

(ROBERTO HOME NUMBER 461-2159)~
BEST REGARDS
CLIVE HOGGAR MS16
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To:

Clive

From:

Mike

5 July 1973

-----------------------------------------------------------------1)

LITRONIX

Address:

19000 Homestead Road, CUPERTINO, California 95014

Telephone:

408-257-7910

Contacts in Cupertino:
David Laws
Dave Hillman
Irv Cooper

1:

- Display Marketing
- Engineering
- European Marketing

At the meeting with Irv Cooper and Colin Rees (Litronix UK), it
was stated that the totally monolithic display was technically
feasible and Litronix were extremely enthusiastic.
i
ii
iii
iv

No price indication given.
Marketing strategy being decided.
6 months to complete development programme.
Suggestion of free development plus price advantage to
Sinclair for worldwide rights - royalty would be better.
Litronix want a sample or demonstration to convince
their engineering and marketing groups of projection
feasibility. They claim to have tried it in the past
without success.
I demonstrated Jim's black box to Irv Cooper and Colin
Rees without showing optics. I told them that it was a
10 mil chip, but have since realised it was 25 mil.

v

vi

2)

A M I

Address:

3800 Homestead Road, SANTA CLARA, California 95051

Telephone:

408-246-0330

Contacts in Santa Clara:

*

0

Lee Alward
- International Marketing
-Andrew Thompson - Director of Custom Product Engineering
11
11
Jim Meyer
- Manager
"
Marketing

AMI~s~~81_
chip size on transcendental machine and now have
the drawings for the four function chip. They are keen to do
business with us.
AMI also have programme of LCD which is getting to an advanced
stage. Their present units are transmissive, scattering types, and
they are working on field effect units.
(UK contact - Alan Watts, Marketing Manager)

,~~~

These people should be your first contact
~~~

/2

3)

Hotel in San Francisco
Miyako Hotel (Japanese Cultural & Trade Centre)
Post at Laguna
SAN FRANCISCO 94119

Places to visit:
Fisherman's Wharf
The Broadway (Clubs etc)
Union Square

-:
To Clive
From Mike

6 July 1973

---------------------------------------------T.I. HOUSTON
Address:

Houston, Texas 77042

Telephone:

713-785-6906

Dave Simpson
Charles Brixie
Roberto Buaron
Larry Mobley
Roger Fisher
Jerry Moffitt
Gerard Juton

-

PRODUCT

MOS Department Manager
Chief Calculator Software soecialist
International Marketing (T;l: 461-2159)
All calculator circuit development
Project Group Leader
Marketing Manager
European Prograr.uner
FUNCTION

-

AVAILABILITY

0132
0600A

Memory version of 0103

0603

Memory and%

0700

Redesigned 0103

Nov 73
NOW

4 function calculator

3/4 73

% and add on discount
+=and
- = keyboard
Other functions to be decided
512 word of ROM
4 registers of RAX
12 digit capability

1/4 74

0801
(also referred
to as 1920 &
LPC 1)
0803
0804
0900
(LPC 2)

0700 + 64 words of ROM

Aug 73
4/ 4 7 3

First unit
1/4 74

Notes:
0132 is now reported to use the 0700 chip with ion implant.
TI prepared to guarantee lower power consumption.
Please confirm this.
0600 series has expanded ROM.
0700 series is ion implant version of 0100 series, designed
originally as cost reduction, now prepared to guarantee
lower power.
0800 series is the first generation low power chip.
0900 series is the second generation low power chip.

/2

,I

/2
T.I. DALLAS
Address:

Dallas,

Telephone:

214-238-6805

Texas

75222

Contacts:
Robb Wilmot)
Gerald Lunn)

T.I. Bedford

have arranged a 9 am meeting for Monday 16 July to discuss I2L
and watch-programme
with Dean Toombs, who
is in charge of I2L
and watches for T.I.
Meeting is regarded as of the utmost importance to get watch
prog~amme moving and convince T.I. of our chip viability.
I
told Robb that we could show a letter of intent for 1 million
devices (Bowmar) without saying from whom or where it came.
Status on Mullard chip is that the masks are due for checking
by me next week.
Chip size is reported to be 100 mil square,
although I have not had this confirmed yet.
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Calculator Production Plan for 1974 (provisional)

CONFIDENTIAL

n

I

,,

I

Type !Executive CambridgelScientificlEveryman Leeds '!;Total
Total
Chip
Memory
C550
080X
1920
1920 jl920 +!Cales
..
0132
1osox LAll chips

I

l

I

.l

Jan

10

15

0

15

Feb

10

15

5

15

5

'l

5

11 2 5

45

20

r

11

50

~~~]!

65

l

Li

Mar

10

15

10

15
~

Apr

10

15

15

10

15

,11

40

l

h

1,

May

1

10

I

15

June

I

5

I

15

I
I

20
25

.

July
Aug

Sept
Oct

5

I

5

15

I

I

5

.

5

.

5

1 ·

15

I

5

I

15

j

Dec

•

.

J

15

25

I

25

15

25

15

25

I

Nov

15

i

15

j

15

15

.j

:

11

11

I'I

50

10

I

50

15

25

15

I

·1

11·,

i

.

I
•

10

!!lI

. I,

I

50

50

I

10

I

10

'

70
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I

I

I

I

(

,

2-0

l,o

70

•

!

70

· , .,,0

70

'I

50

ke
!

70

'-o
ha
I
j

70
70

.J

These plans do not take into account a new chip which Texas
Instruments have under development, known as a 'digit processor'
Samples of this are expected in January 174, with production in
the second quarter.
This chip is organized very much like
possible to programme it to perform a
I have spent a lot of time discussing
designer, and I was most impressed by

.

f

10 11

10

70

H

10

l

25

I

50

!I
!l

•

.

. ,

1·!

I

!

15

I
I

10 JI 45
10

i

15

I

I

1.•

·ft·

a computer, and it will be
wide variety of functions.
the digit processor with its
the concept.

It is anticipated that the chip size will be only 150 thou square,
and that it will, therefore, be lower in cost than any existing TI
/2

/2

CONFIDENTIAL

chips .. I think it is of the utmost importance that we recruit at
least one, and possibly two, programmers as soon as possible to
back up Nigel Searle in the programming of this or any other chip.
Versions of the digit processor, which incidentally will be low
power and require only a single voltage rail, could replace all
the chips we are using at present.
Clive Sinclair
23 July 1973

Circulation to:

Tony Rogers
Mike Pye
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Chan~e to IFC1 & 2.
Critical Points
(1)
(2)

Decision by 1st December to continue Memory Executive.
Decision by 4th January to change 0801 to IFC1 & 2 in lieu of discretes.

FLIGHT

ITINERARY

CMS & MRP - VISIT TO STATES DECEMBER

1973

---------------------------------------------------------------DEPART

SUNDAY 9 DECEMBER
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO:
Time difference:
San Francisco 8 hrs

Heath Row
12.55

San Francisco
8.20
mins before flight

Time difference:

San Francisco
18.55

Stopping at Los Angeles en route
16.00 for 1 hr approx

WEDNESDAY 12 DECEMBER
SAN FRANCISCO TO PHOENIX:
Check in

ARRIVE

Phoenix
10.25

Phoenix 7 hrs

THURSDAY 13 DECEMBER
Phoenix
9.30
Check in 10 mins before flight

PHOENIX TO HOUSTON:

Time difference:

Houston
14.43

Houston 6 hrs

FRIDAY 14 DECEMBER
Houston
18.25
Check in 40 mins before flight

HOUSTON TO BOSTON:

Time difference:

Boston
23.51

Boston 5 hrs

SATURDAY 15 DECEMBER
BOSTON TO LONDON:
Check in 45 mins before flight

Boston
21. 00

London
8.15 SUNDAY AM

VISIT SCHEDULE
CMS/MRP

-

9/14 December 1973

------------------------------------------------------AM

PM

MONDAY 10 DECEMBER

Litronix

A.M.I.

TUESDAY 11

National

Intel

WEDNESDAY 12

Bowmar

THURSDAY 13

T.I.

FRIDAY 14

T. I.

_________________________________________

_

,

ADDRESSES:
Litronix:

1900 Homestead Road
CUPERTINO
California 95014

A.M.I:

3800 Homestead Road
SANTA CLARA
California 95051

Tel: 408~257-7910
Twx: 910-338-0022
Contact: David Lawsr
Peter Johnson, Terry
Tel: 408-246-0330
Contact:

Lee Alward

National:

2900 Semiconductor Drive
SANTA CLARA
California 95051

Tel:
408-732-5000
Twx:
910-339-9240
Contact: Gustavo H
Cardenil

Intel:

3065 Bowers Avenue
SANTA CLARA
California 95051

Tel: 408-246-7501
Contacts: Bill Spiegel,
Tony Livington,
Hal Feeney.

Bowrnar:

850 Lawrence Drive
NEWBURY PARK
California 91320

Tel:
805-498-2161
Twx:
255-910-336-1265
Contact: Jim Martin

4900 East Indian School Road
PHOENIX
Arizona 85018

Tel:
602-959-4760
Twx: 910-950-1285
Contact: Rodney Schwartz

3939 Ann Arbor
HOUSTON
Texas 77042

Tel:

450 Park Avenue
NY 10022

Teli

215 E 68 Street
New York

Tel: (212) 988·-;:3950

T.I:

BOWMAR
NEW YORK:
Mr EA White
Horne address:

713-185=6906

Contact:

i¥t't- -SI

IS--

Graham Tubbs

FLIGHT/HOTEL
CMS

ITINERARY

& MRP

.

9/14 DECEMBER 1973

--------

----

---

----------------------------------------DEPART

ARRIVE

Heath Row
12.55

San Francisco
18.55

SUNDAY 9 DECEMBER
LONDON TO SAN FRANCISCO:
Stopping at Los Angeles en
route 16.00 for 1 hr approx
Time difference:
HOTEL:

San Francisco 8 hrs

FAIRMOUNT HOTEL, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

WEDNESDAY 12 DECEMBER
SAN FRANCISCO TO PHOENIX:
Check in 50 mins before flight
Time difference:
HOTEL:

SCOTTSDALE TOWERS, 7233 East Shoeman Lane, Phoenix
To be met by Jim Martin

Check in 10 mins before flight
Time difference: Houston 6 hrs

Phoenix
09.30

Houston
14.43

Graham Tubbs will arrange accommodation and meet plane

FRIDAY 14 DECEMBER
HOUSTON TO BOSTON:
Check in 40 mins before flight
Time difference: Boston 5 hrs.
HOTEL:

Phoenix
10.25

Phoenix 7 hrs

THURSDAY 13 DECEMBER
PHOENIX TO HOUSTON:

HOTEL:

San Francisco
08.35

Houston
18.25

MARRIOTT HOTEL, Route 128, Newton, Mass.

SATURDAY 15 DECEMBER
BOSTON TO LONDON:
Check in 45 mins before flight

Boston
21. 00

Boston
23.51

Hertz car to meet.

London
08.15 SUNDAY AM

BowMAR CANADA LTD.,
1257 ALGOMA ROAD,
OTTAWA 15,
ONTARIO.
TEL: (CODE: 613) 7463100
PRESIDENT: MR JAY CLIFTON
VICE PRESIDENT: MR BILL RATCLIFFE

BOWMAR/ALI INC.,
53L MAIN STREET,
ACTON, MASS. 01720.
TEL: (617) 2637756.
PRESIDENT:

MR CHARLIE KRAKAUER.

BoWMAR INSTRUMENT CORPORATION,
8000 BLUFFTON ROAD,
FORT WAYNE,
INDIANA 46809.
(219)
TEL: 747 3121
ED WHITE.
HOME ADDRESS:

ED WHITE.

4403 OLD MILL ROAD,
FORT WAYNE,
INDIANA 46807.
TEL:

(219) 7443036

ED WHITE CAPPARTMENT IN NEW YORK).
215 EAST 68 STREET,
NEW YORK.
TEL:

(212) 9883950
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MEMO
To:

Mike Pye
Nigel Searle

From:

Clive Sinclair

24 January 1971*
___
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Alan Watts of AMX phoned and gave me the following information:
For the •• function chip, they propose a 2 phase programme,
phaae l comprising engineering assistance during the desien stage
at a rate of tas.oo pei' hour plus expenses, phase 2 being a
$35,000.00 lwnp swn to take us to 10 prototypes.
Pricing so tar is based on the I1 process, which they consider
the cheapest for our application, ,and assuming a plastic pack
with up to 18 pins:
150 thou square:
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THIS CHECK IS IN SETTLEMENT
THE FOLLOWING INVOICES
DATE

o·F

soc

AMOUNT

510

ELECTRONICS

INC.

EAST 86TH
STREET
NO,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
1002$

U~. E

TOTAL
O.ISCOUNT
NET
IF INCORREC,T PLEA.SE RETURN,

NO :R·ECEIPT NECESSARY
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Mensaeare
Please keep those offers of help
coming in! Ideally we need experts and
hosts in all areas, so if you feel you can
be of help, don't hesitate to write either
to me, Joan Murphy, or to your nearest
Area
Officer.
You
will
remain
anonymous unless you wish otherwise,
all we ask is that you give your services when required. Only Area Officers' names are published.
Mensacare Officer
Joan D. Murphy, Keepers Cottage,
Chase Lane, Kenilworth,
Warks. T:
54532 (day or night).
Area Officers
SOUTH EAST ENGLAND: Mrs D. Grice, 6
Elizabeth Court, High Street, Polegate,
Sussex BN26 5EN. T: Polegate 4631.
LONDON: Dave Lally, Basement Flat, 75
Rich borne Terrace, London SW8 1 AT. T:
01-622 0350 and he will take a

nessaqe.
'\ST ANGLIA: Chris Langan-Fox, 34
easant Rise, Copdeck, Ipswich IP8
·. T: Needham Market 720631 x281
'1TH WEST ENGLAND: Joe South84 Whitefield
Road, Pennarn. Preston, Lanes. T: 42520.

r,

H EAST ENGLAND: Blanche Mur4 Bagdale, Whitby, Yorkshire, or:
Bardon,
18
Ancrum
Way,
ring Park, Whickham, Newcastle
/ne NE16 5RW.
BURGH:
Deryck
de
Maine
niont, 2 Lady Stairs Close, Lawn·H, Edinburgh. T: 031-225 4965.
people need help; if you live in
rrea and can offer any expert
dge (law, medicine, social work
ust plain willingness to write to
anyone sick or in distress,
.ontact them so that they can
'ist of area helpers.
you, or any M or FeM
a problem, you or
n always contact Mensacare
Ip. We
are not
miracle
3, but we promise to do our

Summer bookings this year are heavier
than ever before. From the 14th July to
the 8th September there is scarcely a
bed to spare, and several members
have
been disappointed
by their
bookings having to be refused.
Autumn bookings are light so far, but
those thinking of weekend gatherings
at Tiplog this autumn should get in
touch with us early.
Bob Roberts and friends have made
a good start on repainting the outside
of the cottage, and hope to finish it
before the summer. Inside painting is
rather like the Forth Bridge-there
is
always something to be done, and any
visitors who are so unfortunate as to
encounter wet weather are earnestly
invited to make use of the paint which
is in the cottage and paint some walls
or ceilings. The bedrooms are next on
the list for attention.

requested to send us their money
before the 10th July-not
so that we
can afford a holiday, but so that we can
be sure that they get a key in time for
their holiday. The number of keys is
necessarily limited. and at busy times a
certain amount
of organisation
is
necessary to ensure that keys are in the
right hand at the right time. An· increasing number of people seem not to
appreciate the importance of returning
keys promptly, which adds to our
difficulties.
Bookings for 1974 will open on the
1st November 1973.
STOP PRESS: A cancellation
has left
six beds vacant from 21st to 28th
July 1973. Rooms Band D, telephone
now if interested.
BETH AND JOHN LISHMAN

We shall be on holiday from the 13th
July until the 5th August. All those who
have bookings in July and August are

34 Stockwell Road,
Wolverhampton WV6 9PG.
T: 752016

BMC Eleetion

writing, signed by the nominator and
by ten other members in support, and
by the candidate in token of his acceptance of nomination, and must be
deposited
with me by 31st August
1973.
It is the
responsibility
of the
candidate to ensure that everyone who
sioris his nomination paper holds a
valid membership card.
A candidate may include with his
nomination, a statement of up to 200
words in support of his candidature
and a black and white photograph of
enprint or postcard size. These will be
circulated with the ballot paper.

:r-if

'JW has

JOAN MURPHY
Mensacare Officer

hd. USA, recently authorized the
ice of special licence plates with
a maximum of 5 letters in place of
sual letter/number combinations
sidents who were willing to fork
an extra $25. Don Laughery, editor
e local newsletter, M-ANA TION,
ed to be quickest on the draw, and
auto now sports bright blue and
te plates reading "MENSA". (Via ln~c)

Pursuant to Article 38 of the Articles of
Association, I give notice that at the
next Annual
General Meeting
the
following members of the Committee
will retire:
Mr. Normal Allen
Mrs. Barbara Courtney-Wildman
Mr. John Lishman
Mrs. Joan Murphy
Mr. Philip Anley has ceased to hold
office, in accordance with Article 33(c).
There will therefore be five vacancies
on the Committee and accordingly I call
for nominations.
Any
member
of British
Mensa
Limited may nominate a member or
members for election to the Committee. The nomination must be in

111

ANDREW HAYNES,
Secretary,
British Mensa Limited.
78 Bunns Lane,
London NW7 2DR.
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THE MENSA
SERVICE OF INTERNATIONAL
GUIDANCE AND HOSPITALITY
TO TRAVELLERS
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Have you ever been lonely, bored or
hard-up in a strange place? Would you
like to meet Ms from other groups or
countries? Then this is your service.
Area organisers handle enquiries and
arrange contacts between visitors and
hosts from a list of Ms willing to offer
hospitality or advice.
Registering
with
SIGHT incurs
no
liability but does bring increased opportunities to meet people and make
new friends. This is illustrated by the
comments of an Australian M who was
able to tour Britain and Europe recently
by using the services:"From the start SIGHT worked beyond
my highest hopes. Without exception
the hospitality of SIGHT members and
other Ms I met was incredibly warm
and generous. My en tire trip was made
more· exciting
and
wonderful
by
meeting such marvellous people ... the
warmth of hospitality was quite overwhelming... Never have I met people
with whom I felt so instantly comfortable.
SIGHT is marvellous I-it
made my trip ... my praise is too great
to be contained. Thank you for your
help and SIGHT for existing."
This up-dated
list of international
SIGHT organisers replaces all lists
previously published. Hosts offering
accommodation
and
intending
travellers in the UK should write in
the first instance to:
UK: Sandra Madmoni, 15, Amhurst
Court, Amhurst Park, London N16 5AX.
T: 01-802 3774.
British Members requiring contacts
abroad should write direct to the
SIGHT organiser in the country they
intend visiting.
AUSTRALIA
and
NEW
ZEALAND:
Elizabeth Stevenson, 43 Clyde Street,
Box Hill, Victoria 3129.
AUSTRIA:
Robert
Romich,
strasse 66/ 2, A-1020 Wien.
7385955.

Bo ck inT: 0222

CANADA:
David A. Bonyun, 2018
Rideau River Drive, Ottawa, Ontario
Kl S 1V2.

»:

FRANCE: Mme. Evelyn Martin, 6 Allee·
du Grand Tulipier, 92 Ville d'Avr av. T:
926.1362.

(Western Region and Los Angeles) Mrs
-Nancv ~rk, 3823 Manchester Street,
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907.

GERMANY: Adolf Feldovoss,
Frankfurt 70, Bindingstrasse
0611-618697.

SIGHT in countries not listed above
is the direct responsibility
of the International
Organiser:

D-600
12, T:

JAPAN: Miss Lois Kaplan, 804 Chiyoda
Mansion, 35 lchigaya Honmura-cho,
Shinjuku-ku. Tokyo 162.
NETHERLANDS: Bob van den Bosch,
Catsheuvel 6, Apt. 8/2' The Hague. T:
070-54 7060.
USA and MEXICO: (Southern Region
and Mexico) lone S.Ferris, 1528 N. 53rd
Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53208.
(Eastern Region) Miss Joan H. Clymer,
405 Birdwood
Avenue, Haddonfield,
New Jersey 08033.

EST OF THE WORLD: Ian Palmer, 1
ourt Royal, Carlton Drive, London
W1 5 2BJ. T: 01-789 1050.
Please
note:
Travellers
should
always
notify
the
National
Organiser of the country they are
visiting if unable to take advantage
of hospitality
arranged
to their
requests, giving as much notice as
possible.
SANDRA MADMONI
UK Organiser

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
(Midwest Region) Miss Mary Lou Bischman, 3780 N. Racine Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60613.
(New York) Arthur Wohl, 52 Clark
Street,
Brooklyn,
N.Y.
11201. T:
212.834.8993.

YORKSHIRE COAST. Peaceful house in peaceful
surroundings. Sunny secluded garden. Retire
School-Mistress FeM offers self-catering "
ommodation to non-smokers in her histr
eorgian house. Between sea and moors. 11
or painting, writing, walking. Pony Trekking
e arranged if required. This historic area ir:
orth a visit by overseas visitors. BlanchJ
ton, 14 Bagdale, Whitby, Yorkshire.

NORMAN
SHEPPARD
It is sad to have to record that Norman Sheppard died in May, at th'
of 67. He was a pioneer-in Mensa, in education and in goodwill. He,'
Mensa in its early days, and ever since he played an active part at A
Gatherings and week-end conferences whenever he could. Over the
he gave many imaginative and entertaining talks about education,
sonality development and human relations and ideals, always car
prepared and happily delivered.
The keynote of Norman's talks was the fulfilment of individual
sonality. He was passionately devoted to helping young people to learn
to develop to the fullest extent of their capacity for the benefit and plea
of themselves and humanity generally. He was a forthright critic of ,
ventional, conformist educational objectives and methods. His patien
tention to the individual needs and wishes of pupils and students ean
him their respect. His enthusiastic advocacy of educational reforms and
provements earned him the admiration of many older people, in educatio
circles and in Mensa.
Norman will be remembered as a tall, smiling, kind man, an energetic, pu
poseful talker and doer, especially by the many friends he made at Brazie:
Park and other places where Mensa members meet to try to put the worl
right. His influence for greater goodness in life will be missed.
photo:

Victor Serebriakoff
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l members of Olubmans Club will, from time
to time want to take a look at London's night
life, and the first problem is to decide where
to go for an enjoyable evening.

London is an extremely cosmopolitan city which offers countless
sophisticated clubs and discotheques with a high standard of entertainment. Many of these are listed
in your Directory so you have a wide
selection to choose from. Several
are listed below but it is impossible
to mention them all. Starting with
the all-in-one spots which include
spectacular floor shows, dinner
dancing and bars at the usual
West End prices:
The BLUE ANGEL has recently been
extensively altered and there is an
attractive waterfall by the reception
lounge. You'll find a glamorous
cabaret in this now very friendly
club, run by John Aziz. There is
always a party atmosphere at the
ASTOR which is famous for its
dancing girls and for a weekly
change of cabaret acts. If you want
a Paris atmosphere visit CLUB
BELLES DE NUIT, the club run by
gorgeous girls. It boasts topless
barmaids and waitresses in seethrough gear who serve drinks,
while clients watch the very erotic
cabaret. The LATIN QUARTER in
Wardour Street, is a more wellestablished club whose main attraction is the excellent floor shows,
easily the biggest ever presented at
that club and twice nightly.
CHURCHILL'S deserves to be
mentioned for it's chicness and
If your next holiday seems as
far away as the last. you will
welcome one of the Grand
Metropolitan Hotel Mini Holidays for a break during the
forthcoming
Winter period.
These programmes include
Camelot Country Mini Holidays
Stardust Merry Go Round and a
series of special Christmas
programmes that they are
featuring in sixteen hotels both
in the countryside and in
London. Write to us for details.
A special 7 !% discount is
applicable to Clubmen's Club
members.
CAMELOT COUNTRY
MINI HOLIDAYS
Pick any few days and decide
where you'd like to go. Any
time between 1st October
1974 and 30th April 1975, for
a minimum of two nights.
Anywhere in Camelot coun-

because you can dance there until
4.00 a.m. and breakfast is included
in the entrance fee. Don Ward runs
the NELL GWYNNE THEATRE
CLUB which has continuous striptease shows from 6.00 p.m. until
midnight, (last show 10.00 p.m.),
and if you haven't seen enough you
can reassemble in the GARGOYLE
and continue watching the striptease cabaret into the early hours.
The CASINO DE PARIS was one of
the first striptease clubs in the
country. There are continuous
shows from 2.00 p.m. and you can
have drinks at your table while
watching the show. There is an
intimate atmosphereat LA CAPANNINA nightclub in Bateman Street,
which has striptease cabaret from
after midnight until the early hours.
Fancy seeing a small show in
intimate surroundings, vrsrt LE
REIMS the night club nearest to
Piccadilly Circus. There are many
dine and dance places. One of the
newest is CHAMPERS (opposite·
Bond Street Tube Station). As the
piano tinkles in the background,
you can be entertained by one of
the many very attractive dollies,
some of whom are topless, who are
there to serve and entertain you.
Veli has recently opened the BLUE
GARDENIA in Mill Street where
you can dine and dance to swinging

-

Rusty Allf!n is currently appearing in the Latin Quarter's "High Society"
music on the orqan, The CANDLELIGHT night club is small, intimate
and expensive, but very "Mayfair".
There is piano entertainment and a
small dance floor. In St. .Jarnes's,
the GEORGIAN is unusual as
drinks can be bought (before 11
p.m.) at off-licence prices or you
can bring your own. If you just want
to drink in a friendly atmosphere
visit the NEW MANHATTEN in
Woodstock Street where all Clubman's members are made very
welcome. For the younger members
(or the more active), there are many
swinging discotheques where popmusic reverberates. One of the
oldest clubs
in
London
is

TAKE A BREAK
THIS WINTER!!
try. One payment gives you
the pick of the best country
hotels, full English Breakfasts and Lunch or Dinner
for each day of your stay,
including service and VAT.
But here's the clever part.
You don't have to stay in one
place or one hotel. You can
move as the fancy takes you.
Spend your first night in
Chaucer's Canterbury, move
to Stratford-Upon-Avon
the
next day. Do whatever you
like. If you require further
details please fill out the
coupon

STARDUST MERRY GO
ROUND
Between the period of 1st
October
1974 and 31st
March 1975 you can have
unlimited second class rail
travel for any three days of
the week and also a Godfrey
Davis car for three days and
two nights accommodation
in any of the thirty-four
Grand Metropolitan country
hotels, including full English
Breakfasts, hotel tips and
VAT for the amazing price of
£19.15 less, of course, your
Clubman's Club discount.

HATCHETTS. In a very intimate
atmosphere you can dance to live
groups and disc-jockey, and take a
meal in the restaurant or a snack in
London's famous Piccadilly. Visit
London's exciting new disco club
- accessible by lift only - or, in
other words,
BOTTOMS up.
Inside it's like walking into the
Garden of Eden. Robert Grant's
Club LA PARRANDA is unique as
there is a resident South American
band nightly, and a steel band
every Wednesday. As
dawn
approaches you may want to drop
in at RONNIE SCOTT'S, famous
for it's Jazz Scene, for a final dance
and breakfast.
You can extend your holiday
for an additional £7.50 per
person for each additional
night and day.
XMAS PROGRAMMES
Special inclusive programmes have been arranged at
fourteen county hotels and
two London hotels for an
inclusive price. The majority
of the programmes
are
available from 23rd December 1974 for four nights.
However, if you would like
to start Christmas a little
later, there are also programmes which start on 24th
December 1974.
SPECIAL STARDUST
LONDON CHRISTMAS
PROGRAMME
Between the period of 19th
December
1974 to
6th
.January 1975 a special

Continued over

----------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------,

..,.

***Weekends

programme has been produced for members who live
in those areas served by the
London
Midland
and
Western Regions of Britifh
Rail.
Children are allowed
to
travel completely free and
will also be given free hotel
accommodation in the ratio
of one child to one adult.
Any extra children above
this ratio will pay half the
normal Mini Holiday rate.
Of course, your total bill

will be subject to the special

PLEASE SEND DETAILS OF

Clubman's Club disc_ount ~s
well. Why not combine this
programme with a visit to
the Wembley Ice show Aladdin at the special rates
available to members. This
must be a bargain to families
who wish to have a holiday
in London.
If you are interested in any
of the above holidays please
complete the coupon -and return it to Clubman's
Club and a brochure will be
sent to you setting
out
details and costs for these
holidays.

1. Ca~elot Mini Holidays

2. Stardust Merry Go Round
Ch · t
p
ammes
3·
rrs mas rogr
4. Special Stardust London
Christmas Programme
NAME
ADDRESS

----.-------:-=-=-
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M EM B ERSHIP NO.
TO: CLUBMAN'S CLUB, 14 OXFORD STREET.,
LONDON W1 N OHL
~

"""--------------~-----~-~----------------

NEW
CLUBS

MIDLANDS
Bold and inviting,
THE
HEART OF THEM ID LANDS
holds a commanding place
in the city centre of Nottingham.
Opened in November 1973,
the club, which can accommodate nearly 1,000 members is open every night Sunday evenings 7.00 p.m.
to 12 midnight, weekdays
7.30 p.m. to 2.00 a.m. Music
for dancing is provided by
two resident house bands
and a 2! to 3 hour cabaret is
featured starring top international artists. Already the
biggest names in the bu si-

ness have appeared at the
club-DAVE
ALLEN, GENE
PITNEY, KEN DODD, THE
DRIFTERS,
FRANKIE
HOWERD, LENA MARTELL
THE BARRON KNIGHTS,
and in the immediate future
other top liners engaged to
appear are TONY CHRISTIE,
LESLIE CROWTHER, MATT
MUNRO
NORMAN
WISDOM,
THE ROCKIN'
BERRIES, JACKIE TRENT
and TONY HATCH.
Catering facilities
at the
club are very good and
patrons have the choice of
either
the
four
course
Table d'Hote dinner (£2.25)
-the cold banqueting buffet
(£1.00)
or the
Chicken
Fayre (70p).

The HEART OF THE MIDLANDS is controlled by Joe
Pullen - proprietor of the
popular
TALK
OF THE
NORTH club, Manchester,
and
his
co-director
in
Nottingham
is
Derrick

Wright, former proprietor,
has receivedgreat aclaim from
of the CARLTON CLUB, visitorsfor it's high standardof
Chesterfield. Both Joe and food, service and well stocked
Derrick are Council mem- wine cellar. Ron Williams, the
bers of the Cabaret Clubs Club Manager, will make all
Federation.
members of Clubman's Club
ECCLES, MANCHESTER.
very welcome.
The TALK OF THE NORTH, The RISING SUN CLUB,
which re-opens in February LowerGodney,Nr.Wells,Somer1975, will also be affiliated to set. {Tel. Glastonbury2071) is
Clubman's Club.
near impossibleto find on any
WEST COUNTRY.
run-of-the-mill map. Situatedin
The YEW TREE COUNTRY the middle of everywherewith
CLUB (Tel. Wrington 862332) Wells some five miles northsituatedon the Main A38 road east and Glastonbury three
at Langfordis delightedto bring miles south-east and anyway,
to you first class cabaret in the Sun, where you can wine,
their licensed restaurantwhere dine and dance, is right in the
you can wine, dine and dancein heartof the KingArthur Country.
a truly delightful atmosphere. The Club, which is also a free
TheCabaretat this club changes house, is open at Lunchtime.
weekly. Stars such as PETERS Parking facilities are usually
and LEE,KENGOODWIN,PAT chronic by 8.30 p.m. and the
MOONEY,MIKE BURTON,etc. use of side-lights may well be
haveappearedin the past. This necessary.
The proprietors,Mrs.
club takes pride in the fact that Joan Emett and Ian Day cater
the Restaurant is under the for all tastes, but for mutal
personalsupervisionof Antonis convenience,
telephonebooking
Antoniou,their Head Chef, and is recommended.
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Cfubrnan"s
our membi
Pantomim
At a cost c
available (

~ ©oat of ~rms for t?Our (~urname

Solid brass, heavily chromium plated
with strong, clear lens to protect the
hand-painted armorials. It is designed
to show arms name or motto only (not
crest) or Clan badge in buckle. Grille or
badge bar attachments easily obtainable.
Size 41 ins. by 31 ins. Price £6.96
(usually £7.97.)

Did you know that in all probability your surname has a coat of arms
associated with it? In fact, most surnames in Britain have a coat of
arms - the expense has always been in tracing it - but no longer.
Now Clubmen have a chance to purchase at a special Clubman price,
a shield or a car badge displaying a hand-painted
coat of arms once
used by a person of your name. By special arrangement with Macaulay
Mann, the heraldry specialists, they will trace your name amongst
their comprehensive
collection
of Arms numbering 500,000 different
designs - some of them over 700 years old - and provide a wan.
mounted shield and/or car badge. With either item you will also receive
a Blazon of Arms describing, in heraldic terms, the various components
of your coat of arms, plus a short history of heraldry. Macaulay Mann
Heraldry have a success rate of 96 per cent in tracing names; in the
case of failure to trace your surname, a full refund will be made.
There is also an excellent unconditional
25 year guarantee on materials
used. This is an outstanding
Clubman offer, with that individual
touch which should appeal to discriminating
Clubmen.
Special Clubman price for both articles £13.50 inc. V.A.T. and postage
(usually £16.00)

The most popular shield for the display
of family arms. It has the armorials
hand-painted on embossed copper. and
mounted on a base of highly-polished
mahogany. Size 10 ins by 7 ins. Price
cr.os (usually £8.03)

SURNAME(S)
(Block capitals, please)

______

Medium Shield(s) at £7.03 each total

______

Car Badge(s) at £6.96 each,

total~-----

Original spelling or
country of origin, if
known.

------

sets of shield and car badge
at £13.05 each

total

_

ALL prices are inclusive of V.A.T. and postage.
I enlose a cheque for
made payable to Clubman's Club Ltd.
To "COAT OF ARMS" OFFER
Clubman's Club, 14 Oxford St.,
London W1 N OHL.

Name and------------Address-------------

£

Membership number

At the fol
Wednesd
Thursday
Friday 20

Please arrange for research to be undertaken by Macaulay Mann Heraldry
on the following surname(s) and supply
_

...,.;
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Saturday
From TUE
Monday t,
If you wis
so that it
performa1

I
I
I

•.. -Please:
vouche,

NAME
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To: Cl
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Clubman's Club in conjunction with Warner/
'Attantic Records are
making
this
special
offer to our members
al! the records listed
are offered to you with
a saving of up to 75p
per record.

The recommended retail -selling price in the shops for these
records as from 1st November 1974 is £2.69, we are offering
them to you for only £1.94 with the exception of the Frank
Sinatra album "Some of the Nice things I've Missed" K54020
because on this album there is also a book which is printed by
and retails for 40p, therefore, the price is increased to

0

'i~_;°ti~et

TO: CLUBMAN'S
PLEASE

SEND

CLUB,
ME

14 OXFORD

THE

STREET,

FOLLOWING

Artist

Title

Frank Sinatra

Some of The Nice
Things I've Missed
Killing Me Softly
Sundown
Greatest Hits Vol. 2
It's Only Rock 'n'
Roll
Eddie And The
Falcons
Let's Love
Nod's As Good As
A Wink To A Blind
Horse
The Divine Miss M
Soundtrack

Roberta Flack
Gordon Lightfoot
Dean Martin
Rolling Stones
Wizard
Peggy Lee
The Faces

Bette Midler
ClockWork
Orange
I

ENCLOSE

A CHEQUE/POSTAL

W1N

OHL

Cat No.

Price

K
K
K
K

54020
50021
44258
44060

£2.14
£1.94
£1.94
£1.94

coc

59103

£1.94

K 56029
K 50064

£1.94
£1.94

K 56006
K 40453
K 46127

£1.94
£1.94
£1.94

ORDER

FOR £

Qty.

TOTAL

TOTAL
.

...................................................

NAME

MEMBERSHIP
ADDRESS
ALL

LONDON

RECORDS:-

No

.

.......................................•....

PRICES

INCLUDE

P. &

P.

, Club has again arranged another super reduction
for
er s and their families when they go to see the Christmas
e Aladdin on ice at Wembley
Empire Pool.
.f 70p per ticket you will be able to sit in the best seats
price to the public £2.00 - £1.60 and £1.30).
lowing

performances:Date

19th December

th December

7th

1974

1974

1974

21st December

isdav

I enclose

Performance

ay 18th December

1974

January

2 p.m.
2 p.m.

6 p.m.

2 p.m.

6 p.m.

2 p.m.

6 p.rn.

1975 urrtil

a Cheque/Postal

Order for£

6 p.rn.

the

end

NAME

of the

season

o Thursday each week at the 7.45 p.rn, performance.
.h to go please complete the coupon -and post it

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

-----------------·-----------------·----------Carry on
reaches

us at least

fourteen

days

before

the actual

To:-

CLUBMAN'S

CLUB,

14 OXFORD

STREET,

LONDON

W1N

ice.

send me
s for

racing

lERSHIP NUMBER

ESS

OURSE

DATE

No. OF VOUCHERS

TOTAL

·-----------

UBMAN'S
IN W1N

CLUB,

14 OXFORD

STREET,

For the many of you who· enjoyed racing during the Summer.
don't fo.rget that our arrangements continue
with Catterick
for their National
Hunt Season
and members
can enter
the
Grandstand
and Paddock
for
£1.00 plus a Clubman's
Club
Voucher for 60p instead of the
normal rate which is £1.60.

You will be pleased to hear that
Goodwood,
Redcar and York
are continuing
their
arrangements with us for 1975 and it is
hoped
that
we will
have a
number
of
additional
racecourses which will give you a
greater choice for racing next
year. Details will be circulated
in our next Newsletter.

Racing
CAllERICK 1974-75
NATIONAL
HUNT RACING
Saturday 2nd November 1974
Saturday 7th December 1974
Saturday 14th December 1974
Wednesday
18th December 1974
Tuesday 31st December 1974
Wednesday
1st January 1975
Friday 17th January 1975
Saturday 18th January 1975
Saturday 8th February 1975
Wednesday
19th February 1975
Wednesday
5th March 1975

1.15
12.45
12.45
12.45
12.30
12.30
12.45
12.45
1.45
2.15
2.15

.,

for our Members

Concessions
As
you
no
doubt
have
appreciated a number of our
nightspots

are

general public
members
included

open

to

following
SCAMPS, a special
entrance concession price will
be applicable to Clubrnan's
Club members, Bradford 25p,
Bristol 5p, Hull 1 Op, Oxford 1 Op
and Sheffield 1 Op.
Newcastle
and
Nottingham
SCAMPS are membership clubs
(and also Croydon, on a Sunday
only). Clubrnan's Club members
are automatically members of
these clubs and the normal
waiving of entrance fees from
Monday to Thursday will also
apply here.

the

and not strictly

only,
these

we

have

venues

where

we consider our members can
have an
Whenever

enjoyable
possible

evening.
we
will

obtain
special
concessions/
benefits.
and these will in
future be shown in our Directory. Two or three concessions
are featured below:

THE
KEVIN
MORRIS
GROUP has a strong foothold
in Stoke and it's surroundings
with a total of seven nightspots.
The young at heart can have a
fantastic time at THE PLACE,
THE PLACEMATE(S), KORKEY
and THE
CHESHIRE CAT,
where the food is marvellous,
prices sensible. and all the
latest sounds. If you want a
complete night of entertainment, go to JOLLEES at Longton, Stoke-on-Trent. Top class
cabaret is the main attraction,
but there is also dancing to The
John
Simons showband
or
to
popular
records
from
resident compere Mel Scholes.
MAXIMS a really plush discotheque for the over 20's, has
recently been opened in Hanley.
The decor is late nineteenth
century
French style.
with

SCAM PS offer superb late
night entertainment for the 20's
to 30's. Situated in key centres
throughout
the
country,
SCAM PS
present
exciting
music in luxurious settings for
many thousands
of people,
-frorn 8 p.m. to 2 a.m., Monday to
Saturday.
All SCAM PS are fully licensed
with a wide selection of drinks
and wines.
Dining facilities
provide a range of grill meals at
very reasonable prices or simple
snacks such as pizzas or curries.
Clubrnan's
Club
members
vrsrtmq
SCAM PS in Bolton,
Carlisle, Croydon, Hemel Hempstead, Leicester, Newport, Norwich, Southend and Sutton.
have a free admission concession from Moriday to Thursday
nclusive. In the case of the

Xmas Hampers
-- Meat Packs

For many years now our
members
have
ordered
Xmas Hampers through
Clubrnan's Club. It relieves
you of all the worries of
choosing
a present for
friends and relations, and
also is an excellent way of
showing
appreciation
to
your staff, colleagues, and
clients. Gifts of food are
always
acceptable
and
usually shared by all the

household.

As some of the Xmas
Hampers were delivered
late last year, we have
changed our supplier we think the enclosed
details
offer the best
selection Clubrnan's have
ever produced, but please
order as early as possible
to ensure they arrive well
in time for Xmas.

B

PLEASE SEND ME A CLUBMAN'S
TIE AND CUFFLINKS.

B

·DELETE

ITEMS

CAR

Mem.

No.

B
B ADDRESS
B
B
B
~

I enclose

B

B

NOT REQUIRED.

B
B
B SIGNED ·

BADGE,~

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

a cheque/postal

order

for

e

~
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CESAR'S
PALACE at Luton
continue to provide star studded
entertainment, in comfortable
surroundings and all this with
the new club facilities which
include additional seating for
approximately 250 people, a
new enlarged bar, a self-service
buffet snack bar and TV lounge,
make CESAR'S good value for
money.
The
regular
members
of
CESAR'S
PALACE.
Luton,
receive complementary tickets
from time to time for certain of
their
weekly
shows.
This
entitles a member to bring up to
four guests at one time. As
CESAR'S PALACE is affiliated to
Clubrnan's Club. the management will include any Clubrnan's
Club member living in Luton and
the surrounding area on their
regular mailing lists for this
benefit. Members should write
to the Club Secretary, Cesar's
Palace, Luton, quoting
their
Clubman's
Club membership
number. name and address. if
they wish to take advantage of
this facility.

Cut Price
Drinks

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
~

modern surroundings. Special
facilities
include
the
latest
"quadrophonic sound', a wine
and spirit bar, and smorgasbord.
All Clubrnan's members are
allowed in at the Kevin Morris
venues at members priveliged
rates.

Clubman's
Club has made
its usual arrangements
for
the supply
of wines
and
spirits
to you during
the
festive
season.
Details
of
our packs will only be available up to 31st December,
1974, at these
very competitive
prices,
delivered
free of charge to y·our home
in the U.K. Please order
as early as possible to ensure
timely arrival if required for
Xmas or the New Year. The
enclosed brochure gives full
details.

Distinguish yourself as a
member of C/ubman. The
tie is in high quality
crimplene yarn and the
cuff/inks made of polished
metal on vitreous enamel.
The car badge is solidly
made in chromium-plated
steel. All three items feature
the Clubrnen's Club symbol
in silver.
The cost is £1.50 for the tie,
£1.50 for a pair of cuff/inks
and £1.95 for the car badge.
All prices include p. & p.

DISCOUNT
FISHING
In applying
for
a Leisure
Sport
Angling permit the individual.
be he
veteran. or rank novice, has access to
a vast range and variety of waters.
Course fishing
on 82 lakes and 16
rivers. situated in 13 counties.
There
are two
circuits
the Southern
Circuit
comprising
of Bedfordshire,
Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire,
Essex.
Hampshire.
Hertfordshire.
Kent.
Middlesex,
Surrey and Sussex. The
Midland
Circuit
comprises
of Bed·
fordshire,
Hertfordshire,
Norfolk,
Nottinghamshire
and Suffolk. ·single
group and overall permits covering a
variety of locations for a full season's
fishing
are available.
These vary in
price
from
single
water
permits
costing £3.24 to an overall permit for
all Southern
and Midland
waters
costing
£10.26 (inclusive
of V.A.T.).
Leisure Sport Angling is offering 15%
discount
to members
of Clubman's
Club for all of their fishing facilities
in 1975.
For full details please write,
giving
your membership
number and we will
send you the 68 page guide Book.

New clubs I or
your Directory
We have pleasure in announcing
new
clubs, which we have added to our list
since the last newsletter.
LONDON:
Scamps
(Croydon);
Scamps
(Sutton); La Parranda.
BIRMINGHAM:
Rum Runner Club; The
Midland Sporting Club; The Birmingham
Sporting Club; Golden Gloves; New Garryowen;
Rum Runner Casino.
BEDFORD: Stars.
BOLTON: Scamps.
BRACKNELL: Dawbourne.
BRADFORD: Scamps.
BRISTOL: Bailey's; Scamps.
CARLISLE: Scamps.
COVENTRY: The Club 100.
ECCLES: The Talk of the North (Open now
Feb. 1975).
GREAT YARMOUTH:
Tower Cabaret Club.
HEM EL HEMPSTEAD: Scamps.
H LI LL: Scamps.
LANG FORD: Yew Tree Country Club.
LE IC ESTER: Scamps.
LIV ER POOL: Bailey's
LOWER GODN EY: Bailey's.
LOWER GODNEY: Rising Sun Club.
NEWCASTLE:
The
Newcastle
Sporting
Club; Scamps.
NEWPORT: Scamps.
NORTHAMPTON:
101 Club; P.J.'s.
NORWICH: Scamps.
NOTTINGHAM:
The Heart of the Midlands;
Scamps.
OXFORD: Scamps.
READ ING: Harvey Wall banger.
SHEFFIELD:
The Sheffield Sporting Club;
Scamps.
SOUTHAMPTON:
The Ambassador Club.
SOUTHEND: Scamps.
STOCKTON • ON - TE ES:
The Teeside
Sporting Club.
STOKE-ON-TR ENT: Bailey's;Jollies; Maxims.
WATFORD: Scamps.
The following
clubs should be DEL ETED from the Directory
due to closure,
non-affiliation,
etc.
BARNSLEY: Monk Bretton Social Club.
BIRMINGHAM:
The Gay Cosmo; KenkoFuro; Piccadilly Disco.
BOURNEMOUTH:
Adriano's
BRISTOL: Top Cat Nite Club.
I LFORD: El Grotto.
LIVERPOOL: Grosvenor Club.
MARKET HAR BOROUGH: Golden Guinea
Club.
NANTWICH: The Wayfarer.
NORTHAMPTON:
Society Club; The
Characters Club.
PENZANCE: Barn Club.
RED CAR: Palace Casino Club.
ROWLANDS
CASTLE:
The
Staunton
Country Club.
SOUTHAMPTON:
Adam & Eve Disco; Club
Concorde.
WESTER HAM:
Oak Lodge Country Club.
WESTON-SUPER-MARE:
Glengarry Hotel.

SR 36
SCIENTIFIC

CALCULATOR

Fifteen functions give this machine all that you could want from a calculator
at the price. These are: x,..y, Ln, Log x,
sin, cos, tan, ~re, yx, ex,(, ), 1/x
deg/rad, "Tr, x2.

s;

A true memory is also included, using only one key for enter and recall.
This is separate from the bracket facility for more flexibility. Clear, clear last
entry and change sign keys supplement the normal four functions. The display is
composed of large, clear LEDs and has a range of ten digits, with an exponent
range of 1099 to 10-99. The bracket facility is perhaps this machine's strongest
selling point, as it increases the effectiveness of the usual "enter /roll" facility.
Equations such as those below are solved logically and in the same order as you
would write them. Included in the price are rechargable batteries and an ac/dc
adaptor.
The bracket facility being the main feature of this machine, a couple of examples
will illustrate its effectiveness:
Time Dilation
An astronaut rockets at 0.866025403
times the speed of light. His flight will
last for 100 years and he is 25
years old when he is launched, How
old will he be when he returns.

5.000000009-01
5.000000009-01
100.
100
=
50.00000009
ls - 50 years Therefore: 50+25 - te • 75 years old.
\

In the RC circuit below, what is the
time constant and what Is:
The current flowing after 10 seconds.

V •• C (0.866025403)
C = Speed of light 186,000 miles/sec

j_

10 T.______

t!:

Volts

yT:.... (0.866()25403)2
Depress
Function

Read
1.

yx

1.
0.
0.866025403
0.866025403
2.

2

:1.2mogll

M
(T) Time Constant in Seconds
Solving for I

I

~

6
X
3.3

x
[

0.

10.
10.
3.96
-3.96

-r-

M

+Iex

- 2.525252525
8.00380986-02
7.666349175-06

(I) Current after 10 Seconds

1.2
1.2 00
1.2 06
1200000.
3.3

i. e. it really is as you write it. What could be simpler? To operate the memory
keying is as follows: to enter a number push the M key after any equals sign. To
recall, or carry out memory arithmetic use the M key to enter the memorised
number into the equation, e.g. X+M=. Rechargeable batteries last for 4 hours,
they take approximately 8 hours to charge fully. The calculator can be used
whilst trickle-charging from the mains.
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
Dimensions: l"x3"x5"
Weight: 6 oz.
Made in U.K.

3.3 00
3.3-00
3.3-06
3.96
3.96

10.
10.
1.2
1.2 00
1.2 06
8.333333333-06
0.
1.
1.

10

Solving for T
Exp

1.2

I

R

1.2

+
Exp

3.
T = Time Constant
VR = Voltage Across Resistor
I = Current
R = 1.2 meg
= 3.3 µF
T = RC
Vo
I = (I -e -t/RC)

0.749999999
0.250000001

10

6

c

Key

.866025403

6

Electronics

ts • Space time
te ••• Earth time

Enter
Figure

Exp

+/-

DELIVERY: ex-stock or
within 10 days of receipt
of order.
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NEW LOOK
N CALCULATOR

GL986R & GL987R

... both with GREEN FLUORESCENT display that is
• clearer
• brighter
• larger &
• easier to read even on the brightest days.

(:
commodore

The GL986R & GL987R have the
revolutionary green fluorescent display AND
common sense logic that works problems just
as you would write them down.

Commodore GL986R
Outstanding Features
Features a total performance percent(%) key that automatically
computes percentages and lets
you add it to, or subtract it from,
your total instantly. An exchange
key is featured on the roomy keyboard ... and much more.
• Large, clear, bright GREEN
FLUORESCENT display.
• Automatic credit balance
indicator.
• Direct function percent key.
• 8-digit capacity.
• Automatic constant.
• Exchange key.
• Automatic floating decimal.
• Algebraic logic.
Technical Data:

Commodore GL987R
Outstanding Features
This calculator features a fourbutton memory and the most
versatile percent(%) key in the
industry. You can handle all percentages directly. It also has an
exchange key ... and much more.
• Large, clear, bright GREEN
FLUORESCENTdisplay.
• Direct function percent key.
• Four-key memory.
• 8-digit capacity.
• Automatic constant.
• Exchange key.
• Automatic floating decimal.
• Automatic credit balance
indicator.
• Memory signal light.
• Algebraic logic.

•
•
•
•

Rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries.
AC/ DC adaptor-recharger.
Carry case.
Solid state super large scale
integration (S-LSI) components.
• One year guarantee.
• Weighs just 6 ounces.
• 5-1 I 2" (D) x 3-1 I 16" (W) x 3/ 4" (H)

CBM Business Machines Limited
Sales Office:
446 Bath Road,
Slough,
Bucks SL 1 6BB

CBM Business Machines Limited
Service:
Eaglescliffe Industrial Estate,
Durham Lane, Eaglescliffe,
Cleveland County

Commodore AG Schweiz, Commodore France SA,
Bahnhof Strasse 74,
39 Rue Victor Masse,
CH-5000 Aarau
75009, Paris

Commodore Buromaschinen GmBH,
6097 Sprendlingen,
Robert·Bosch-Strasse 12a,
Nr. Frankfurt,
West Germany

I

"1

-----

PORTABLE \~1 ,
ELECTRONIC '\ .
CALCULATORS '

0•
0

7840/7860
(:
commodore

~

0

Portable Electronic Calculators
for School, Home or Office

/.

118S29E

3.

Commodore 784 D
Outstanding Features

Commodore 7860
Outstanding Features

Full four-function calculator with
8-digit easy to read display. A
perfect full time companion-Ideal in many situations.
• Add, subtract, multiply, divide
• Automatic floating decimal
• Automatic constant
• Display time-out increases battery life
• Automatic credit balance indicator
• Clear entry capability

Full four-function calculator with
8-digit easy to read display. This
unit features a total performance
Percent key that adds to, or subtracts from, a displayed total.
The Exchange key reverses rolls
of factors in multiplication and
division allowing you to check a
previous entry.

CBM Business Machines Limited
Sales Office:
446 Bath Road,
Slough,
Bucks SL1 6BB

•
•
•
•
•
•

Add, subtract, multiply, divide
Automatic floating decimal
Percent key
Exchange key
Automatic constant
Display time-out increases battery life
• Automatic credit balance indicator
• Clear entry capability

CBM Business Machines Limited
Service:
Eaglescliffe Industrial Estate,
Durham Lane, Eaglescliffe,
Cleveland County

Commodore AG Schweiz, Commodore France SA,
Bahnhof Strasse 74,
39 Rue Victor Masse,
CH-5000 Aarau
75009, Paris

Commodore Buromaschinen GmBH,
6097 Sprendlingen,
R obert-Bosch-Strasse 12a,
Nr. Frankfurt,
West Germany
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Sinclair Radionics Ltd.
London Road , St. Ives , Huntingdon
Combs
17 4HJ
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Dear Sirs ,
I shou Id' be gratefu I if you wou Id send me your catalogues for audio products in kit form together with
export prices •

Yours Faithfully

Y. E. Salman
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compete with air and road travel for
distances up to 500km. using special fast
expresses- capable of reaching their
destination in not more than half a day's
travel, so that a businessman, for
example, can travel TEE from Zurich to
Paris in the morning, spend the afternoon
working, and return to Zurich that night.
Eight types of train are in service at
present,
all
with
first-class
accommodation only, air-conditioning
throughout, full restaurant facilities
either in dining cars or at your seat, high
average speeds, luxurious furnishings and
a distinctive name. With two exceptions,
all are electrically hauled; and the
exceptions are soon to go electric.
A couple
of TEE trains, the
"Rheingold" (Holland to Switzerland via
the Rhine) and one of the newer routes,
the "Erasmus" (The Hague to Munich),
have vista-dome observation cars. Several
also carry secretarial services, and the
"Mistral" (Paris to Nice) has both ladies'
and gents' hair dressing salons on board.
There are no overnight services. The
earliest starting time is 0655 hours and
the very latest arrival time about 2330
hours. A few trains run entirely within
one country: the "Aquitaine" (Paris to
Bordeaux) or the "Vesuvio " (Milan to
Naples) are typical. Most TEE services,
however, connect two or more countries,
crossing frontiers with the minimum of
inconvenience. The most international is
the
"Edelweiss,"
which
connects
Amsterdam and Zurich via Brussels,
Luxembourg, Strasbourg and Basie.
All passengers must hold first-class
32

tickets and pay a special supplement the
rate of which varies according to the
distance travelled and the route. The
supplement
also
includes
a seat
reservation. (The trains carry no standing
passengers or registered baggage.) A
sample supplement fare is Zurich to Paris:
Swiss-francs 1 9. On the majority of TEE
trains prior reservation must be made,
although this can be done at very short
notice. A special telex network for
reservations links the majority of the
main cities on the route network. You
can, of course, use the TEE trains for any
part of their routes.
The original TEE involved the railways
of France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy
and the Benelux nations, with Austria
and Spain joining later. Beginning with
the summer timetable (May 24) the
network will be further extended to bring
Denmark into the system for the first
time. The "Merkur ," presently a German
Inter-City express, will be given full TEE
status and run between Stuttgart and
Copenhagen via Cologne and Hamburg. A
completely new train, the "Iris," made up
of stock from the "Cisa lpin" (which gets
entirely
new
rolling
stock), will
complement the "Edelweiss" between
Amsterdam and Zurich, giving two
services daily over that route. And the
"Cisa lpin " itself, now Paris to Milan via
Lausanne, will be extended to Venice the first time the network has reached
that city.
An equivalent network of freight
trains, called TEEM, carries mainly
perishable goods such as fruit and dairy
products, with about 100 trains in the

network averaging 85-100 kph.
Coordinating the technical side of
European rail travel is the Union
Internationale des Chemins de Fer (UIC),
which was founded in 1922, representing
all of Europe's railways with the
exception of the U.S.S.R. and Albania.
(The latter has an isolated system not
linked to either of its neighbours,
Yugoslavia or Greece.) The UIC maintains
close contacts with the East European
Railways
Organisation
and
with
counterparts in North and South
America.
Future rail development in Europe is
almost certain to follow the trail blazed
by TEE. A new high-speed line between
Florence
and
Rome
is
under
construction. It is 225km. in length and
speeds of up to 250kph. will be standard
when it is completed in the late 1970s. In
Britain, the high-speed trains are due to
enter service in less than two years, with
speeds· of up to 200kph. An even better
advanced passenger train (APT), with
speeds of up to 250kph. on many existing
lines and substantially more on special
new tracks, is already undergoing
intensive evaluation trials.
·
French Railways are pressing to go
ah sad with their own high speed line
from Paris to Lyons, a distance of
420km. Turbo-electric trains travelling at
up to 260kph. on this line would cut the
time from three hours forty-five minutes
to two hours.
In the immediate future, the railway
consortium of Germany, France, Italy,
Benelux, Switzerland and Austria plans to

The steam engine is a
DESPITE the progressive thrust of European
rail travel, there are still a few places where
steam buffs can find an old-fashioned locomotive putting in an honest day's work.
Germany: Rheine, between Bentheim and
Osnabruck, on the Emden line (3); Wurzburg.
Portugal: Oporto area, broad and metre
gauge, shed at Contumil.
Italy: Shed at Catanzaro Lido (Calabria);
elsewhere in far South.
Britain: Vale of Rheidol, Wales, 0.6 metre
gauge, May-October only.(l)

-;;
0.
0.
0

0
.Q

ro
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THE SEE-TRAIN:
Scenery is a free
bonus of European rail travel, visible
at its best from a TEE Vistadome.
buy standard
coaches of a new design
capable of running at 200kph. It is hoped
that about 500 of these
will be in
operation by 1976.
Advances in automatic coupling and
cybernation
(electronic identification) of
both passenger
and freight stock are
promising.
A uniform code for marking
the rolling stock has already been agreed
upon, and a standard automatic coupling
will be used in at least 60 per cent of

Europe's wagons and coaches by the early
1980s.
Most ambitious
of all is a mammoth
plan for a high-speed, inter-city network
for
both
passengers
and
freight
throughout
much
of Europe,
already
drawn up and approved
by the Union
Internationale des Chemins de Fer. This
scheme will involve the construction of
about 3,500km.
of new track and the
upgrading
of around
l 3,300km.
of
existing routes, which will be designed to
give speeds of up to 290kph. The aim is
to both complement
and compete with
road and air transport.

live and well in •••
*Other working steam engines tend to be
tourist attractions, of which one of the best
is the Mur Valley Line, where a drive-ityourself locomotive is available for hire
(plus professional fireman, passenger and
dining cars) in fifteen-minute segments or
longer. (2) The full 9 0-mile trip through
Austrian lowland and hill country takes
two-and-a-half hours and has attracted a
variety of rail buffs, including an Arab
sheikh and Italian tenor Giuseppi di Stefano
Queries and bookings to Harald Grafinger at
the line's HQ in Murau.
Nino lo Bello

Included in this plan is, of course, the
Channel Tunnel, approved by the French
and
British
governments
in
mid-November.
Barring
unforeseen
political pressures, it is all but certain that
the Chunnel will be built and, if the
designers' forecasts are correct, in use by
the early 1980s.
Its influence on rail traffic patterns in
western Europe and Britain will be very
great indeed. On the passenger side,
high-speed trains will link London and
Paris or Brussels in around two-and-a-half
hours. And if Britain develops certain
regional lines to continental loading
gauges, provincial cities in England,
Scotland and Wales might have similar
through trains to European
cities.
(Several years ago I saw a "dummy"
timetable for a TEE train called the
"Britannia", which would run from
Manchester via London, the Channel
Tunnel, Paris, Lyons, Mont Cenis to
Milan in about 12 hours. At the time it
looked like a pipe dream.)
And the cost of all this? A lot perhaps around £5 ,000 million.
Given the recent European travel
explosion (tourists in Spain alone now
number more than 35 million annually),
there is no doubt this money will be
spent somehow. The question is whether
rail travel - as against road or air
transport - deserves it.
Strictly in terms of time taken to get
from
one
point to another, the
advantages of the train are increasingly
evident if not conclusive. Railways are
much less prone to the traffic jams that
occur both on the road and in the air.
And they are much less affected by bad
weather than airplanes, contemporary
electronic sophistication notwithstanding.
Trains also run right into the heart of
major cities. The frustrating delays that
can occur while transferring from airport
(Please turn to page 37)
33
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"lt is always said that if you provide a service which
people want, you cannot fail, and in this sense I am
sure that the wide choice of EU ROGOLF holiday
opportunities contained in this brochure will appeal
to all enthusiasts for the game, and indeed to those
others in the family who may prefer the less active
pursuit of the sun and the luxury of a fine hotel."
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I JUSr t few years ago, a dedi- ·,.month, Sin21air Research,· '.M1
1'ecognised ''..the\ ,advantliges · oh
- \ cated computer· enthusiast··*l'.luld owned. by. its namesake,' has, been·:·•\marketing·oy:mall•order,: Colour I
1 have
needed , something · like-' -funding the:· TV's ·1de\"elopmertt(-, supplement: . i i ,aclvertisement~
~i £4,000 and a· machine, ,the '..s.ii¢(-.,itself.. T)ie.ma-in-11.c!V~rtee on th~·;· have, .worked-well .for the' ,Z">80 ,
. or. a cocktail cabinet to ... equip first Mi'ctoVisibn·: is the·. uniq4J! ,.:,ahd ii;.1ailt.cl"t.d~tA'f.ill help ·launch
himself with the sort of- el~(j; .. .flat-screen. M.uch:smaller than•Hhe· IV· set, 'Sinclair. says· this
lrroulc powet'·l!mbodled in Clive·,,:a. conventional" tuber it ruses J'11r''rappd,ach -helps with ct\sh flow,,
Sinclait's £99 12toz . .personal less power; and" wHL ·,trun·:·,for • 1;;uts .. thnough : the problem· · of
'computer, the ZXSO.. But the . around, 16 hours. on .small, ,.dry·1··havi11g ,to set up a. sales network r
shrinking world of ~6'-yeat-old ', batteries. But Sirtt:laitl.has. a,Js.Ci1J and provides an ideal sales tech- •
Sinclair mirrors 'JOCietY'.s, urge· t. had.ito '·d~'Velop\a :i:lew·,wny·1 (1f11)1ique ,foi'\innovative, consumer
to g1 elactrnnic. · ", , , ., • ,; ·: • producing the tu~e gll!ssw.are 1_n produC:_ts.,,, ~h?1,Ultaneo'-lsly selli11g ;
1
, With ZXBO .saies
rtow. .over : a vacuum, .A :p1lof,·plant near ·, and ·f.Ubhc1,smg them, ,"Jf a pro-.
·50;000, there musC·be '.; mimy 'Cambridge has l>een;h,rning,out; putts.radically new 11hd ydu ·pub.
parents for whom homework is flat ~heen .tubes at, up,,to,f~o: a' )t in a1 '.s4op wihdow1 the chances,
n~ longer· A' case· 'of ~tl'uggl~1~ day. for 18 Jjiorit)1s. : .. ·; ., . ' ' are., tiat it- will stay there," he
with the new maths but ,!l..elpmg .. Some of_S111clair'-ii-1?ilst .P,ro<;luc·., $ay~_; ,. ,, · . ; , .. .- . . . . . . .: . _, .
·:the kids pr1>gra1t1111&c·the1r .. com- trnti experiences have beert· J'IQne_. 1\ ·,S1ticla11:,qas done some mliket}'
purer,
·
,
. · · . . 'i
too happf and he d_oesnrt..,'waqt\r..e!letirvch:111IO sales pr,qspects fat·
· Most- of.th9~e parents grew up ·m·n·· .,:~ ., ••..,"';:,~ .•..•"",/]~ •.,,-:.L.,· , . the f. a!)d :.sa:Y~ a major Amer 1,
to the whistle, crack and hum of
· ·
·
'
•
can ,-retail• chain. has plans to :
valve-driven radios. If Sinclair's
·, order,.300,000 units in. the first
plans run th schedule, next -year
. year.. of production.
, But. he .is I
their children .wn, skip straight
, .~ur.e_;fhe; Ty._ will tollow-:~bat. he ;'
through the transistor radm ~ra
,.calls ,.-j'1'the Boston Consulting,.
it.tta the age of.t_he £50; pocket·
proup:.J~~i'ning .tut'v_e. !1hilo, .
sized . TV '' trarttue.",.. · . r , • ••
, ~ophy.u
Put crudely this means: 1
Sinclair made his na1t1e·in thl!! "ft
,tthe, lowe/ the. price, the greater,
~11rly 1970s .by ·. deve1c,pihl! ·· $: · :tu
the sales,
. . · . ,:~ 1 .
,
pocket cal.tul,tor much lig'&ter ''!{
: :1 · THe. re,f~tiortship-'i~ · su)n,osed ,1:1
rhan _anythmg th~ Amerk,411 corn- ·'{4+,
~Ii. be quite precise: ·halv11'\Jt the
pennon could offer. But for ·the', l'"!Ai
. J)t1ce· should l'a1SI! sales ,fhefold, '
past five years, most of · ltis i{Y':b;.;,~,:fMt.
· i. · The, up's and downs · of Sin· .
-efforts have been concentrated '."'' ,.,,,.,,·,?•t;:t)-"';_.': '
.
I
i' '.cii!ir'~'-: .vent.tirest)ltii! . businesa .
on miniaturising the black and TM flat-si!t,e(tt.:t~l~.vision
. ; ':\· ,vividly ... Illustrate the ·difficulty
,.
white TV set. . · ·.- . .
·. : . ,.'. .: ;" .; .. ,,'.' .. ~,::·-,.,::;, :\. -;•: r.,'./L• ;,of gettlrtg;, high .tiklil1_ology off '
··l>r
· Four y~ars ago, with t•he help h~9 · }1n:r, 25,stro~~ .1-r1 esear:th I the gr~u!1d.", ;pie ;;,.celebrated
of the National Enterprise Board, organisation
ove~-bu_1 d~i;i&:d. ';llti! ,e\eftromc ',ll_Jlck' '\Va;(t'.T, :. was a .
he launched. the 2lb, £200 the problems . of a latM; ~ciile non-starter after the. fallu1•e to
'.' Microvision."
This. . was m~nu~acturet'-.· ,''.·~~_yeri. ·d~I'-~P.Xh,;g~r. the ,ri~.ht i:rti,cro-i;}i!'s . ,;rhere ',
intended as a atep towards an thing you t;an get QtHed t~_ 1·~b, : · were .cornponent quality prob-, . eve11.n1or:e Lilliputian .goal.ibut he , 5f.YS, ;·The ~~onlP.llt;~t~· ateci lerl1s 'With 'th~, early calculators
: the relationship with the NEB· m~de: by i_ sub-c~i1trllW'it'··~flt! . and' -then' the · busihe~s wu
di~. not work out ... Sinclair's. t1:is um~; T_:1n1ex w111,~~-hartdl111g --;~~~mpe.d ·b:{ iow .cost competioriginal' ,su't,poi"ter Lord· Ryder:, Pt oduction ~t its g~ant· D~nd~_e., .non. ,,1.;·
.
< ,,: ,
. sleft and his su~cessors were watch- fBctory. ·• · ,.,_
·. ·"' "''' Sihclii.ir )itimilty 'life~ bf!: his
more interested in Sine.lair's' elec· ". ;Ji-!lH!X .· . i!. ( fnliklh~i'.?~rietiaI'tMrs. When the ·pac~ of technitronic instruments than in . con- ~quipinllnt and· f~e . first .£1.:25m. .. ·cal, _,innoy11-tio,n.. in. a product
.sumer p_rod1:1crs like the-Tv'.:,And , ~nvest~e1\t'J'..tttr1h1g~ 1 t~ · , 198?'\·'sl~w~,:compeutive• advantage, he
they • were even more dlsen- could creatl:! 250 Jdbs; fall:rng·ttiti~1"adrtimi, ·-goes ttf the lowest cost
ch.ant~d by the losses involved in ... capacity. to .'011e 't11i1llon ·Ii :~ea~rt1prtiduc:et~1Umost1 invariably the
the builcl.~up of-the TV businessl
By ,1935, tM · folfr ,;/liar," £5m1'.'Fat Ea~t.· When he examined
Eventual!Y ,..t~ey sold _that _off1 _ i?veiltment .. _.pr;ograp,.trte· :_l:oult I the _poss~bilities, of making the
•· kePt the- instnuhent business· llrtd- '. .liave created 1J000. Jobs but t1ils TV set!J '111- liong Kong, .be con•
Sinclair went off to work •on the will depend o.t'l::.howAI.'iniex bal~ r·cluded' ···manufacturers ; t'l:ter•·
. key to. the ,breakthrough ,he Uil• · 1 ~m:esfits.:labour for.Ce ,blitweeh •. laclfed the •prodtictiort knbW;hi>W, '
· • veiled last week, the flat screen. watches and t'1bes;,What Sinclair But 'how secure 'isr he, a.gainst··
,
... There "!'.11,.$ .some fu_n·~ing from 1, will hot ,,.5.ay_Asi. how, ..~udh~i:u.beo .some urte:itpl!cted · tl!thtti¢al leai,·,
·'the NEB1· and the Natiohal Re· · outp'lit this would entad. But with frog by the ·t:olnpt!tititn\ before
search and Development Corpor• help from the Stuttish· Ecottt1111i:c' l:sets: gO' ,orl .t:sa!e' 1.next'·. year?
ation chipped in with. £500,000 Planning .1 ,Departtneht ·. , ahtl' •.'" Vecy,"l'l'ii!' sayk',1 ~-We're not·I
of the . Um development · cost. regional.. ,!rants; ·thrs ,project,·is-·• piottile~ .by itcident\ We're thl'Y
~ut with the ear.nings from. the,. getting, f2.6m. itt p\11:>l_i~ ·m.o_ n.dy' 1-''.first·· .fa 1' ;t,.lfield · whi!rl! 1Jots. of ·
ttny computer, whose produc· over four years; '
' ' · ·: able '.l)eopJe· are trying-and we're '
tioit rl!tf has reitt11!'d 10,000 i" · Eaflf 'm 'hii 'lafUr,'i'.Sf¥ilial'r~not"'laaiiding still."
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CAPTION
21 July 1981
The Sinclair ZX81 personal computer, designed and develored
by Sinclair Research of Cambridge.
The ZX81 is available
ready-assembled at £69.95, and in kit-form at £49.95, both
prices include VAT.
Issued for:
Sinclair Research Ltd
6 King's Parade
Cambridge CB2 lSN

Issued by:
Daniel J Edelman
Stanhope House
Stanhope Place
London W2 2HH

Ltd

~

• ••

.

CAPTION

March

5,

1981

The Sinclair ZX Printer has been designed especially for use with
Sinclair personal computers - the ZX81 and ZX80 with retrofit
8K BASIC ROM and will be available in June 1981 for around £50.
It offers full alphanumerics across 32 columns plus sophisticated
graphics.
Issued for:
Sinclair Research
6 Ki nq " s Parade
Cambridge
CB2 lSN
Tel: 0223 312919

Issued by:
Ltd

Daniel J Edelman
Stanhope House
Stanhope Place
London W2 2HH

Ltd

Tel: 01-723 3444
Contact: Robin Kinnear
or Bill Nichols

CONTACT NO:

Sine 168/15

PHOTOGRAPHER:

Tony Harden

negs:

Tony Harden

DATE:

April 1982
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PHOTOGRAPHER:
Negs:
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83/1735/3
Tony Harden
Tony Horden

November 1983
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CAPTION
A screen from the QL Archive database management package,
one of the four programs from the integrated Psion-written
software suite which is supplied complete with every QL.
For further

information

contact:-

Bill Nichols
Sinclair Research Ltd
23 Motcomb Street
London SWlX 8LB.
Tel: 01-235 9649.
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Cumava giinayd1n

: icin yemegin
z •.

.endirir. Siz arnk,
nniz oksijenlerini
a katraru yerine.

kolay, ogleyi
da agzuuz cahseek ya ... 0 zalcin, Kendinizi
ebiydi deyip bazr
reyin. Meyva da
a dogrusu yiyin.
lill gorecekstniz.

l

Ogle yemegine belki her zaman oldugundan daha Istahla bashyorsunus, Eger
kilo almak gibi bir derdiniz yoksa,
istediginiz kadar yiyin. Eger kilo almak
istemiyorsaruz, yemek miktanm da bir
sure kontrol altma almaya cahsmamz
gerekiyor.

BILIM ADAMLARI
KILO l~IN NE DIYOJI?

.1

,Ji Temple Oniversitesi'nden
yedi bilim adammm sigara
•
Icenlerle yaptJ.klan bir cahs•
ma gercekten cok Ilglnc,
Sigara tiryakileri bilim
adamlanmn istegi ilzerine bir ay Icln
slgarayi birakacaklardi, Bu bir ayhk
doneminin baslamasmdan oncekl sabah
btitiin tiryakdar tepeden nmaga kontroldan gecirildi; testier ve tahliller yapildi,
Slgarayi brrakmalarmdan sonra yapilan test ve tahlilerden ahnan sonuclar
§a§rrtic1ydi. Temel metebolizmamn yava!iladig1, kalp anslanmn dakikada 3,
gilnde 4000 anshk bir azalma gosterdigi
belirlenmistl.
Uzmanlar bu arada eski tiryakilerin
yemek yeme ahskanhklanm da not
ediyordu. Bu deneme silreci yasayanlardan yahuz biri eskiye gore daha fazla
yemeye basladigmi soylilyordu. Ashna
bakarsamz, herkesten cok kiloyu da o
almrsn, Yahuz bir ki!ii de hie kilo
almarmsn. Cilnkil biitiin bit aymi spor
yaparak geclrmisti.
Insan metabohzmasiyla ilgili cahsmalar iki tiir metabolik oleil oldugunu

:"i

gosteriyor. Evet, sigara Icen ve Iemeyenler arasmda metabolizmmn i§leyi!ii actsmdan farkhhklar var. Sigarayi birakan
bir Insan, vilcudun cok uzun siiredir
ah§tigi bir metabolik durumundan obiirune geciyor. Yani arada ki~i bir geci§
silreci yasiyor,
Iste bu geei§ siirecinde ki§i yeme
oramnda hlcblr farkhhk olmasa da kilo
alabiliyor. Boyle bir durumda ise, kiloyu
fazla dert etmeyip daha cok sigarayt
birakma karannr uygulayabilmeyle llginmekte yarar var. Kilo sorununu nasil
olsa eozersiniz.
Aynca, bu geei§ siirecinde ki§i egzersiz
yaparsa, hie kilo almadan da metabolizmamn yeni cahsma tarzma ahstp uyum
saglamasma yardimcr olabilir.

ILK CIDDI SINAVI
AK~AM VERECEKSINIZ
A Ozellikle aksamlar sigarayt

I

birakanlara tuzak kurmus
durumda. Her zamanki ak: samlardan daha farkh bir
seyler yapmaya cahsm.
Gene agrr yemeklerden kacmmamz gerekiyor. eiinkii insan, agir yedlkce, sigara
Icme istegi de artiyor. 0 aksam sigara
icmeyenlerle birlikte olmaya cahsm.
Ellerinizi oyalayacak bir Isler de bulabilirsiniz. Arada bol bol su lcln, Canunz
sigara istiyor gibi oldukca, kosullar
uygunsa cikm dolasm,
Bu ilk gilnii atlatnktan sonra, her §ey
cok daha kolaylasiyor, Yahuz, ozelikle
aksam yemeginden sonra Televizyoun
karsisma gecerek durmadan bir seyler
yemeye ahsmaym, Bu boyle siirer gider
ve oniinii alamassuns,
Nice ytldoniirnlerine 1985'in 9 Subat'mda birlikte yildoniimil kutlayacagiz;
eminls, siz de konugumuz olacaksuus,
•:',
'
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BMC mensuplanmn Altmyunus cikartmasr ..
BMC mensuplan, yorucu gecen bir yilm sonunda gee te olsa Cesme/ Altmyunus tesislerinde biraraya
gelmeyi basardilar ve nese Icinde eglendiler.Fotografta; Serif Basma, Ali Dursunos, Bans Gokoglu,
Mehmet Oierie, Giirer Firat, Sadik Soykan, Ahmet Iylgun, Mert Aksoy ve Esat Pakakar'i esleriyle
birlikte nese Ictnde eglenirken goriiyoruz.

Lions Kuliibii
Aychn Subesi

Baskanhgma Dr.
Adnan Dursun
getirildi

ISSUE 7
For a company that has been
in businessfor only 5 years,
SinclairResearchhas a track
record that few companies •
achievein a life-time.In terms
of design, technical achievement and marketing Sinclair
has
constantly
outperformed every other
home computer company.
From the earliestdays of the
ZX80 right up to our entry
into
the
professional
computer market with the
OL, Sinclair has constantly
NigelSearle " ... overseas
beenin the publicspotlight In business to dwarf UKhome
this time we have sold over
market. "
four millioncomputers;more than the total Japanese industry.
Both the ZX Spectrumand ZX81 are millionsellers.

The success of these products is a testament to the
calibre of individuals who have made this happen, both
in the UK and overseas. Indeed it is the expansion of our
overseas activities which has been one of our most
notable achievements, with over 50% of all Sinclair
designed computers being sold outside the UK. From an
initial export figure of £35,000 in our first year of
trading in 1979 to almost £20 million in our 1982-83
financial year, this six hundred fold increase looks like
growing still further.

In the space of these 5 years we have conducted
business in nearly 100 different countries, achieving
dominant market positions in Spain, Italy, France, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey and many more. We have continued to
learn a lot about these markets and the different buying
habits of consumers in each country- whether they are
mainly interested in games or have a bias for education
software such as in Sweden or Colombia.

SUMMER 1984
This has been achieved by a hard-working and closely
knit export co-ordinating unit at Cambridge, under the
control of Charles Cotton. Excellent relationships have
been established with our overseas distributors and
dealers as well as the ever-encouraging involvement of
the overseas British embassies and consulates.

Sinclair UK/Export Sales Growth
'82-83
'81-82
'80-81
'79-80
Year

35,317
15,810
2,856
605

19,212
11,358
1,768
35

54,529
27,168
4,624
640

UK

Export

Total

£000 turnover

Further Opportunities
To those distributors and dealers who have been with
us from the early days, I would like to thank you for
your continued support and commitment to our product
range. To those newer companies who have iust ioined
us, I hope that you too will enio» and benefit from
working for what is fast becoming one of the world's
best-known computer companies.
With exciting new developments in Europe, the Middle
and Far East along with the enormous potential of the
Eastern Bloc countries now that the COCOM
restrictions have been lifted, I am confident that
Sinclair's overseas operations will continue to develop
rapidly. I believe that in another five years our overseas
business will have grown to such an extent that it will
dwarf our home market.
Good luck to you all in achieving this.

The accompanying chart shows the striking increase in
overseas business and its growing importance to the
company as a whole.

Regards....
NIGEL SEARLE

LOOKING BACK O
1979

Sinclair Research was founded by Sir Clive
Sinclair in July.

1980

In February, Sinclair launched the ZX80 - its
first home computer, which reshaped the
UK market.

1981

Sinclair announce a four-year £5 million
programme in February to manufacture the
flat-screen TV. The job was contracted to
Timex of Dundee.
In March, the ZX81 - which replaced the
ZX80's 18 chips with a set of four - was
launched by Sinclair, with a price tagf69.95.
By this time the ZX80 was already the top
selling home computer in the UK.
The Sinclair Prize for Fiction was launched in
June.
In July, Sinclair announced the sale of its
100,000th computer, and in September the
ZX Printer was unveiled.
October: Sinclair announced a trading deal
to sell the ZX81 in Japan.

1982

Five Years of Ac

Sinclair signs an agreement with Timex in
February for its computer products to be
sold in North America
In March Sir Clive announced that he would
be among the runners in the first Cambridge
Festival Half-Marathon, sponsored by Sinclair.

more

April saw the launch of the ZX Spectrum then Sinclair's most dynamic product since
the formation of the company.
In July, the Department of Industry
announced it had selected the ZX Spectrum
for its Micros in Primary Schools Scheme.
The price of the ZX81 was cut from £69.95
to £49.95 in August
The highlight of the Personal Computer
World Show in September was the launch of
the first range of Spectrum software, as sales
of the ZX81 hit the 500,000th mark.
In the same month, Sinclair announced a
£15 million extension to Government's
Micros in Primary School Scheme.
2

IN FIVE YEARS OF SI
'

SinclairZXSpedrum
16Kor48K RAM ..•
full-size movingkey keyboard ...
colour and sound...
high-resolution
graphics..•

From only

l

nentathlete

lvertising, Publicity and Promotions
In the UK, Sinclair now attends a number of the mainline
computer shows and fairs wherein we generally have the
largest and most prestigious stand. The PCW Show,
Computer Fair and in future the "Which Computer?
Show" all provide valuable face to face contact with
customers and enthusiasts as well as providing an
excellent showcase for our new products.

tennis stars Vijay
Armritraj and Peter
Fleming along with .
BBC sports commentator Jimmy Hill
and James Bond 007,
Sean Connery.

Lasting 2 months, the promotion will have reached an
estimated 20 million households.

A number of Sinclair
sponsored activities
are_ fast becoming~_
~
highly
respected
events in their own
right This year's Sinclair Cambridge Festival Half
Marathon attracted a record 2,450 runners, with
women's winner Joyce Smith going on to compete in the
Los Angeles Olympics.

Over the 5 years, not only has the quality of the software
code improved, but also the packaging. Sinclair's LOGO
is a good example of this. Applauded by the press and public - LOGO consists of a packaged set of two
introductory books along with the accompanying
software.

fr~~

We've also come a long way promoting our software
titles." Match Point" is one of our latest software games.
Based on the rules of Lawn Tennis, it had a natural
seasonal appeal to a pre-Wimbledon public who
responded to a number of competitions run throughout
the Wimbledon fortnight of regional papers and the Mail
on Sunday's YOU Magazine. In addition to this, we cosponsored a Pro-Celebrity charity tennis match at the
Royal Albert Hall. Pictured here playing the game are

The Sinclair 1984/5 Prize for Fiction has also achieved
another record, attracting over 300 manuscripts from all
over the world.
Along with a number of smaller promotions that appear
almost continually, all this adds up to Sinclair having the
kind of positive high-visibility that keeps the company
name in the public eye.
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INCLAIR SUCCESS
1983 At the

London Home Computer
Fair,
Horace - this time going skiing - made a
reappearance in a batch of new software
titles for the Spectrum.

... And what we're doing today
SINCLAIR'S recent UK trade presentation in July saw
over 140 delegates crowd into London's prestigious
Hotel Inter-Continental to discover the widest ranging
sales promotion campaign that Sinclair has yet to
announce.

In January, a 10 per cent private placement
of 400,000 Sinclair Research shares raised
f13.6
million
gross,
capitalising
the
company atf136.9 million. A new corporate
structure was introduced shortly after the
placement

One of the items to draw most attention was the first
ever packaging of 6 top-selling Sinclair software titles called the Sinclair "Six Pack"- This merchandising
innovation will be a key feature in an extensive sales
support programme for the 48K ZX Spectrum in the runup to the highly lucrative UK Christmas period.

February- Sinclair became the first company
in the world to sell one million home
computers.
The price of the 16K Spectrum was cut from
f125 to £99.95. In May, Sinclair announced
its plans for a f2 million advanced research
centre - Metalab.

They enhance the perceived value of the Spectrum and
will encourage retailers with the strong conviction that
the Sinclair brand name is 'the' major one to support.

In July, Sinclair launched the ZX Microdrive
and a new expansion interface.

Two similar promotions have been tailored specifically
for our distributors overseas.

In September Sinclair Research announced a
doubled turnover of £54.53 million and
sharply increased profits in its 1982/83 year
end figures. The flat-screen TV was officially
launched in September.

16K and 48K Overseas Version
The 16K ZX Spectrum will have a special "Six-Pack"
promotion similar to that in the UK. It includes leading
titles such as: Horace and the Spiders, Horace goes
Skiing, Hungry Horace, Reversi, Planetoids and Space
Raiders.

1984 January, the QL, Sinclair's most advanced
product to date, was launched.
February, Sinclair Vehicle Project confirmed
that it was negotiating with Hoover for the
assembly of its first electric vehicle at Merthyr
Tydfil, South Wales.

For the 48K Spectrum, an even rnor generous "EightPack" includes: Chequered Flag, Flight Simulation, Chess,
Backgammon, Reversi, Jet Pac, Cookie and Pssst

In May a number of new Spectrum software
titles including, Which? Tax Calculator and
several games were launched. The following
month, LOGO was made available to
Spectrum users.

This represents enormous value for money for would-be
purchasers and an extensive marketing-ed_ge for
distributors and retailers carrying the Sinclair range.

In June, independent AGB market share
figures attributed Sinclair with 43% of the
UK
home
computer
market,
with
Commodore (UK) Limited trailing with 28%,
Acorn 10% and Atari 2%.

Comments overseas business manager, Charles Cotton,
n ••• behind these very substantial promotional offerings
is a deliberate and concerted intention to give distributors
and retailers the greatest opportunities for maximising
Sinclair's market share.

In July, Sinclair announced an increase in
production of the Oland the Sinclair TV and
its plans for a retail programme for both
products - starting this autumn.

"Where we are new and emerging as a real potential
force, this promotion will accelerate our status ... where
we are already dominant we will be able to consolidate
our position and make it even harder for the competition.

During August it was announced
that
Spectrum production would build up to
200,000 units per month.

The challenge is now there for you to use this promotion
device to its best advantage."

4

Sir Clive Sinclair's jjMENSA at Cambridge"
the Future

)
I

BY the year 2020 computers with an intelligence
equivalent to the human brain could be widely available
for less than the price of the average motor car.
The computers - Metacomputers - could do most of a
person's rational thinking. But far from being sinister, the
Metacomputer would serve rather than threaten
civilisation.

•
J

That was the picture of computer technology in the next
millenium presented by Sir Clive Sinclair when he spoke
to a conference held by Mensa at Cam bridge. The theme
of the event was looking into the future as far as.George
Orwell did when he wrote his visionary novel "1984" 36
years ago.

But despite the cheapness of the technology
and the abundance of
silicon, a complete new
architecture would have
to be created for any
computer to emulate the
human mind.
"The nature of the archi-

111

SirC/ive Sinclair...
tecture is causing enor"Metacomputer as
mous debate. Several lines
familymember".
are being pursued, and
we still have not seen a likely winner", he said.
Highlighting the likely impact of the Metacomputer
on civilisation, Sir Clive said "The back breaking toil
of sawing wood, digging canals and washing clothes
has long been dedicated to machines. By 2020 we
will be able to say the same about mental toil".
Sir Clive said that the Metacomputer will be able to make
decisions on our behalf based on data. It could serve as a
"home doctor" offering advice based on its stored
medical knowledge and the specific records of a
complete family.
He said "The Metacomputer will come to know the
family well and identify with it, just as servants once did.
Jokes and reminiscences could be shared with the
family".

Sir Clive's presentation traced the likely developments
from current research into Fifth Generation computing
and the potential for artificial intelligence. By examining
the increase in the number of components contained in a
computer over the last 25 years, together with the
reduction in relative size and costs, certain conclusions
could be reached about when the Metacomputer may be
developed and how much it would cost, he said.

I

Look to

"Assuming the cost of computers continues on the same
· curve, as I believe it will, a machine of the complexity of
the human brain, in terms of the number of components,
will be achievable for ten million dollars by the year
2000," he said.

Sir Clive also predicted that with the mere acquisition ot'
knowledge no longer an issue for humans, the nature of
teaching would change towards a more philosophical
approach. "In particular I am thinking of the teaching of
the enjoyment of life, of music, literature, poetry, science
and mathematics", he said.

"It will cost $100,000 in the year 2010, and a mere
$1,000 by the year 2020. So by that date we are looking
at robots with totally human powers of intellect that
might be as cheap as cars."

Eastern Bloc Offers New Opportunities
A VAST untapped market for manufacturers of small
personal computers has been exposed by the easing
of restrictions on sales to the Eastern bloc
Arid Sinclair is going to be among the first to take
advantage of the new opportunities, according to
Charles Cotton, the company's Overseas Business
Manager.

Jan Tyzska, who speaks five languages including
Russian and Polish, will head Sinclair's drive on the
East European market.

Soon after the announcement
that the Coordinating
Committee
for Multi-Lateral
Export
Controls (COCOM) had partially lifted its ban on
sales of small computers to Warsaw Pact countries,
Sinclair confirmed
it had appointed
an East
European Sales Manager.

, 'f\nd we already have thousands of users in
Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia who have
bought their computers from abroad and imported
them privately. There are even Sinclair user clubs in
these countries, and many western computer
magazines are distributed".

'There are more than 400 million people in Eastern
Europe which makes the market as big as the rest of
Europe put together", said Charles.
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Sinclair Research Continues its Overseas Expansion
Programme
AS ·part of its international expansion programme,
Sinclair Research has recently appointed three new
overseas managers for South East Asia, for the Middle
East and for West Germany.

... SINCLAIR'S new German office is headed by Jorn
Clausen who will be covering Germany and Austria
The office, which was opened in July, is located in
Bad-Homburg near Frankfurt (more details next month) ...

John Durnford, 28,
has been appointed
South
East
Asia
Manager and will be
permanently based
in Sinclair's newly
opened
office
in
Singapore. John will
be principally responsible for local business and marketing
strategy and also for
the introduction of
Sinclair's new QL
computer with local
language capabilities.
Formerly
employed by ComSouth East Asia Manager -John
modore (UK) Ltd,
Durnford
John was responsible for marketing, planning and
the establishment of distributor networks in the
Middle East, Africa and Southern Europe.

...In Germany, Juergen Schumpich is offering all 1,500
German Sinclair retailers the following bet: any retailers
who can sell one ZX Spectrum per working day from July
1st to December 31st (this equals 144 Spectrums) will
win a weekend for two in London. This original incentive
scheme which was devised by Juergen himself is being
coordinated with help from Sinclair's German
advertising agency ...
... Swiss distributor, Elcoma, recently organised a
competition for visitors to the International Model
Airplane meeting in Lausanne. The competition, which
offered prizes of 5 ZX Spectums plus Flight Simulation
programs, attracted an excellent response...
... For the first time, Sinclair Research has appointed a
distributor in Yugoslavia. The company, ISKRA
Commerce, is part of the largest electronics firm in
Yugoslavia and is based in Ljubljana. Demand for
computers is expected to reach 80-100,000 in 1984/
85, and Sinclair has already shipped 2000 Spectrums,
which will be sent to Yugoslavian schools for the start of
the new academic year ...
. .. On September 3rd, Sinclair Research will appoint a
new distributor for Denmark, H Christensen and Son.
The Copenhagen-based company will start the ball
rolling by having a Sinclair stand at Denmark's office and
data exhibition in October ...

34 year old, Arabicspeaking Alan Miles
is
Sinclair's new
Middle
East
Manager. In his ten
years in the area,
Alan has worked
with the media and in
publishing.
Before
joining Sinclair he
was Middle
East
Manager for Macmillan
Publishers.
Sinclair already has a

Arabic-speaking Alan Miles

... SINCLAIR Research has won an order from China's
North East Technical College for600 48 K Spectrum
computers ....

Overseas Conference Details
AS mentioned in the June issue of the Bulletin, the
Second Overseas Distributors' Conference will be held at
the Selsdon Park Hotel in Croydon from September
14th-16th. All delegates should by now have received
an invitation for this, complete with an outline agenda
for the weekend and a map showing how to get to the
hotel. The conference will begin on the Friday evening
with a reception at 7.30pm. There will be presentations
all day Saturday as well as Sunday morning - topics tci'be
covered will include:
Overview of current activities
Overseas markets
QL Overseas launch
Update on software and education
Advertising and PR

considerable foothold in the Middle East with an
established distributor
network
in place. Key
markets include Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the Gulf
States.
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There has been recent
speculation about the
state of the microcomputer industry in
the UK as a result of
we/I-publicised problems
of
other
companies.
Some
international
newspapers have printed
stories saying Sinclair
has stopped
production at its UK
factories, and that ,..
we, too, are experiencing hard times. Charles ,cotto--;,~·::ecord year for
This information is Sinclair
untrue and I hope that as a result of the recent
statement that was sent to you, you have
been able to put the press right.

Stock
Let me explain the background to last
Christmas' retail sales in the UK - many of you
will probably find that something similar
happened in your own country. UK retailers
sold out of computers in the two weeks
running up to Christmas in 1983, and this
Christmas they over-compensated to prevent
the same thing happening. However, they
found they had large stocks of some makes of
computers left on the shelves. As they are
currently concentrating on getting rid of those
computers which are difficult to sell, popular
computers such as the Spectrum are being held
back. This means of course that we have to
wait for the retailers to move the excess
Christmas stock before they re-order. What
we can be certain of is that retailers will not
make the same mistake twice, and they will be
unlikely to order huge quantities of brands that
are difficult to sell. This will be to Sinclair's
advantage as there will be more shelf space for

our product.
In spite of UK retailers being left with excess
computers, 1984 was a record year for Sinclair.
Both sales and profits from March-December
were higher than those for the same period in
1983.

Volume
Having produced two million Spectrums by
December 1984, and achieved sale of the five
millionth
Sine/air-designed computer
in
January (this includes Timex machines that
were sold in the US), Sinclair is undoubtedly
Europe's largest volume producer of microcomputers. We are confident that, with the
international launch of the OL, these output
figures will continue to rise dramatically.
Throughout 1985, Sinclair will be introducing,
with your involvement, local language OLs
complete with adapted keyboard and foreign
language software. With such a wide range of
software and peripherals coming on to the
market for the new computer, together with
its high performance/low price ratio, we
expect the OL to outsell even the Spectrum.

Success
1985 will see even higher sales for Sinclair
Research, as we not only widen our
geographical territories - to include the Middle
East, East Europe and, once more, the United
States - but also as we broaden our customer
base with the OL to include professional and
business users.
This will present considerable challenges for
you and your teams, but challenges which we
are
confident
represent
tremendous
opportunities for success and profits.
Best Regards

UL~

Charles Cotton
Overseas Business Manager

Exhibition

round up

Sinclair goes to Russia
Sinclair Research exhibited at Moscow's Technobuch '85 fair in January-the company's first venture
in Russia. Jan Tyszka and David Park who manned
the stand, declared it "an overwhelming success".
The Spectrum range and educational software were
exhibited, resulting in all Spectrums on the stand
being sold to the two Ministries which sponsored
the fair - the Ministry of Higher Education and the
Ministry of 'Enlightenment'.
Tyszka and Park hosted top officials including
representatives from the Council of Ministers, the
State Committee for Science and Technology and
the Academy of Science. Sinclair is interested in
entering into scientific and technical cooperation
agreements, leading to the manufacture of Sinclair
products in the USSR - subject, of course, to
COCOM and UK Government approval. The fact
that SRL was the only supplier present in its own
right impressed
the authorities
and greatly
. improved the company's business acceptance.
As a result of the keen interest shown by the UK
press in Sinclair's activities in Russia, a press briefing
was held on Jan Tyszka's return from Moscow. Jan
told the press of the Soviet plans to provide each
one of Russia's 64,000 schools with 20 computers.
Sinclair is continuing negotiations with the Russian
Education Ministries regarding Spectrum sales in
the schools' sector, and Tyszka is optimistic about
the outcome.

The Sinclair stand at the Technobuch Fair in Moscow attracted people of all
ages.

Middle

Large numbers attended Photo & Cine's Sinclair stand at the Kuwait Info
Exhibition.

The new Kuwaiti distributor,
Photo & Cine,
organised its first show for Sinclair at the Kuwait Info
Exhibition on February 9th.
It was not possible to sell computers at the
exhibition, but Photo & Cine were able to take
orders from potential customers. At the end of the
four-day show, the new distributor had taken orders
orders for 50 Qls and over 200 Spectrums.Visitors
to Kuwait Info who had recently .bought Qls in
London were keen to demonstrate their newly
acquired skills at the stand -two of these computer
enthusiasts have now been appointed to work in
Photo & Cine's shop!
Sinclair enjoyed a successful debut in Sudan last
month at the Khartoum International Fair. There was
a great deal of interest in both the Spectrum+ and
the QL, which led to a good first order from SRL's
contact in Khartoum, Sudanese Office Machines.

Scottish University
Sinclair Research has given support worth £250,000,
plus more than 500 Qls to Strathclyde University in
Scotland, as part of a plan to provide all 7,000
students atthe University with their own computers
by the end of the decade.
Director of the University project, James Alty said,
"We were determined
to use existing British
hardware and software for the project, and when we
surveyed the market, we felt that only the Sinclair
QL could offer the comf uting power, range of
applications and above al portability at a realistic
price."

East shows

The
Saudi
Arabian
distributor,
Autoram,
represented Sinclair in January at the Middle East
Computing Exhibition in Jeddah. From all accounts
the stand was a great success, attracting many
thousands of visitors during the six days. "We sold
several hundred computers from the stand," said
Ramez Al-Halaby, from Autoram. The QL is now
being used in the entrance of all exhibitions
organised by Al-Harithy
(Saudi Arabia's largest
exhibition organiser) to record every visitor's name
and address.

Qls

The Computer Board for Universities and Research
Council in the UK has expressed strong support for
the collaborative
venture between Strathclyde
University and Sinclair Research, and describes the
plan as an outstanding example of the type of
scheme the Board wishes to assist.
The University project will be closely monitored in
its first two years by a steering committee on which
SRL will be represented, and Sinclair will be kept
informed of the performance of the Qls. Further
information on the development of this programme
will be issued in future Bulletins.

Turks delight in Sinclair computers
This month's profile focuses on Sinclair's Turkish distributor
Sinclair's distributor in Turkey is an Istanbul based
company called Tepum, which currently employs
70 people - it has three branch offices in Turkey's
capital.
Home computers were introduced into Turkey in
1984, and initially the average Turkish citizen
suffered from lack of education regarding
computers and their use. In 1984, Tepum began
selling Sinclair computers into the Turkish market
and achieved very nearly a 100% share.Towards the
end of 1984 Sinclair still had 90% of the home
computer market, despite competition from
Commodore and Orie. Today, Turkey has 15,000
computers (including mainframes and professional
computers) and 10,000 of these are Sinclair.

they teach computer courses such as BASIC and
COBOL, professional programming, and exam
preparation for primary school children. The
company recently ran a special convention for
teachers and children, entitled "Computersupported Education" which over 200 people
attended. They are currently developing Turkish
software for the Spectrum, including a machine
code program which will allow doctors to store up
to 60 patients' records on the computer.

Sales
In six months Tepum has built up its dealer network
from 25 to 75 and, as a result, has dramatically
increased its Spectrum sales. The company will
continue this rapid expansion by recruiting a further
100 dealers in the next three months.
Another factor in the recent upturn in Sinclair sales
is Tepum's advertising campaign. They are currently
running an image-building campaign which
comprises extensive newspaper ads, posters and car
stickers.

Courses
Founded in 1982, the Turkish distributor is very
active in the education sector, running computer
courses on the Spectrum for schoolchildren at
primary (7-11 years), secondary (11-14 years) and
high school level (14-17 years). They also organise
courses for university students. All their computer
courses are run in Tepum's three Istanbul branches -

QL Distributor
International marketing plans for Sinclair's QL
computer were unveiled on January 29th at a
special one-day conference at Heathrow's Skyline
Hotel. The event was attended by the company's
European and Middle Eastern distributors.
Sinclair personnel gave a series of presentations
covering service and support, new software
.---- · . .,
" · "
~

Psi on, who exhibited at the OL Forum, demonstrated their 3D chess software
program.

Tepum's advertising campaign comprises newspaper ads, posters and car
stickers.

Tepum's long term objectives are to sell 50,000
Sinclair computers within 2 years, and maintain an
overall home computer market share of 70%.
Amongst their strategies for achieving this
objective, Tepum intend to introduce TV ad.
campaigns and videos to increaseawareness,as wel I
as establish computer centres in major Turkish High
Schools.
The Turkish Ministry of Education is showing
considerable interest in using the Spectrum for a
pilot project in their schools. If Sinclair is chosen for
the scheme, Tepum will be able to offer an
excellent support service due to its country-wide
dealer network.

meeting
packages and peripherals, promotion plans and
foreign language versions. Sinclair is intending to
produce twelve
foreign
language versions
throughout 1985 covering all European languages
including Greek, Portuguese, Finnish and Dutch.
The event also included a mini-exhibition of 33
software packagesand 17 peripherals, currently, or
soon to be available for the QL. Twenty third-party
manufacturers - including Psion, Sagesoft and
Quest - exhibited products, providing the overseas
delegates with an exclusive preview of the latest
additions to the QL.
The QL has always represented an extremely
competitively priced product for the professional,
educational and business markets. "With such a
wide range of QL software and peripherals coming
on to the market, the QL has the potential to
become Sinclair's leading vol LI me product,"
commented Charles Cotton.

QL update
QL Software
So far this year Sinclair has released a total of 10 QL
software titles which are all in stock at the
Camberley warehouse:

Title

Company

QL
QL
QL
QL
QL
QL
QL
QL
QL
QL

GST
Psi on
Q Jump
Q Jump
Accounting Software
Harcourt
Sage soft
Triptych
Trip.ych

Assembler
Chess
Tool kit
Monitor
Cash trader
Touch 'n Go
Integrated Accounts
Entrepreneur
Project Planner
Decision Maker

Triptych

The following software titles will be available for the
QL in the next few months:

Title

Company

Macroassembler
Home Finance
Flight Simulation
Fortran 77
Logo
QL Payroll

GST
Buzzz
Psi on
Prospero
Terrapin USA
Sagesoft

Spanish QL
Sinclair launched a Spanish version of the QL, its first
foreign language version, at lnformat '85, the
Barcelona computer exhibition, on April 16.
The new QL comes with Spanish keyboard and local
language version of Psion's upgraded (Version 2.0).
software packages, QL Quill, QL Easel, QL Abacus
and QL Archive. A total of nine further programs
have already been written or are in final
development in Spanish by local software houses.

Support
"The Spanish QL is the first in a series of twelve
foreign language versions which we are planning in
the year ahead," commented Charles Cotton. "We
regard the provision of local language products as
the cornerstone of our programme to create a
strong Sinclair presence in professional and business
computing markets throughout the world."
lnvestronica is planning to introduce its own QL
User Bureau, offering hotline service and support,
similar to that provided by the Sinclair QLUB
operating in the UK.

All distributors will be contacted when orders can
be placed for these new programs.

The lnvestronica-Sinclair stand at the lnformat '85.

QL marketing push

QL technical guide

The QL was featured in a £1/2 million UK TV and
national press advertising campaign during April. An
additional
£250,000 has been allocated
to
specialist computer publications over the next four
months.
Backing up the ad campaign is an intensive
merchandising
and sales support package. All
authorised UK stockists will be visited by Sinclair
merchandisers who will provide point-of-sale
materials, sales training manuals, demonstration
software, and membership of the Sinclair QLUB.
Merchandisers will also help train shop staff and give
customers demonstrations.

A comprehensive technical manual for the QL is
now available mail order from GSI in Camberley.
The 195-page
OL Technical Guide contains
detailed technical
specifications
on the QL's
hardware and firmware, including SuperBASIC and
the Qdos operating system.
This guide is a revised and expanded version of the
Software Developer's Guide for the QL, which until
now has only been sold to software houses.
Recognising that the Guide contains a wealth of
useful information for anyone writing software on
the QL or developing peripherals for it, Sinclair has
decided to make the improved version generally
available.

Overseas visit
Leading educationalists from the USSR, China
and twelve other nations, with special
responsibility for introducing microcomputers
into education, were guests of Sinclair Research
Ltd last month as part of the British Council's
'Microcomputers in Schools' study tour.
At Sir Clive Sinclair's Cambridge home, twelve
children from
a school in Yorkshire
demonstrated the Tx Spectrum+ capabilities to
the visitors.
The Russian representatives, imrressed with the
educational applications o
the Sinclair
computer, extended their stay in Britain to
continue talks with the company. Further
negotiations are also planned with the
Indonesian and Chinese delegates.

Children from a school in Yorkshire demonstrate the Spectrum to overseas
educationalists.

New market, new management
Atthe beginning of April, Sinclair re-entered the
North American market with a mail-order
launch of the QL microcomputer through its
Boston-based subsidiary, Sinclair Research Inc.
The US operation is headed by Nigel Searle,
who was president of the American company
from 1979 to 1 982.
Commenting on this initiative, Sir Clive said,
'While home sales reached record levels in
1984, exports account for a very significant
proportion of our revenue. In this context it is
important that we establish the company and
the Sinclair brand in the world's largest market
and under our own direction.'

Products
Reflecting the increasing diversification of
Sinclair Research, two new UK operating
divisions have been formed. TV and
Communications Products are managed by Bill
Jeffrey, who joined Sinclair on 1 March from
Mars Electronics where he was divisional
director for the Marine Electronics Division,
responsiblefor both R&D and sales and marketing.
The Computer Division is headed by David
Chatten who, as production director, managed
the manufacturing of all Sinclair products since
the formation of the company.
Sinclair Research has also appointed Hugo
Davenport, formerly engineering manager at
Solatron-Schlumberger as director of engineering for all computer products. This encompasses product development, quality control,
repairs and technical support plus software
acquisition.

Royal seminar
Addressing a Portuguese businessforum hosted
by the Overseas Trade Board on board Her
Majesty's Yacht Britannia, off Lisbon on March
27, Nigel Searle affirmed the Sinclair's commitment to the introduction of microcomputers in
education. He told his audience 'Sinclair
Researchwith its low-cost, high performance
computers, is ready to help get microcomputers into Portuguese schools and
colleges'.
Sinclair Research was one of seven British
companies taking part in the BOTB seminar,
'Britain's new technology for Portugal's
tomorrow', coinciding with H.M. the Queen's
state visit to Portugal from March 26 to 29.
Tx.81 and Spectrum designed computers are
manufactured under licence for Sinclair by
Lisbon-based Timex.

This is the world's only Sinclair Spectrum vehicle - it is driven
· by the Spanish rally driver Angel Villanova, who has driven the
'computer' car in a number of rallies both in Spain and
'internationally. The car is sponsored by lnvestronica, Sinclair's
Spanish distributor.

Promotion

ideas

At our OL Forum in January,a number of distributors
pointed outtheywould like to hearnews in advance
about local promotions that their counterparts are
planning. So that we can feature interesting
promotion ideas you are intending to implement,
please send the completed form to Carole Seawert
at Kinnear Ltd, 28/29 Dover Street, London W1 X
3PA.
Name of Company:
Nature of Promotion:
Product Promoted:
Date Planned:
I enclose samples/ads/point-of-sale material
/b&w photos/further details.

Newsclip
•

• A 60% retail price reduction for blank
microdrive cartridges was announced in
February. The price has been reduced in UK
shops from £4.95 to £1.99 - similar price
changes have been implemented in overseas
markets.
•

Alan Miles recently returned from a trip to
Pakistan,where discussionstook place regarding
selling Spectrums into Pakistani schools.

•

Ian Park is continuing negotiations in India and
China about local assembly of Sinclair products
in those markets. It is likely that production will
be started before the end of the year.

This month's promotion news is as follows:
•

,"->

•

•

•

Orion Computers, the Belgian distributor, is
planning a promotion in conjunction with a
major exhibition in Brussels. Visitors have the
chance to enter a daily competition (the
exhibition lasts 9 days) to win Spectrum+
computers. An advertisement featuring the
promotion is printed in one of Belgium's most
widely distributed magazines.
Sinclair Research in the UK organised a competition, The 1·935 Home Computer Championship', in conjunction with Quicksilva
(a software house) and the Observer, a leading
UK Sunday paper. The competition, which ran in
March and April, was designed to test computer
skills as well as games-playing competence and
strategy. The competition was open to entrants
of any age and every level of ability. The 15-yearold winner received a Sinclair QL plus a trip for
two to Florida.

Direco and the French PR agency, HHCC, have
run a competition in a national newspaper, Le
Matin. Presentation of the prizes took place in
Paris on Apri I 25th. One of the prizewinners was
a ten-year-old girl who wrote a winning software
program for the Spectrum. Sinclair in France
also took part in an all night TV programme on
April 27th which was devoted to computers.
lnvestronica has organised a back-of-pack
promotion with a Spanish food company,
offering prizes of 50 Spectrum+. The food
company, Riera Marsa, launched a TV campaign
at the end of February, which features the
Sinclair computer. lnvestronica is hoping to
undertake promotions in 1985 with Coca Cola
and Polaroid Cameras.

In Kuwait, the Ministry of Education's Science &
Natural History Museum plans to put Sinclair
computers on display. The idea is to
introduce groups of visiting schoolchildren to
computers through practical demonstrations about 100 children visit the museum every day.

• The Education Ministry in the Al Kharj province
of Saudi Arabia awarded each of its fifty top
students with a Sinclair Spectrum. Usually,
medals or trophies are given to the province's
best scholars, but this year, Spectrums were
chosen for their educational value. The prizegiving ceremony took place on March 19th, and
was attended by both press and television.
Autoram, the Saudi Arabian distributor,
donated 50 Arabrams for this event. (The
Arabram converts the computer from Englishto
Arabic.)
•

Recent exhibitions over the past few months
where Sinclair was represented included:
Technobuch '85
Russia
Frankfurter Microcomputer Show
Germany
Didacta Education Show
Germany
Kuwait Info Exhibition
Kuwait
Middle East
Computing Exhibition
Saudi Arabia
Khartoum International Fair
Sudan
Iraq Fair
Iraq

•

Columbia
Marketing,
SRL's
Italian
PR
consultancy, is currently organising a computer
education project in conjunction with a major
education publication, Compuscuola. This
comprises the development of a teacher
training course for the Spectrum, which will
result in a four month series of articles recording
the teachers' experiences.
Published by:

Editor:

Kinnear Ltd
28/29 Dover Street
London
W1X 3PA
Carole Seawert
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Records at home and abroad
Buoyant statistics appear from all sides at Will is Road. The finance
department reports that our sales figures for last month were more than
twice as good as those for December '83. The most dramatic indication
of this is The Biggest Cheque Ever Received by Sinclair -- for
£1,751,386.76 from Dixons just before Christmas. If you want to see
what it looks 1 ike, Phyllis is hoarding a photocopy of the cheque.
As their contribution to the performance, the export department shipped
to Europe their first 8000 Qls in December and, on a wider front, no
less than 85,000 Spectrums and 10,000 ZX8ls. The home market figures
are just as impressive: having logged a record number of Spectrum
shipments in November, they beat that record in December and, in the
three weeks preceding Christmas, sent out 100,000 Spectrums.
Comings and Goings
Tonia Butcher has joined Dave Chatten to replace Jill
Salvesen who leaves us at the end of this month to go
to Australia. Until then they are working in tandem.
Tonia, who 1 ives in Bury St Edmunds, worked in
Mildenhall until last summer: since then she has been
temping.
Heather Mcinroy sits at the same desk as before but
with a new title and responsibilities. She is now
sales support manager, which means she provides a
total back-up service for the export department,
carmunicating market information and handling
forecasts, records and so on.
Ian Simpson is planning to leave soon.
retail trade.

He is returning to the motor

Italian design award for Sinclair
Charles Cotton reports that the QL has won an Italian design award.
New QL software at the Which Computer Show
Highlights of the Sinclair stand at the Birmingham NEC, where the Which
Computer Show opens on Tuesday, are the first public demonstrations of
the Spectrum Plus and of five new QL programs.
Here are some of Mike Leadbetter's notes on the new software: QL Cash
Trader (computerised book keeping for the small business) has often been

demonstrated in the last few months to show what you can do with the QL
if you really try. Beautiful screen design and ledger-less procedures
make book keeping so simple it's almost a pleasure.
Cash Trader will
sell for £69.95 and will brighten the lives of all who keep invoices and
petty cash receipts in shoe boxes.
QL Project Planner, says Mike, is absolutely irrelevant at Sinclair
where all projects finish on time and never go over budget but there are
sane organisations who have trouble over this. Project Planner, from
Triptych, is the first program which tackles project costs and schedules
for less than £500. Due for release in March at £39.95, QL Project
Planner teaches the use of planning techniques with or without a
computer.
An exemplary manual and a tuition program help to achieve
this and a powerful applications program is provided to implement the
user's newly acquired knowledge.
Also to be released in March at £39.95 is QL Decision Maker. Many
decisions require much careful planning and consideration.
As in
project planning, there are a number of well defined techniques which
can be employed to minimise the risk of serious error. These are
infrequently used due to lack of understanding and, once again, Sinclair
and Triptych provide the expertise, in the form of computerised tuition
and an applications program which does the work. A third
Sinclair/Triptych program, designed for anybody considering starting a
business, is QL Entrepreneur which teaches the user how to develop a
workable business plan, how to avoid making a profit and having no money
and how to avoid trading unprofitably while still having money in the
bank. The applications program will take the user through the steps
necessary to build a sound business plan and print it out in a form
likely to impress the all-important bank manager.
QL Entrepreneur is
also due out in March at £39.95.
The last of the QL batch to be shown off at Which Computer is QL Touch
'n Go, the well-researched and highly developed keyboard skills trainer
from Harcourt Systems, this time in glorious technicolor.
If you don't
believe that Touch 'n Go will train you to touch type at 30 words per
minute, then try it out. This one costs £24.95.
To Russia with Sinclair
Jan Tyszka and David Park are in Moscow to promote computers in
education.
They will be showing for SRL at the Technobuch 85 exhibition
which runs from 15-23 January.
Sinclair's day-trippers
Twenty of the SRL hard core and friends sleepily boarded a coach at
Will is Road before 6am on a wet Saturday before Christmas, writes Chris
Clifton.
On the coach, three brown-coated couriers discussed the
itinerary before all were left to sleep until Dover.
The newest SNCF ferry, which sold ham and lettuce rolls that looked and
tasted like bacon and anchovy, bore the party to Calais where the coach
headed for the small coastal town of Wimereux, north of Boulogne.
The
local one-star hotel was carmandeered for lunch which, in true French
style, continued in civil fashion well into the afternoon punctuated

only by the increasingly frequent re-appearance of the coach bearing
anxious brown-coats.
Their expletives went unheeded by the contented
entourage as it approached the hypermarket at St Omer. Spoils including
wine, beer, cheese, coffee, mustard and Le Creuset-ware created an
authentic French micro-climate on the coach in which it seemed
appropriate to sample one another's reds and whites.
The oldest SNCF ferry took us from Boulogne: Folkstone was reached all
too soon. UK customs quaintly insisted that all imported goodies
(excluding the beer, thankfully) be carried through the hall personally.
How some members in the group got away with showing their dozen-bottle
excesses to HM's people without paying was remarkable.
After 19 hours of great fun we came home to bed.
weekend in France?

How about a long

New ads in the pipeline
Advertising starts on January 21 for the Spectrum upgrade to Spectrum
Plus level. Owners of the basic ZX Spectrum are offered the choice of
paying £50 for a factory conversion service (which promises a ten
working day turn-round) or £30 for a do-it-yourself kit supplied within
the conventional 28-day delivery time.
The QL is to be featured in a campaign in the specialist magazines.
This will be a 5-page colour advertisement in newsletter format, due to
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own.the

Quantum Leap for
QL software and
peripherals.

start in the March-dated monthlies although a couple of weeklies will
carry it at the end of January. Above: proofs of three of the pages.
Come in Number Twenty Nine!
Charlie Coulson reports a heartening response to his charity raffle for
the Addenbrooke's Children's Ward. The proceeds were £249 which bought
a portable colour TV for the ward but the bad news is that the winner
seems to be lost. If you think you sold green ticket number 29 to
friends or relatives, jog their elbows and they may become proud owners
of a Sinclair Pocket TV, thanks to the company's generosity. Charlie
also wants to record his warm thanks to all those who rallied round to
provide bottles as runner-up prizes.

Here at last •..
The Sinclair C5 electric vehicle, another world-first for Clive, was
launched last Thursday.
Clive foresees the creation of a canplete range
of family vehicles by the early 1990's.
Imnediately available at a highly competitive £399 inc VAT, the
single-seater can be driven by anybody over 14 without licence or road
tax. Entirely pollution free, its range of up to 20 miles (40 miles
with an optional second battery) makes it ideal for all types of local
journey. The C5 is on display at Cambridge Electricity Board shCM1roans.
To drive, C5 is both economic - 1000 miles' running for the average
price of a gallon of petrol - and easy to use. The driver needs only
press a button to start and squeeze a lever to stop, while overnight
recharging is done via a specially-developed charger.
Designed by Sinclair and developed and tested by Lotus Cars, C5 has been
in production under subcontract at Hoover's Merthyr Tydfil facility
since early November.
SVL expects to produce well in excess of 100,000
Will the electric trike and its four
wheeled successors transform the nature of
personal transport or prove an expensive
flop ? The answer is that we won't know
until we try. The delight of Sinclair is that
unlike some companies (no names, no
packdrill) which sit on mountains of cash,
Sir Clive puts his money where his mouth
is. He is a perpetual risk taker. This venture was considered too risky to be in·
eluded in his computer company when it
was floate., in the City, so he created a
separate company with his own money.
Subject to the all important qualification
about safety (which may need a speedy
change of legislation if things go · wrong)
one can only wish him well. What Britain
desperately needs is more risk takers like
Sir Clive. Until his mega-research laboratory produces Sinclair clones we will have
to content ourselves with the real thing
and merely wonder what a more entrepre
neurial Britain would look like.

THE GUARDIAN third leader, 11.1.85
vehicles in 1985 creating some 200 new jobs, not including component
suppliers.
Incorporating a nunber of technological 'firsts' in vehicle design, C5
is founded on new 1983 legislation for 'electrically-assisted cycles'.
The average driver's eye-level is the same as in an Austin Mini. The
main control is a steering bar - located parallel to the seat where the
driver's hands fall most naturally - a new arrangement which test-users
have found easy and convenient.
The power is activated fran a simple
push switch on the left side of the steeringbar and powerful front and
rear brakes are operated by cycle type brake levers. There are no foot
controls although C5 is supplied with pedals, another legislative
requirement.
These can increase range and performance and get the
driver hane should he inadvertently run the battery flat.
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More breathing space
The next physical expansion for Sinclair is in this smokey glass
building on the Clifton Road industrial estate, off Cherry Hinton Road
at the old cattle market end. Two weeks ago, Bill Matthews signed an
agreement to lease the whole of the 36,000 sq.ft. building, which offers
accommodation on two floors. Undoubtedly a feature of major interest is
its capacity for parking 120 cars. The outside appearance will improve
as the builders tidy up and landscaping work is done. Trees are already
planted but are off-camera here.
Work is in progress to complete the interior and prepare it for our
needs and we are due to move in a few months' time. There will be two
phases: the first includes finance, UK marketing, export marketing and
software. In the second phase will be the computer lab, production and
quality control.
To find the new location, follow the twists and turns of Clifton Road as
far as you can go past all the industrial units to the Rustat Road end
of the estate. Although the Post Office lists the location as Rustat
Road, there is no access from that end.
Comings and Goings
After three years with SRL, David Fuller leaves at the end of this month
to join British Aerospace at Hatfield as product assurance manager on a
joint Anglo-German weapon system.
Hugo Davenport came from Solartron-Schlumberger to join us last month as
Director of Engineering responsible for all computer products. This
encompasses product development -- including co-ordination of those
Metalab staff who contribute to computer development -- software
acquisition and publishing, quality control, repairs and technical
support.
Theresa Bendelow joined us at the beginning of this week as secretary to

Hugo Davenport

John Graham.

David Clark

.John Spencer-May

Theresa Bendelow

She comes to us from Georesources.

Sue Campbell has decided to leave us for a change of scene. She goes
next week, followed by Judith Hooper who is moving away from the area.
Nigel Brown is now product manager responsible for the Spectrum products
and the pocket TV. Jeremy Brown becomes senior product manager on QL
products; in addition to hardware, software and peripherals, this covers
Qlub and any marketing activity relating to the QL. However, pending
the appointment of a product manager to assist Jeremy, Nigel will carry
on looking after Qlub.
At Milton Hall, John Spencer-May arrived from STC before Christmas but
has so far eluded the camera. John is working as equipment engineer
with Peter Ward. David Clark came to Milton Hall last week as CAD
manager. He was formerly with Fairchild in Reading.
Raffle mystery solved
Charlie eventually found the winner of the pocket TV.
the lucky holder of the winning ticket.

Judith Hooper was

A QL update for overseas distributors
Twenty-three distributing companies from Europe and the Middle East
attended a one-day conference at Heathrow last week. The programne was
dedicated solely to the QL, the first shipment of which was made to
Europe in December. The 39 delegates heard presentations on QL hardware
status (Hugo Davenport making his first public appearance, talking about
forthcoming peripherals), software, technical back-up and service,
promotion at home and overseas, and on the foreign language versions in
the pipeline; French, Ital Ian, German and Spanish are due in two or
three months, to be followed by the Scandinavian languages, Portuguese
and Dutch.
The afternoon session was devoted to practical demonstrations, with
nearly 30 Qls and monitors on the go, mainly in the hands of third-party
manufacturers demonstrating their software and peripherals.
In honour of the occasion, the Sheraton Skyline offered two cocktails
the Sinclair Sl Inger (new name for a tequila sunrise) and Sinclair
Swinger. The Swinger, being pure fruit juice, was outsold by the
Sl Inger.

Sinclair wows the Kremlin
Jan Tyszka and David Park returned from Moscow full of enthusiasm for
our prospects in the Russian schools market.
The only British computer
manufacturers at the Technobuch exhibition, they showed sample ZX81,
Spectrum and QL models.
David reports: 'In true Russian fashion, the
educationalists came in their pecking order. The honoured teachers and
professors visited us first, to examine the new technology and then
present their reports to their superiors.
As the 9-day show
progressed, each day brought more important people, building up to
members of the Politburo.
I think we met them all except Chernenko and
Gorbachov.
Pravda announced that the next Five-Year Economic Plan would
contain prov1s1on for 1 million computers for schools.
All the signs
are for a massive Sinclair share in that market.'
Alan Miles returned last week from a ten-day trip to Pakistan.
Other
than confirming his destination, he is saying nothing about the trip.

,''\

A pixie's trampoline? Massive
disc-drive? Diaphragm for Nellie
the Elephant? What do you think
Jeremy Brown is holding? And
what for? See back page for
the answer.

,
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Which Computer? Show sorts the men from the boys
Our first exhibition outside London, at the NEC last month, was judged a
huge success. Two stands stood out for the crowds around them -- ours
and Apple's -- and the quality of the crowds was good; as Jane B put it
'more pinstripes and briefcases, fewer hobbyists.' Sara thought the
cold and snowy weather refined the visitors and kept away the
time-wasters. The QL appeared new to numerous visitors, on whom it made
a good impact. The new QL software was the centre of interest; the many
business people who came on the stand were enthusiastic especially about
Cash Trader while the 'computer-intelligent' raved about Integrated
Accounts -- they could not believe that a program so advanced could sell
for as little as £89.95 (this one has yet to reach the market). Project
Planner attracted attention because there was little else to
compare with it in the Show and at least two visitors thought Decision
Maker was the best software to be seen in the exhibition.
To celebrate the sale of five million Sinclair computers, announced
during the Show, visitors were invited to drop their business cards in a
box from which would be drawn the winner of the 5,000,000th -- a
gold-coloured QL. One smarty-pants emptied his entire stock of cards
into the box. Invigilator Sara cleared them out and the winner is yet
to be announced.

These two groups show the team now looking after our PR activity at
Kinnear Limited.
Left to right, they are Robin Kinnear, Andy Knott
Lizzie Nichols, Julian Goldsmith, Eileen Counihan and Bill Nichols.
The second picture shows Judi Arundel, Susi Luss and Carole Seawert

Old and new Spectruns selling well

.'.
{

Following the £50 price reduction for the Spectrum Plus, retail sales
have increased significantly, according to Jane Boothroyd. Retailers
have been seen selling off their original basic 48K Spectrums for
£99.95, New ads are currently running in the national press headlining
the 'Spectrum Plus Price Breakthrough'.
As a result of production techniques and volune, the Microdrive
cartridge has been reduced in price by 60 per cent. Blank cartridges
are now £1.99 each including VAT.
The SRL agreement with Prism, as national distributors, has ended
following Prism's receivership. A press release from Sinclair last week
made it clear there would be no hiccups in supply to retailers.
Meanwhile, distribution of all our hardware and software continues
through Terry Blood Distribution who were appointed in mid-1984.
New names in the list of major, direct account dealers are Rurbelows,
Granada TV Rental and Spectrun UK, the franchise organisation.
What Jeremy was doing.
was holding a 1 ight reflector so that
Nigel Best-to-You-Each- Morning Brown would dazzle the
trade press with his Maclean's whiter- than-white
smile over the successes of Sinclair's toothpaste and
cornflakes promotions. In the Kelloggs competition,
31,000 contestants tried to win one of the hundred
Spectrums, most of them asking for the booklet.
Software catalogues were asked for by 11,000 people
and there were direct sales of £17,000-worth of
software. In the toothpaste competition, 40,000
people entered -- twelve times more than in any
previous Maclean's competition.
Nigel denies he intends to be the new 'No fillings
today' boy so dear to the viewing public. Jeremy is
thinking about training PR people to jump through circus hoops.

sinc:lair
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School kids show overseas ministry visitors the way
Ministry of education representatives from 13 countries came to the Stone
House on March 19 for a compelling demonstration of computer use in
schools staged by David Park. David brought a team of 5-9 vear olds with
the Ir headmaster from Thurcroft Junior School, Rotherham. \.Jhy Rotherham?
Because, says David, the local education authority there has a philosophy
of enabling children to learn by discovery and experience and their
manifestation of this philosophy is recognised world-wide.
The overseas delegates were taking part in a British Council education
study tour on ~lcros in schools. The dozen children split into three

Junior demonstrators from
Rotherham show overseas
education specialists how
they handle data on
the ZX Spectrum.

groups and the five-year olds were seen using the Penman word-processing
package to write their experiences of the day ('On the bus, Johnny was
sick on my satchel') and to record the names of the delegates they
interviewed. A group of girls aged 7-8 displayed the coloured flags of
the visiting nations on their screens while the 9-year olds produced
pro--formas for the delegates to complete about their home countries and
then entered this on a Vu-File program to share on their return to school.
Widening the TV network
Chris Fox is busy recruiting a number of wholesalers in the
radio/tv/electrical field to distribute the Pocket TV to independent
retailers now that stocks are held throughout the national multiple
outlets. He reports that response to his approaches is good.
Financial staff in shuffle
A new central purchasing and invoice clearing section, involving some
financial department staff, is being created within the purchasing
department. Sharon Butcher and Maggie Smith are involved, reporting to
Andrew Gill.
Meantime, stock-taking for the year-end is in hand. This busy activity
involves something like two dozen locations. Mike Briggs is at the sharp
end of this, co-ordinating all the counts.

Nigel

in Britannia demonstration
~Jigel Searle was due to take part in a presentation of British Technology
to Portuguese ministers and businessmen aboard the Royal Yacht Britannia
last Wednesday (28th) during the Queen's State Visit.

Day trippers survive gas attack
Despite a punch-up by young British yob ambassadors in a Boulogne bar,
canplete with release of CS gas in a handy pocket-sized canister, the
second Sinclair day-trip to France was voted a success and, indeed, an
improvement on the prototype.
Ho.N, \~e asked organiser Martin Brennan,
was it improved?
'Well, more time on the beach at Wimereux,' said
Martin.
And what was that like? 'Bloody cold.' Other infonnants

Is it true, this stuff sends
you to sleep? Chrts first at
the bar on board. The eager
group before landing. Photos
by courtesy of SimonButler.

volunteered that the coach was much better, with video programnes, and
everybody had a better idea of what was going to happen. As an
afterthought ... Chris Clifton didn't sleep so much. As the day wore
on, forfeits were played upon anyone talking of canputers and allied
subjects. Since the forfeit consisted of dovvning a double
Calva-thingumny (rrustn't say Dos) it is not clear whether computer
chatterbox Nick Terry was a winner or loser.
Clive's TV leap in the south
A new TV corrrnercial on the QL had its first transmission on March 29 in
the London and TV South areas. It aims to position the QL as a serious
canputer having at least the power of the IBM PC, Apple Macintosh and BBC
'B' but at a price lower than all the rivals. The conmercial shows Clive
walking in a park-like setting until he comes to four computers as big as
houses. 'vii th a deep breath he runs to start his Quantum Leap over the
four, which display their prices -- IBM £3324, Macintosh £2698, BBC 'B'
£ 1632, Sinclair QL £698. Cl Ive lands in slow motion, adjusts his tie,
smiles and walks off. The voice-over has told us 'You are about to
witness Sir Clive Sinclair's Quantum Leap. He has come up with a
canputer to rival these machines at a fraction of their cost ... The
Sinclair QL system. With a massive 128K memory, colour monitor and four
professional software packages.' The QL screen shows sample programs.
Supporting the TV campaign are double-page spreads and whole pages in the
Sunday Times and Mail on Sunday.

Bill Jeffrey

Debbie Chapman

Andy Kenp

Jerm.y Hyde

John Foggitt

Comings and Goings
Newest addition to the Sinclair team is Andy Kemp who has brought his
journalistic talents to Will is Road from publishers Marshall Cavendish.
Andy is now technical editor, with a responsibility for the content of
brochures, QLub News and similar publications.
He came on March 25.
The previous week saw the arrival of two ex-Acorn ladies. Jenny Hyde has
joined Sara and Gill in the shady gloom of the customer relations
department; she was doing similar work for the previous year at Acorn.
Between the Acorn crisis and coming to Milton Hall, Debbie Chapman
managed a month's spell at Taurus. Debbie, who was also a year at Acorn,
is one of the receptionists at Metalab.
John Foggitt sat still for this group of pictures for the first time
since he joined Milton Hall at the beginning of February as displays
engineer, working on graphics for future generations of computer.
John
was with Pericom Data Systems in Milton Keynes for more than three years
and then followed eighteen months at Durham University thinking about
research before he decided SRL looked more attractive.
Bill Jeffrey whose picture appears here, has already been introduced by
Clive's memo to all staff in February, as head of the new TV and
conmunications division.
Bill is highly mobile but describes his base as
being 'mainly Milton Hall, with some of the time at Winchester'.

FAREWELL DRINKS FOR JUDITH HOOPER AND DAVID FULLER AT J MILLAR'S BAR
Judging

by these

pictures,

So you think you' re doing the
right thing, do you, Judith?

they had mixed feelings

about

leaving

SRL

Well, it's too late to won:y If I'm cutting my throat, why
about it n<M, Cheers to all!
does Pat look so happy then?

Russian education market in view
Folla.,ving his visit to Leipzig, Jan Tyszka went to Moscow with a
Russian-language Spectrum Plus at the end of March. He met the Russian
Academy of Science and Technology and the Ministry of Education to
discuss the potential of computers in schools.
In Leipzig, Jan was with Ian and David Park for the Spring Fair. They
signed a co-operation protocol with the East German computer
organisation, Robotron, to investigate the possibilities of local
manufacture.

,~·---~

Globe-trotting David Park is seen, left, with Ian and Jan at the Leipzig
Fair and, right, with John Sanders (centre) and Ross at the Baghdad show
Interest high, sterling low in Baghdad
Such was the success of Iraq's first major computer exhibition in Baghdad
that it went on longer than first planned. ltJhen it opened on March 2 it
was scheduled to last a week but it lasted several days more. According
to Ross Norman, who was there a11 the time, Acorn and Comrodore fniled to
excite rnrch interest al though buyers did gather round MSX exhibits.
Sinclair, however, created big interest, with ministers, ambassadors,
generals all queuing with the general public to get a look in until the
stand staff could spot the VIPs and take them aside.
The war with Iran, while not reducing interest in our products, has
created a shortage of foreign exchange to buy them with. Ross says that
there is a 'desperate need' for some thousands of computers but no means
of paying for them. The war, incidentally, caused flight delays back to
Europe but Ross looks no worse for it.

Looking ahead
Another of the series of planning weekends was held March 23-24 to look
at products planned for next year, three and ten years ahead, and at
means of using the technologies which we have developed. The group
included for the first time Dr Robb Wilrrot, head of the new
semi-conductor company, with the rest of the board and other managers and
specialists.
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Good luck, sailor!
Ross Norman will leave us on June 1 to sail in the Whitbread Round the
World Race. He will be part of the crew of 17 in the 75ft Maxi racer
previously known as Great Britain II but which will be re-named once the
new sponsor signs on the dotted line; they hope that Guinness will be
the benefactor. The race involves seven months at sea on the route
Portsmouth-Cape Town-Auckland-Montevideo-Portsmouth. The race does not
start until September 27 but from June Ross will be in training, first
doing some healthy outdoor farm work and then sailing. He also has to
raise some money ...
QL Printer now being introduced
Samples of a new Sinclair QL Printer are currently being shown to
retailers nationally. Made in Japan, the printer has the QL character
set, with all the foreign characters, and can offer dot matrix printing
or near-letter quality. In styling, the printer matches the QL
computer. The retail price has not yet been publicised but is expected
to be around £299. In Chris Cowsley's words 'It's worth at least £400.'
Unlike other Sinclair hardware in the past, the printer is going direct
into stockists rather than having a mail-order-only launch.
Overseas engineers gather for training
Computer service engineers from two dozen countries gathered near
Heathrow last week for a one-day QL service course organised by Tony
Wilson. His team for the day included Jonathan Oakley, Geoff Beeby,
John Munford, Trevor Shearing and Joanne Jackson, with two Thorn EMI
engineers. The visitors were drawn from distributors' own staff or from
the third-party companies they employ for service work. 'This was a
unique event,' said Tony. 'It is the first service course we have
organised and, never having had all these engineers gathered together
before, it also gave us feed-back at first hand. Not only the overseas
people, but also Sinclair, have learned a lot from this meeting.'
Nigel still active in UK
Nigel Searle, due back from Boston for the board meeting on April 29, is
due to be in Wigan on the 26th to open the Wigan Information Technology
Centre. This is one of a network of similar centres established by the
Manpower Services CaTmission, DTI and local authorities to provide
training opportunities for local unemployed young people in the new
technologies and also entrepreneurial experience in business. The Wigan
education authority invited Nigel because his 'rich experience would
give this important initiative a real impetus'.

CS tricycle to attempt Lands End - John O'Groats
A spectacular proving trial for the CS trike starts on Monday when one
of the three-wheelers leaves John O'Groats for Lands End. A team of
nine from the London Fire Brigade will pilot the vehicle in continuous
relays, aiming to reach Lands End by Saturday May 4. Batteries will
also be supplied in relays from an escort vehicle but the team intend to
pedal as much as they can to ensure the best performance.
It goes
without saying that sponsorship is at the heart of the exercise and in
this case the Fireman's chosen charities are the Cancer Reseearch
Campaign and the Royal Marsden Hospital.
The CS was the basis of a Radio 4 'Today' interview on Wednesday (April
24) when Clive Is reported to have come over well in the face of 'mildly
aggressive' interviewing by John Timpson.
They were talking about the
current situation now that production has resuned at Hoover's Merthyr
Tydfil plant.

New advertising agents for Sinclair
Boase Massimi Pollitt (BMP), an agency strong in fast-moving consuner
goods advertising, has been appointed as another agency to strengthen
Sinclair's marketing efforts.
BMP are probably best knONn for their tin
androids in the Cadbury's Smash tv comnercials and also for Prize Boy
yoghourt.
For us they will concentrate on computer and Pocket TV
campaigns.
A subsidiary of BMP called Marketing Solutions is already
working for us on belON-the-1 ine operations -- promotion other than
press advertising and TV conmercials.
Primary Contact Limited, who have handled Sinclair advertising for many
years, continue to work on specialist computer press ads, business to
business ads and mail order work.

first foreign language QL launched
The first foreign language version of the QL computer is in Spanish.
It
has been launched at the Barcelona computer exhibition, Informat'8S.
It
is supplied with Spanish keyboard and Spanish Version 2.0 software
packages, QL Quill, QL Easel, QL Abacus and QL Archive.
Nine further
programs in Spanish will follON. According to Charles Cotton, the
Spanish QL is the first of twelve foreign language versions for the
coming year. Sinclair has 7S per cent of the Spanish home computer
market.

Sinclair at Bulgarian education conference
'Children in an Information Age' is the title of an international
conference and exhibition to be held in Varna, Bulgaria, May 6-9. The
Spectrun range will feature in conference workshops and papers to be
presented by the Scottish Microelectronic Development Programne (SMDP)
and the Education Computing Centre, of West Yorkshire.
Jan Tyszka and
David Park will be there in a support role, showing our equipment at the
Conference exhibition.
Delegates to the conference will be education
specialists and decision-makers from 40 countries.

Farewell

to Nigel Searle
As the last WRT was printing,

Nigel hosted a farewell

party at J Millers

bar which appeared to be 99 per cent occupied by Sinclair staff from
Will is Road and Milton Hall. The PR team at Kinnear laid on a jeroboam
of champagne which was handed over by Roger Morris. The second of our
tit-for-tat presentation ceremony pictures shO\Als Roger opening the

It's

good-bye

to you
and

good-bye

it's
to me

memento given him by Nigel. This was a framed cartoon by Barry Helms
whose work appears regularly in 'Cycling'; the background to this
in-joke is that Roger and Nigel were both keen cyclists once. Roger
continues to read 'Cycling' and hands it to Nigel; the two of them
differ on Helm's work -- Roger rates it high and Nigel thinks otherv1ise.
Roger conments 'This was a really nice gesture. It must have taken
considerable thought and trouble to get hold of an original.'
TV gets a good start in America
Marketing in the USA for the Pocket TV, FM Radio Wristwatch and the QL
computer is starting via the American Express mailing list of
card-holders, which is the way the ZX81 was launched there. The offer
of the Pocket TV slipped out earlier than the QL and already 10,000 finn
orders have come in. Amex have given forecasts of sales continuing at
10,000 per month until Christmas.

New QL software now coming in
A new press release on QL Cash Trader spearheads the latest flow of
arrivals of QL software which was previewed to the public at the Which
Computer? ShO# in January (see WRT no 29). Accompanied by a 222-page
manual, QL Cash Trader is for small cash-based businesses and sole
traders and it needs no accountancy skill to operate while it clearly
explains all new concepts as they arise. Cash Trader maintains profit
and loss accounts and balance sheets, up-dating them automatically after
each transaction.
Preparation of VAT reports is made easy. Jeremy
Brown is quoted in the release on the £69.95 QL Cash Trader, saying 'It

offers aniazing cost-performance levels that no other system can match.
QL Cash Trader will be the first of many QL business software titles
which will challenge people's price perceptions.'
This is a reference
to other titles due to be available at the end of this month.
Those scheduled for April 30 availability are the more sophisticated
business programs.
QL Integrated Accounts is a fully-integrated sales,
purchase and nominal ledger program which is the equivalent of SAGE
ACCOUNTS on the IBM but with improvements including colour graphics and,
at £89.95, only a quarter of the price; ninety days support comes with
the program.
From Triptych there is, coincidentally, a trio of programs
all at £39.95.
QL Entrepreneur is designed for anyone starting a
business, being a valuable teaching program on hON business works and
how to develop a workable business plan; it comes with a 130-page
manual.
QL Project Planner is an aid showing critical activities within
a time-scale and producing charts and work schedules.
Project Planner
is the first program which tackles project costs and schedules for less
than £500. Third from Triptych is QL Decision Maker which ls a complete
problem-solving program training users in the theory of structured
decision make-up; an 84-page manual is included.
QL Home Finance, to keep track of domestic expenditure and reconcile
bank statements, will be available on May 1, at £24.95.
Practical programs to help exploit all the potential of the QL are
already available.
These include QL Monitor and QL Toolkit at £24.95
and QL Assembler at £39.95.
To support these Is the QL Technical Guide
which is a ring-bound technical manual at £14.95. Also available is
Touch'n'Go the new typing tutor which will bring you to 30 words per
minute in twenty-four hours; it costs £24.95 and is also available nO#,
Sara Johns has issued a useful list identifying 67 software and 44
hardware producers for the QL market.

sinclair

January has to be the month of the C5. N:Jt only the talking potrit of the nation but
also regularly seen streaking arourd the Milton Hall test track. It's quite an eye
opener to see otherwise sombre visitors to Milton transfor~
to enthusiastic 'Mr
Toads' w-ien given the chance of a test run. Congratulations to Gus & Perran that
their work has contributed to such a successful debut of the first Sinclair Vehicle.
The 1V is at last beginning to roll too, with Timex prcxlucing mo re than a thousand a
week in January and the rate increasing all the time. Report s that Ric is working on
an adaptor to permit installation of a 1V on top of the C5 fairing are probably
premature.
·
Watch this space for news of rrore Metal ab gcxxlies emerging in February.
Ski carefully

SITE NEWS
The seasonal weather has brought the gremlins out of the heating system with a
vengeance - as you may have noticed! - and
the cha rt recorder has been much in demarrl
to provide irrefutable proof that things
ain't w-iat they rught to be. There appear
to be two separate causes of the trouble,
both of which are being dealt with by the
experts M1ose visits seem to generate new
gremlins each tine! The p.imps originally
installed appear not to be adequate now
that the Kitchen Wing has been ad:led, arrl
this accounts for some of the problems in
the far distant reaches of the North Wing,
~ch were in danger of becoming icy
wastes. The main problem h::>wever sems to
lie with the main control panel ~ch
mastermirds the rrorning start-up seqt.Ence.
The only engineer kn::>wn to understarrl the
panel's mysteries has disappeared into the
depths .of the Fens, and as yet other
attempts have not varquished the system they are still trying.
W::>rk on the exterior of the Hall has
inevitably been held up by the weather,

but the interior has changed dramatically
since Chri.scmas . t-bst of the major structural work in the basement is now ·
complete, ard the experts a re applying the
waterproof rerrler - mu:i-pies on a massive
scale. The bar has taken its final shape,
and we have decided iliere to put the
former strong room door, but yru will have
to wait to firrl out where it will lead.
The main item outstarding is the stair to
the grourd floor.
ElseM1ere the new floors are
complete, ard the electrical trunking ard
heating pipes are being installed. The
main stair from first to secorrl floor will
take shape rapidly in the next few weeks.
On the secord floor itself twenty men were
needed to 'offer up.' an RSJ ~ch spans
the South-East wall. This will enable us
to add two windows overlooking the EEB
training grourd, ard will greatly improve
the light in that roan.
Finally, the architects are investigating ways of srurdproofing the area
occupied by Malcolm's team - any
suggestions?

EDITORIAL
January has to be the month of the CS. rbt only the talking point of the nation but
also regularly seen streaking arourd the Milton Hall test track. It's quite an eye
opener to see otherwise sombre visitors to Milton transforIIEd to enthusiastic 'Mr
Toads' Wlen given the chance of a test run. Congratulations to Gus & Perran that
their work has contributed to such a successful debut of the first Sinclair Vehicle.
The TV is at last beginning to roll too, with Timex producing more than a thousand a
week in January and the rate increasing all the time. Reports that Ric is working on
an adaptor to permit installation of a TV on top of the CS fairing are probably
premature.
·
Watch this space for news of more Metal ab goodies emerging in February.
Ski carefully

SITE NEWS
1he seasonal ~ather has brought the gremlins out of the heating system with a
vengeance - as you may have noticed! - and
the cha rt recorder has been much in demand
to provide irrefutable proof that things
ain't Wlat they rught to be. There appear
to be two separate causes of the trouble,
both of which are being dealt with by the
experts whose visits seem to generate new
gremlins each time! The pumps originally
installed appear not to be adequate now
that the Kitchen Wing has been ad:ied, and
this accounts for some of the problems in
the far distant reaches of the North Wing,
which were in danger of becoming icy
wastes. The main problem h)~ver sems to
lie with the main control panel which
masterminds the morning start-up se~nce.
The only engineer krown to understand the
panel's mysteries has disappeared into the
depths .of the Fens, and as yet other
attempts have not varquished the system they are still trying.
vbrk on the exterior of the Hall has
inevitably been held up by the ~ather,

but the interior has changed dramatically
since Christmas. t-bst of the major structural work in the basement is now ·
complete, ard the experts are applying the
waterproof render - mu:l-pies on a massive
scale. The bar has taken its final shape,
and we have decided where to put the
former strong room door, but you will have
to wait to find out where it will lead.
The main item outstarding is the stair to
the grourd floor.
Elsewhere the new floors are
complete, ard the electrical trunking ard
heating pipes are being installed. The
main stair from first to secord floor will
take shape rapidly in the next few weeks.
On the secord floor itself t~nty men ~re
needed to 'offer up' an RSJ which spans
the South-East wall. This wi 11 enable us
to add two windows over looking the EEB
training grourrl, ard will greatly improve
the light in that roan.
Finally, the architects are investigating ways of srurrlproofing the area
occupied by Malcolm's team - any
suggestions?

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICE
I am always looking for ways to improve my
service; rnfortunately,
I lack the time
ard space to implement anything gr ard , By
the time this is published I should have
taken delivery of a British Telecom
Business System, albeit a basic one vtuch
I shall use for online information retrieval. It has been proposed that I purchase a software package called an
'Information Transfer' system. Basically
this allows an inexperienced database user
to log on, choose a database and make a
search without previous krowledge. This
mean YOU can do your own literature
searches without recourse to me. I would
like to krowhow you feel about this;
vXJUld you use this system? vbuld you prefer to leave it to me or perhaps have both
options? Have you any other ideas?
Did you krow that the library has all
IEEE conferences for 1983 (and following
ones as they occur)? The range of subjects
covered is very wide. I suggest you come
and look or ask v.ha t I have got !
The Turing Institute has started to
PJblishResearch Memorarda.New titles
will be announcedin the current awareness
bulletins. The first five have already
been praluced ard we have three of them,
with all the rest to follow.

New Acquisitions·
Welding 85 - Welding Institute Annual
Buyers' Gui.de.
Machine learning: an artificial
intellig=nce approach - Michalski,
Carlxmell, Mitchell
Dynamicsemicorrluctor RAM structures:
a
patent oriented survey - Cardon &
Fransen
Cooperative responses from a portable
natural language database query system Kaplan
Gcxlel, Escher, Bach: an eternal golden
braid: a metaphorical fugue on mirrls &
machines in the spirit of lewis Carroll
- Hofstadter
New application of databases - Gardarin &
Gelenbe
New computer architectures
- Tiberghien
Harrlbookof artificial
intelligence
- Barr
& Feigenbaum
Pascal user marual & report - Jensen &
Wirth
Footnote
Many thanks to 'Bid' for the super-p..izzle.
I hope ~talab inmates enjoy solving it.

*TIRM-84-001
Jelinek, Jan and Sloboda, Fridrich
A parallel method of ortmonal
tro~ection
Iorsolving 1a15ge srrse Tnear a ge raic
systemsDecem er 1 84
*TIRM-84-002
Slo&xla, Fridrich
Smoothand marp laplacian operators
December19
*TIRM-84-00
3
Jelinek, Jan arrl M:)wforth,Peter
Lav-level vision: awayfrom edges
December1984
-TIRM-84~
Nakamura,K
Associative evaluation of PROI..(X; programs
(Also p.iblished as a Research memor a '
MIP-R-141
from the Machine Intelligence
Research Unit, University of &:li..nburgh)
TIRM-84-005
Heeffer, Alhrecht
Automatedac~sition
of concepts for the
description o middle-gamepcsitions in
chess December1984
*The library bolds these TIRMs
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Martin Brennan's Biography (sic)
Among Mi rtin' s earliest recollections is
the day he left Kirkintiloch, Scotlarrl at
the age of seven. He told his frierds 'Ach
England's no that bad. The schools close
at 12:00 cbon there'. Now at the age of 28
his frierrls (many can be fourrl in Lion
Yard) confirm that he remains an optimist
(and liar).
Not being understocrl by his fellow
pupils proved to be no hirrlrance to the
young Martin for vllom no schoolday was
complete without a fight.
After four years watching Blue Peter
Mi rtin became well versed in the gentle
ways of the English. Hov,;ever as his social
life was blossoming an lD1intentional
examination success prollXJted him to the
local grammar sch:>ol: Joe's Jailhouse~
1his tribute to Victorian engineering has
reformed many of the cotD1try's luminaries
including Jenn M:::Nulty, Stephen Brennan,
.John Brown and Chris Smith. Joe's Jailhouse is being pul.Ied down even as you
read this.
He immediately joined the boxing team
on the grourds that being punched about
the head by some body twice his weight was
preferable to startling about on a damp
playgrourrl. He quickly became the
Lancashire champion ard remained so until
the coach left to become the National
Coach (not the bus company).
Practical Electronics, Electronic
Corrputers Made Sinple and a remarkable
dexterity with Fairy Liquid bottles led
him to design his first computer at the
age of 12. He maintains that his education
beyord this point was unnecessary and in
any case forgotten.
Further unintentional (and spectacular) exam success took Martin to
Churchill College, Cambridge. This marked
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the beginning or his 'blue' J)'lase.
Cambridge and Churchill College were
ch:>sen because he liked the name ard
because Churchill College was the mixed
college closest to Blackpool.
Martin spent his spare time building
lD1necessarily p:>werful stereos, playing
croquet and turning the college disco into
a profit making organisation.
The seven hour weeks, 26 week years
and the stu:ient life soon took their toll.
Sbor t well groaned hair, clean shaven, 'a
tie; his tutor had seen the signs too many
times before; Martin wanted a job.
vhen asked at his first interview
'What do you like most about our company?'
he replied 'The h:>lidays ! ' After a poor
start he soon became quite expert at
harrlling interviews arrl by Easter of his
last year he had attracted 12 job offers
and a similar rurnber of free lunches.
Racal gave him his first job as a
Physicist (an electronics engineer who
works in a clean roan). It was during
these two years that he developed his
'Never say "No" to anyone' approach to
life. 1he words 'Focx:i fight' still bring a
twinkle to his eyes. Symptomatic of this
philosoJ)'ly he was lured to London ard
higher sala ties in an attempt to cure a
four figure overdraft.
At this time Video Games wer e at
their nost popular, the ZX:80 was on sale,
and Martin owned his first computer.
Big city life did not suit Martin.
Warm beaches ard good food lured him to
Cannes but not before meeting Nigel, Jane
and John from a small company in Cambridge
viiich had just launched the Spectrum. He
joined Sinclair Research as the Parisians
left Cannes on 1 September 1982.
Since then he has been part of the
team vllich developed the micrcxlrive and
has the record for the longest arrl nost
expensive jcurney from M:>tcanb Street to
Liverpool Street Station.
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rather encouraging newspaper
he CS. To fill it in you must
lt.es above. The letters in both
rumbered for cross-referencing.
the paper in mi.ch the review
spelt out in the indicated
he cLues , Two letters in the
given as starters, for example,
Lilling in some clt.es you
thcught the last word was 'of', you vX>Uld
be able to fill in letter 3 of clt.e 13 as
'o' • Bee ause it is a double rumber square,
No 17 at the bottan wruld also be 'o'.
,
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Child's CS (S)
Black varnish ( 7)
Also tried ( 6)
Believe in 'Allah' (7)
Proverbial calf (6)
Belonging to many (6)
Cadmium (6)
By 'Jupiter' (4)
2 less than Isaac (4)
Black deposit (4)
Joining together (6)
Very low f reqtency ( S)
Not an enemy (6)
Un tidy spud ( 5)
Abomnible ans~r (4)
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Apparently they're .metvellous, economical little vehicles
I've yet actually· to $ee one . ; ."

·u

Milton's C5s

·

As most of you krnw we·have two C5s here
at Milton Hall for general use.
They are parked in the bicycle shed
next to the post room.
Sh:Juld anyone require to use one
please see the ladies in the post room for
the keys and any assistance you might
require.
The keys are kept in the top drawer
of the black cabinet and anyone helping
themselves should let us know they have
taken them at their earliest convenience.
There are also spare batteries and
chargers in the post room, so please if
after using the vehicles you notice that
the battery power is low, bring them into
the post roan and set them up for recharging. Happy rrotoring.
Postscript:
Please continue to put your initials after
the order rurnber \J1en making an order as
it is easier to sort post and parcels. You
wi 11 receive the goods more quickly!
Thanks
Dawn, Eileen, Michelle
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Forthcoming events

A BIT OF THIS AND A BIT OF THAT

Compute r Laboratory,
University of Cambridge
Seminar programme

Barbecue Sauce
1 cropped onion

Wednesday 30 January

1 clove garlic (crushed)
1 tin tomatoes

Dr R Taylor, IN-OS Limited
The Transputer and its Application

1/2 jar plum jam
4 tbsp tomato ketchup

Wednesday 6 February
Dr A Mycroft
An Intrcduction to Stanfard M: and
Polymorphism (This seminar will take
place in Room A, Arts School)

2 tbsp mustard
2 tbsp vinegar

Wednesday 13 February
Ms AL Kidd, British Telecan Research
Laboratories
Dialogue and Explanation in Expert Systems
Wednesday 20 February
Dr JS N Elvey, W:)erd lodge, Oxford
1heorems as Operators: an IKBS for
Research in Mathematics

Mix all the ingredients together and bake
any meat in the sauce. It woks best with
pork chops, spare ribs or chicken. (Either
it's a misprint or a Chinese recipe - Ed)

Turing Institute 1985: Courses

Wednesday 27 February
Dr DA ])Jee, Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory
Formal Specification ard Graphics Software

January 21 - 25
Fifth Generation: Management Orientation
(IKBS, M1I, Software Engineering, VlSI &
CAD)
5 x 1 days

Wednesday 6 March
Dr H Barringer, 1he University, Manchester
Compositional Temporal logic Systems for
Parallel Languages

January 28 - Feb 1
Frurdations of Artificial Intelligence
(Logic Programming, Expert Systems)
1 week course ·

Wednesday 13 March
Mr G Tansley, Acorn Computers
To be annol.D1ced

February 4
Journeyman - course begins

All seminars will be held in the Babbage
Lecture 1heatre (unless noted above) and
will start at 4.15 pm.

February 5
UNIX System

repeated
through
1985

For brochures see Alison

~.
WHAM is assembled by WHAM labs, Business Literature

Services, Oakingta,

I

EDITORIAL

WHAM 12

February 1985 - no shortage of news about the cornp...1ter irx:iustry this month! Some
gooo arrl some less gooo.
1he gcxxi news is that retail sales of our cornp...1ters are strong, although the
srnps' confidence in all the other prcrlucers is, hardly surprisingly, pretty
battered. Seeing well known names in trouble terds to cause attacks of the vapours
ard general shaking around of plans, and SRL has had a busy rronth anticipating ard
preparing for possible effects of this over the next few months. Hence the emphasis
on being seen to perform well arrl limiting exp=rditure on non-essentials. On the
production side we have asked our suppliers to reflect the changes in retailers'
demarrls - inevitably this has immediately been reported in dramatic overstatements
about 'stopping deliveries' .
·
.
With all this going on it seems logical to defer spending on externals at Milton
Hall arrl focus on completion of the interior of the hall itself. 1he weather has
done this for us anyway recently. J&B are at present re-\..orking their programme, in
terms of 'Hall now, Terrace etc later'.
It's long been known that Acorn were run by a robot but now they have gone the
mole mg:
'Designed by a robot, stocked with computers, driven by Italians'!

SITE NEWS
When I arrived on the t-brrlay following the
latest snow fall I sonebow knew mat to
expect - a total lack of heating. I was
not disappointed. This time it was the low
temperature therrrostat vbich caused the
problem.· Having.closed c:bwn the system
because the water temperature had dropped
below the acceptable level, it failed to
restart it. We have since tried two other
'stats,.neither of Mlich worked, and are
now trying to fird either a rr;ore accurate
ard reliable type of·' stat, or a different
meth:xi of achieving the desired end. Per: haps the gbosr has taken up residence in
the plant roan.
Versatemp have now supplied user instructions for the office units (only a
. year after ~ moved in) and I have pinned
up copies of these arourd the bri lding.
These describe the two situations vbich
cause the irrli vi dual uni ts to cut out ard
how to re-start them - although most of
you have already found out thrcugh bitter
experience.
Once again there has been little pro-

gress on the exterior of the Hall, for
exactly the same reason as in January the seasonal \.:eather. Ho-wever, the interior is beginning to look al.nost; civilised, with the plasterers about to begin. The stair to the secord floor is
complete, and looks very good Lrdeed , We
still lack a stair to the basement, and
the waterproof r errler ing · c:bwn there will
not be complete unt i I mid-March, rut·
otherwi se rrost of the Internal structural
work is complete. We are about to enter
the long pericd men nothing tangible
seems to happen mile the plaster dries
out, ard the remaining mechanical ard
electrical services are installed.
March will hopefully see the planting of
the border along the East Wing, and al so
the the surfacing of the area behird the
N:)rth Wing.
Finally, it looks as though we are lllllikely to be able to occupy the hall before the end of the summer owing to delays
in the l:uilding programme, so Portacabin
dwel.Ler s should prepare to s-welter.

Library and Inforrration N::>ws

Visitors
The re has been some concern recently about the
presence of UFDs (Unescorted Frierrlly Outsiders)
going A\.OL (Arourrl Wit rout Obvious Labels). In

response to popular demand therefore we have
ordered some Visitors Lapel Badges. The receptionist will errleavour to attach every visitor
to a badge which will be available in a choice
of tasteful colours for the fashion-conscious
visitor. Visitors witmut badges bJt with
overalls are workmen.

The library has now been operational for a whole
year so I thought it might be useful to have a
brief recap of things which may affect ya.i.
Firstly, if you do bJy a lxx:>k or receive any
conference proceedings please let me know so
that its existence can be noted for the library
catalogue. The catalogue includes everything
that passes through the library and is not filed
in the waste paper bin! This includes any becks
bought for people at Willis Road.
I have a list of currently receivable pericx:licals if you'd like to check what's available. I
can also 9..lpply a list of journals that you
personally receive on circulation.
The Tecmi.cal. Irrlexes system is being used but
I think it can be a bit offputting particularly
as you may have to lOJk at several cassettes
before you firrl v.hat you want. All I can suggest
is perseverence, arrl Tim can testify to that. If
you have to ring extension 99 please remember to
tell the TI staff that we have a microfilm
system, arrl if they ask \..hich it is it's 'Electronic Engineering'. Otherwise they will refuse
to answer your enquiry.
I have at last had installed my British Telecom Merlin 'Business System' \..hich sh:>uld make
literature searches quicker. We have passv.Urds
for four database msts arrl can search on a
range of topics spanning science and technology,
company information, patents, trade marks,
looks, news arrl even meteorology! I hope that
soon we will be able to access the library
database of the 'luring Institute. Has IT arrived
in the library?!?
Library acquisitions

Milton C5s
Paul has made a 'hutch' for the battery chargers
so from row on all batteries sbould be kept in
the Cycle Sbed , Ore can be charged in the hutch,
ard \\hen the second charger reappears it can be
connected to a battery outside ard the flex run
back into the hutch. Please place on charge any
battery \Jri.ch is getting low in power. Please
also remember to disconnect the charger at the
mains before connecting-disconnecting it from
the battery.

1he Genghis Khan guide to bJsiness - Brian
Warnes
Ergononic Principles in Office Automation
- Ergolab
Comp..1ting Structures for Image Processing
- M J B lliff
Intrcx:luction to M.)S LSI Design - Mavor, Jack
& Denyer
EEC Contacts 84/85 - Jim·Hogen
Code of Federal Regulations: telecommunications
- US Govt
Basic Environnental Testing Procedures - RSI
Cam bridges hi re Computer Register 1985
Trade Associations & Professional Bodies in
the UK
Dangerous Chemicals: emergency first aid guide
logic for Natural Language Analysis - F Pereira
Artificial Intelligence - PH Winston
Artificial Intelligence: an MIT perspective
- Winston & Brown
Travel
---

TI.me

Dave Forth has £100 worth of Th:>mas Cook
vouchers \..hich he will hand over to the highest
bidder.

c

(,

Coming Events
18-22 March
18-21 March
31 March

Jo on ooliday
Penny on First Aid course
Errl of 1984-85 leave.year.

Comingand Goings

CROSS-BID

Although his appearanca has not noticeably
changed, Dave Forth is row a fully-fledged
company emplc:yee, and i~ working on the 1V Mark I.

1hese are the answers to last rronth's Cross-Bid
clues. There's more masochistic pleasure 'to be
had by working out the text of the review!
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Sadly, we are to lose Eileen on 8 March, after
just over a year. We can't quite uoder st.ard my
she wants to leave, having survived the dust,
noise and cramp::d office of the early days, but
she seems to think that an afternoon snooze is
nor e app::aling than the switchooard or typewriter. We are sorry to lose her, ard wish her
all the very best in the future, and hope that
she will come back to see us from time to time.
We hope to have fourrl a suitable replacement
for her by the time this reaches ycu.
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Curried parsnip soup
1 lb parsnips - chopp::d
8 oz potatoes - scnibbed
and roughly chopped
4 oz onions - diced
1 tsp curry pol.der
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A bit of this and a bit of that
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salt and pepper
2 pts stock
1/2 pt cream
2 oz butter
1 clove garlic

Peel and slice parsnip. Put the onion, parsnip,
garlic arrl potato into a heavy pan with the
butter and cook for 10 minutes slowly with the
lid on. The vegetables must sweat in the butt er
ard become soft. Then add the stock, bring to
the boi I and simmer until the vegetables are
cooked. Bl.erd or liquidise,
return to the
cleaned pan. Adjust seasoning, add the cream ard
serve with croutons.

Sweater man of the month
-- ~ -- ---Every nonth the Metalab girls will vote for the
man wh:>, in their opinion, has sported the trendiest sweater or the best range of sweaters in
the past rronth. For the first time this new
award is given to newcomerDavid Clark \\ho won
by one vote over Neal Maccbnald. Well cbne
David! In the coming months we hope to be able
to print a pboto of the winner.
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Potted biography.:: John Foggitt
Having been born at the terrler age of 0, it took
10 years for an interest in the electrical
things in life to arise; initially this consisted of retrieving discarded (nearly flat) 90
volt batteries (ex dad::ly's portable valve radio,
I mean wireless) and touching both terminals
simultaneously with licked fingers. At school at
the age of 12, this interest was maintained arrl
I well remember being told to starrl on wax
blocks on rbe teacher's bench mile the teacher
charged me up with static from· a Wi.mshurst
machine. I was subsequent Ly discharged via a
neon lamp, rut my hair has refused to lie down
ever since! However, the deligl:lts of chemistry
were hovering on the horizon, and subsequently
seduced me from the enchantment of electronics.
I left school to read chemistry at Balliol
College, Oxford, but chemical charm failed to
maintain its hold, and this, together with a
full social life led to my spending a year
working for ICI in their research labs in
Runcorn to 'sort myself out'. An excerpt from an
epic.poem of the period may give some idea of
the situatioo:
(With reference to a member of the college
staff ••• )
(1he Warneford was the local mental hospital)
Tbey bore him in an aml:ulance
Unto the Warneford stack
And saneone mumbled as he left,
'1hey'll never bring him back!'.
A cbctor. eyed him piteously,
Ard sadly shook his head;
·~re you a horse, the kirrlest thing
\.b.lld be to shoot you dead,
'But as )OU're not, we'll keep ya.i here;
Your merrory we wil 1 jog it, ·
'And smw yoo every rooming,
A life-sized snap of Foggitt!'
This awful news so shattered him,
He soon passed beyond offence.
He was ooried in-the front quad
At the college's expense.
They nailed a plaque upon the wall:
'My destiny I have met it,
'So if you think of sympathy,
'Tex:> late-~ so just foggitt it!'
I then returned to my former love -,flectronics,
and successfully completed a degree course before starting full time work with Plessey, and ,
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it was in those halcyon days·that-i: met such
characters as Peter Ward, Mal col.m Wilkinson,
Neal Macdonald, and Tony Marsh, After rroving
within Plessey, I decided that a smaller company
wa.ild be more interesting; this, together with a
newly acquired interest in microprocessors and
machine code led to a job with Newport
Instruments in Milton Keynes. Eighteen rronths
later I moved on to join Perican Data Systems as
their Software Develcpment Manager. Three and a
half years on, I again had a change of scene',
but a big change this time: software to
hardware, industry to academe, sooth to north,
ard modem to ancient (Milton Keynes to Durham) ,
It was in D...trham \J"iere I was finally tracked
cbwn and invited to apply for a job at ~talab,
and here I am, having started oork with SRL on 1
February.
.
My hobbies range from hi-fi (I am rurrently
·b..Iilding up a Compact Disc collection) to
amateur dramatics arrl inclu:le video (complete
with camera and portable recorder), liqueur
collecting, arrl home conputing. Regarding the
latter, I hate to admit that I do not own a
Sinclair machine (not at the manent anyway),
although I was one of the first Spectrum owners
(delivered September 1982, and subseqt.ently
sold).
.
I am part of Malcolm Wilkinson's team, and
look forward to getting to krow more people arrl
.pl.aces around Milton and Cambridge.

WiAM is assembled by \.I-LAM labs, Business Literature Services, Oaklngton
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EDITORIAL
1be·first anniversary of 'What's Happening at Metal.ab', marks the end of the first
full year of operations at Milton Hall. In that time the 1V has emerged from being a
tare, hard-made item to a widely available mass produced product, the Spectrum+ has
become the company's best-selling prcrluct ard wafer scale has come from obscurity to
the front page of every electronics jcurnal.
Robb Wiloot is impressed with the prospects for wafer scale ard the associated .:
process developnents and is devoting a lot of energy to the process of firrling
substantial financial backing to allow us to go ahead. Watch this space!
With the growing range of activities at SRL, it has been agreed that these should
be organised as three divisions - Computers urrler Dave Chatten, 1V and
Commll[Jications urrler newly arrived Bill Jeffrey and Metal.ab under myself. Each of
these will be cost centres thrcugh which the company will aim to maximise sales ard
minimise cost. Each division will have an executive committee to put this into
practice, and at MetaLab this will consist of myself, Jim, David, Malcolm and Peter.
This group will be meeting at least rronthly and notes will be circulated immediately
afterwards on actions arising.
Some new features in W-IAM this month - thanks to those who hatched them up. Even
at t-1:!taLab (or especially) life has its silly side - let's see them aired in WHAM! •
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SITE NEWS
Following a major tidying-up exercise by
the b.iilders, the Hall has emerged in
remarkably good shape. Alison's future
library is the first room to be ready for
painting; we have approved some of the
colour schemes, and await alternatives for
others. 1he general approach will be to
use colours appropriate to a Georgian
building, while furniture and light
fittings will be mcde rn. The windows are
gradually being renovat~ off-site, and
th::>se which are back in place row nove
surprisingly easily for such large frames.
The two original cornices which have
survived have been cleaned, which has
greatly improved the sharpness of the
relief. 1he electricians have just started
on the mamnoth task of wiring the
building, which will hopefully provide an
excess of p:>wer points against future
needs.
We have reviewed the outstarrling work on
the Lab Wings, Plant Room ard Kitchen
Wing, and have asked J&B to finish the

Plant Room by Easter, since it is over a
year since it came into use. The faulty
Versatemp thernostats have been replaced
and appear to be working satisfactorily the new thernostats are a different design
which is being fitted as starrlard to all
new units, so if you have had a cycling or
overheating problem with your unit, but
have not reported it recently, please let
me krow, since it now appears that it can
be improved.
1he East Wing border looks considerably
brighter row that it has been planted, and
the remaining plants are destined for the
driveway borders. Our full-time gardener,
Charles Hawes, starts on 1 April, so you
will be able to satisfy any curiosity
about the plants then.
Finally, a warning - the rCXJks are
nesting again, so do not da\\dle on your
way. to the Portac abi. ns since you wi 11 be

rig)ot in the line of fire.

~~
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Library & Information News

C.Omings and Goings

Do you want to f ird a new supplier for a
certain resistor or capacitor?
W"lat is the ad:lress of Legend Electronics·
Ltd?
Wh:> are the agents for Phihong Enterprise?
W"len is the next train to Liverpool St?
How do you spell 'corybantiasm' and W1at
cbes it mean? (Editor's prize for best
suggestion.)
Is there a starrlard for keybJard layout?
W"lat is the best route. to Bogner and is
there a good hotel for W1en I arrive?

As you may already have discovered, Debby
Chapman has joined us as Eileen's
replacement in Reception and the Post
Room. She canes to us from a very similar
post at Acom, via a short spell with
Taurus.
·
Sadly, Jo lt>rrish has decided that she
woul.d like to return to the directors'
lunches of London. We will be very sorry
to lose her after her pioneering work
here, and wish her every success in
Lorden. We rope that Janey Jones, who has
filled in during Jo's absence on several
occasions am so krows us quite well, may
be tempted to take on the challenge.
Finally, Charles Hawes joins us on 1
April as Gardener-in-Chief, having been
with the Garden House Hotel for several
years. He has also lectured at the
Potanical Gardens, ard run the h::>thouses
at Sandringham, so has very wide
experience of things horticultural.

These are just a few of the types of
questions I can answer for you. The
resources of the library probably are not
well kmwn enough to be appreciated to
their full extent, so I shall be prcxiucing
a brief guide in the near future. I hope
that a more 'in-depth' guide wi 11 appear
after I move into the new library.
The online database searching terminal
is set up ard ready to use now. We have
access to four 'losts' (companies hl"lO
mrunt the databases on their own computers
and make them available online). Thus, the
subject areas covered are remarkable, not
only science & technology but marketing,
company information, news, patents &
building research to name but a few. I
already have several satisfied customers!

New Titles
IEEE starrlard dictionary of electrical and
electronics terms.
Television video transmission measurements
- Marconi.
A book on C - Berry & Meekings
QL machine cede editor/assembler:
micrcdrive software
The computer users' yearbook
vbrld Radio TV harrlbook 1985
Anthropanetrics - BSI
Software tools in Pascal - Kernighan &
Pl auger

Culture Vultures
'

There is still time to book for our night
out to sre
'One for the Road' by Willy Russell
(Educating Rita)
on Friday 26 April at 8pm. Please sign the
notice on the canteen noticebJard or let
Alison krnw. Remember we get a reduction
for 10 or more people. last time we met
for a drink/meal before harrl (but this is
optional).

Sweater Man of the M:>nth
The winner is Aaron 'who made a great
effort this month. The decision was
difficult Uri. s rronth arrl we voted Ric arrl
Malcolm as close secorrl place - Ric for
his skyline sweater ard Malcolm for his
range of smart sweaters.
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A BIT OF THIS AND A BIT OF 1HAT ••.
Chocolate Cheesecake
1he ingredients needed for this will
certainly go alx>ve everyba:ly's calorie
intake for a whole week!
1 greased
Base: 3oz
Ioz
6oz

7-8 inch tin
butter
sugar
biscuits, crushed

Melt butter, add sugar ard biscuits. Press
into greased tin.
Filling: 4oz
10oz
3
2oz
1/2 pt
2oz

chxolate
cream cheese
eggs
brown sugar
cream
castor sugar

Melt ch:x:olate in a bowl, over gentle heat.
Beat cheese, egg yolks, brown sugar,
flour, cream ard chx:olate.
Whisk egg whites with castor sugar until
stiff, fold into cream mixture.
Pour into base.
Bake at 325°F/gas 3 for 1 1/2 hours. ·
Cool with oven door closed, preferably
overnight.-- -Topping: Boz
1/2 pt
6oz
2oz

sugar
water
plain chocolate
butter

Boil water and sugar until syrupy, then
beat in chJcolate arrl butter. Leave to
cool and thicken, then top cake.
This will easily make 8 people full.

Runours

& Whispers

Dave Chatten has bought not one rut two
new suits since he became MD - shares in
Austin Reed have risen dramatically.
Gus Desbarats bo.Jght a secorrl-hand suit
from a "good cause' to wear to the Hcuse
of Lords, - cbnations to Oxfam have fallen
dramatic'ally.
1he temporary receptionist of two weeks
ago is having an affair with Chris Favkes
- Chris hopes to make it to his 20th
wed:iing anniversary on 2 April in one
piece.
A spokesman at Milton denied there was
any truth in the rumour that one of the
squirrels ran over a C5 - the squirrel
said he preferred Porsche 928s.
1he guilty parties ,;J-io ate most of Jo's
delicious ch:x:olate cake have all owned up
- for their honesty they all got the
recipe (see the nonthly recipe).
1he sweater-man-of-the-month war is
rotting up, with a rumber of surprise
entrants. Aaron's pink Snoopy sweatshirt
may not ccunt, unfortunately. Sweat er
watchers have been amazed to see David
Southward and Mike Neale sharing the same
brown V-neck - we didn' t re_ali se they knew
each other, let alone sh::>pped together.
Alas, all was revealed on Friday 15 when
we discovered they each had the aerated
version. Pity the holes are ooth on the
lefthand side or they could get
together •.•
We want to brighten up w-IAM so all
contributions to Rumours & Whispers will
be welcane - we promise complete anonymity
to the contributors.
We are thinking of exterrling the sweater
competition to ties, socks arrl - Perran
watch out - pants!
Next month we will run a 'quotations'
column - all offerings of outrageous
quotes, preferably out of context,
gratefully received by Alison.
'Doppelganger'

Milton C5s
Dawn is the person to contact if you firrl
that one of the C5s is not working
properly - please report any faults as
soon as possible so that they can be
remedied promptly.

IEE Corrputing

&

Cont ro L Division

Co l loqui.um on 'PERSONAL AND OOMESTIC
ROBOTS' to be.held at Savoy Place on
Wednesday 1 May 1985. Alison has a
provisional program if an)One is
interested.

CAD developnent. After Racal came ma rrtage
ard a new job with Fairchild, or 'up the
road' as it was krown locally. There I
developed a layout system ard discovered
California.
In January of this year I joined
Sinclair having just failed to be tempted
back to France.
David Clark

F01TED BIOGRAPHY - David Clark
I finally managed to escape w-1en I was 15!
Until then I follo~d a French education
dabbling in such delights as Latin,
English (yes I had lessons!) and swimming
in the Mediterranean. My English education
started at the terrler age of 7, when my
gran::lparents started serding copies of
that master of English literature - the
Beaoo. By the age of 10 I had taught
myself to read and write by associating
the pictures in Beano with w-1at the
characters were probably saying.
C,onseqi..ently I can spell 'splat' and 'zap'
but not big words like 'Metal lab'.
I finally larrled in sunny Hertfordshire
vii.ere my school activities included
starting an electronics club. 1he standard
test in this club for newly built projects
was to plug them in, go to the other side
of the lab, hide behind a bench ard switch
on the mains ring. A very useful
procedure.
·
Having successfully conned my way to
Durham University by discussing only the
'C:Ote d'Azur' at my college interview, I
proceeded to have (as the college master
described them) the best 'Three years of my
life - but I v..0uldn't want to do them
again.
By the end of my third year I had worked
out row to get a free trip back to see my
girlfrierrl by atterrling an interview
sorrevhe re near London.
Racal offered me my first job. I rapidly
learnt the a rt of nov ing person and
furniture ( four moves in two yea rs) ,
performing as a sideline chip design ard

Advertisement
Just released:
SOMETI-11~ IN TI-IE AIR
By Sally Cooper, Paul Gallant,
Peter Maydew
Six songs by Elton John, David Bowie,
Phil Collins ard Michel Legr ard.
-:t'bw available on cassette - ONLY A (JJID!
See Pete for details ard sales

The Wizard of Milton
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LOADING A PROGRAM
The procedure for loading a program is described in
chapter 16 of the ZX81 manual. The steps are
summarised below.
1 Connect the ear socket on your ZX81 to the ear
socket on your cassette recorder.

2 Position the tape before the beginning of the program
that you wish to load.
3 Turn the volume control to :Y. of maximum or to a
level which you have found to be reliable on your
recorder.
4 Set the tone control for maximum treble and
minimum bass.
5 Type LOAD "PROGRAM NAME" but do not press
NEWLINE yet. The program name is printed on the
cassette.
Start

the cassette recorder playing.

Press NEWLINE.
The approximate loading time is printed on the cassette.
If the program has not loaded after this time, try again
with a different volume setting. If you are still unable to
load the program refer to chapter 16 of the manual.

© Copyright 1982 Psion Ltd. No part of this recording
shall be reproduced without written permission. While
every precaution has been taken in the preparation of
this recording, the publisher assumes no responsibility
for errors nor liability for damage arising from its use.

3
LOADING A PROGRAM
The procedure for loading a program is described in
chapter 16 of the ZX81 manual. The steps are
summarised below.
1 Connect the ear socket on your ZX81 to the ear
socket on your cassette recorder.
2 Position the tape before the beginning
that you wish to load.

of the program

3 Turn the volume control to -% of maximum or to a
level which you have found to be reliable on your
recorder.
4 Set the tone control for maximum
minimum bass.

treble and

5 Type LOAD "PROGRAM NAME" but do not press
NEWLINE yet. The program name is printed on the
cassette.
6 Start the cassette recorder playing.
7 Press NEWLINE.
The approximate loading time is printed on the cassette.
If the program has not loaded after this time, try again
with a different volume setting. If you are still unable to
load the program refer to chapter 16 of the manual.
You should also check RAMTOP to ensure that your
16K RAM pack is working fully.

© Copyright 1982 Psion Ltd. No part of this recording
shall be reproduced without written permission. While
every precaution has been taken in the preparation of
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~a<l_
R,:Jr!lJ'k.~ S'/e
A.W,t.E -

Alo

~~

lk-i.-

Af/71'111--r

~

~,...;r::..s
.

~s-o-;. ~

)R,v •..~

.9eoB

1.t'J

~%,t
.

.

~)I.

f,~.~6

wg9,2...3 w
LlJ

~

Wq~~

w
w

~

'1 '2-~'-I

w
L!J q l'J''f.Af:).. w
~~,g,, l1J
w

.JJ./09ePI 2I CfC,o _lJ

"··~-

6 ~ o..,,v\( Cap :i fl.L) u s ~c,y-c,~
(£. ..» __
£rL- .. -d ,,;O~

~-·- .. ~lo.-~
L--·

1"

1fhtt§-:::;..-/llt!J't

~r;::,

~

1- AJt,-tJ '.

9 ~61

~v

J,7l,P

'y)!!..1,v,

/J,. , ...__

Jn¥,,,o ca

~,c1',,Jef? _

~ uo

r

l,,J- A., .. ').

~

3oi

I
•

I '(if,

11.2. ..t4
U~~

-

eln

;e!,V

Ntn..,

tt,1,-11

C-cAJ-;-C/1

"4/7N!~.

~ft.HSJ/'l Sa~
(2,y~b;J
~
z.oo S,c/fZ'T~ c..0fl'1(::.s J/0':' OiVJ_!/(lb>
H/C J,,Jl.S .t..ctC/'//'YJA/1/Llf.;, u>r,J~T!'/oN
j,vJJ}J pAP~
Co1"'Gi.'-i>:.11Nr6
,N "-/J.1c}·l71!?.Ay'
L. c»I""=- feur,.~;J>cl"t:~ I s.,., .srL'-uST v/lJKiTt!::N;;>cp ..., 1-J f; /'A.I) t::r Foil f\:!l)- /.Jl)/?/"U Jl.P

-

>

-

-2J,27,3{.

w

,~~o .

~

'2.i-!J.-$J~ I '3.3 2

..•.. ~,,17

2-1

Call CM
Type ~lass
6j/J

L:11

J) \ It-

,..J

t,.>o,~ ·~

<
•

T)Tft -

w
~~-

JJ

...iJ

/il61S~ ~

2J

f> ,~

~

JJ/ (: Z.9 '?:,/ _1_J

U-1

I

I I

I
..3J
_i_J

...iJ
i.J
_1_J

t~qa

I I

_1_J

w

11.~

~.3.~

w

22-1 <l- l1J

.u '~~~~'2..

Document Handler
Sorter
Other
Key Operator

u,

L.11

_JJ k> (e, /12..
2J

-

- Call Back
- Normal call
- Extended Maintenance

Meter Readings

\<!\C\c w

""·' .,..P.~ • I '1'10

.

c:r,zA)~

~

r~

eo-«.,~.

I

13 '3'2.

~.,,,tg 1l\qo

.a.o,« .

b~

~

-,,~,;r.:.J(t~A-(..ftl

~,e1,I.;:/ -

n11ro

p;e, ,J 612 8 ~l)

~

.,2.

C-c,,.1Uf ,

s r'cr.t 7r.J>e Noa '"-<-L . ii!Y/. l~f'.
ar,no/ 2>-~~.

Q..v'TUI

'%fl/~

Su J'I\ p

~.::sn..S- '

~.0

N'67"

,,.,,,_'/£ ~ ..• ~" /.=-- .,_

en.)

~/ff"

CJ.-t_e'J4,r,.i tJlfl

'7"}'1P.$

¥-?~

--. · _ p1·."'

ONllc ~~

-

-

.£~~'2)

c?~
roL,.4

77-fte.O-

~

Nd1J~

;;?.PH c/:, ~LA~t!:o

,~~

I

DH
SOR
OTH
KO

I I
.u
Installation Date/Meter
Readings w
Comments

f~

CB
N
EM

Call Management
Classification

Part A

NDI

co

...±.J

' t.)t>\ ~ ~

pf/

~ ••• ,er.

,J
N

r

Action Codes A - Adjust L - Lubricate R - Replace/Repair Ro - Rotate
C - Clean P - Pumice/Polish X - Check/Perform W - Wash
Document
Paper Handling
Optics
Xerographies
Handling

0

UM Identifier

Machine Log Part B

Fusing

3400/3450

Miscellaneous

Electrometer

Vbg

-,

3400/3450

Customer

RANK XEROX

Call Type
Codes

MACHINE
LOG

-

CB
N
EM

I

I

Comments
~f;-tf,..JT

A,n.,tv~ Nc.Ae~ M/7£~ ~
.Doc...~f_ ~L4he- ~'-"&&'C~
.]:)P.."'-\.,\.

~o~

,.Jo,r~ 4/~~0;,?
0--L-::_. ~-

~'--~.

z:clo
.J'~

-

~

~U-~
~,~

~4.N

/t;9o wlh?RI!.

'°1¥/tJ't

lS',b'- ~o~
u.i--

of..P nr\J,·V··h,.J~

•3. ~.b./-

~/~-/

..•.•.

o/s

J 'it' .

.L.

~~'--~orl

~,A-c...

+'ALL~

~

--r~AyNot.5CI

Rfpu6L"'!
~/f,,

JVb7

t.)P rofl'.

l!?bl.!t!T/'bJ-i---

2-)sJ~

4-,j!:JJlt.-;5'Ar - j;}~/\Jo7 JL/Vo..., Ai!601 l.)r,cJ./"'#Jt,).J);J.J c,. ·~19
t:!-.J.btz,to·-e.7sb';{JJ-JS~f#_, Bt!~o~~, ll~llb:Jo7 srtAL~P1/:Ci!o~ P~l
ft)O'T

)Jbl.:I>JJ-Jlr7P6

N~

°B~k

tt!Jf

poir,bZ

e~

oN

, Gr St,v 1-c..,JJ,.. ~1;7161/CJ> - :2.r'H~i.1

f~

~

':X

1~, .p .s

p

4cfl+,te. , ~

,

tr>1

~M~

J) /ls--t..-<..

HI

g

l).JI/

_r,,e,P

~

"ICL~

ow f,.)o <:ro - ~vse-te ,Z:-v&~--gu,wtJ-No~ioJ->

4-/g;{f

~t/t/rr
F'/'1-1~

~~~r~G--

~~

~~-sa. ~

Document Handler
Sorter
Other
Key Operator

- Call Back
- Normal call
- Extended Maintenance

I

I

Installation Date/Meter L!J
Readings u,
Meter Readings
Date Service
Re~

f'/R.tAA- ,a~~~.

£~~~

oJ 4-~"°''·
;\Jta,.~-; ~~'-~

kJ vd::P
oP. ~UJJ:>

'

UvTe..H.,

(!!_~-

r$oJ~.

wou~

,..,

«e« ~

u~J(Cll-T!l-tc

-

Machine Serial No.

Part A

/~18,

DH
SOR
OTH
KO

Copy Quality
Paper Handling
Finisher
Retrofit

Call Management
Classification
Responsible Operator

~'S

CQ
PH
FIN
RET

[z~

!

rn

2.21~

11

7-'·~

~i:,v1l.a:>

'ft,,1B,

w

l~b2-

w

wt,bb~ w

w

~1S5o
rn
pbL

w,7Q

13::3.t. w
13311qqo

16 32.

g1K'

Call CM
Type ctass

P/11-

~

B~ \(.
~~

~

N

•

/J.

u,

w

u,
tz.
f.:>4?~01

~g7(a
UJ

~

uJ

.i.1; C)Cjo 6"2- LJJ

~

I

I

l2J

w
w
w

w

LJJ

Mf~

~

w

I

I

w

u,
,qql) ..J._i7a.!,,
UJ
w
w 17 b ev s: w

u,
i< ~

w

I

Pf./ Ott
cfQ ,J

w

3400/3450

Action Codes A - Adjust L - Lubricate R - Replace/Repair Ro - Rotate
C - Clean P - Pumice/Polish X - Check/Perform W - Wash
Document
Paper Handling
Optics
Xerographies
Handling

0

UM Identifier Machine Log Part B 3400/3450
Fusing

Miscellaneous

Electrometer

Vbg

'I

3400/3450

'

Customer

RANK XEROX

s,1-l c L.~' ~

6S ~ 'f)(I... c

'(l.

.

'°' .

MACHINE
LOG

Call Type
Codes

ca
PH
FIN
RET

-

Copy Quality
Paper Handling
Finisher
Retrofit

CB
N
EM

Call Management
Classification
Responsible Operator

Machine Serial No.

Part A

A IA. lo
JJ

~rt-oPs.

LJIJA'PL.C-,o ~L.c.t:/J/2-1.rr>Yl~q-KA'-/
L.-oAi:2=o -/SPil !Sb

1N

C<-~

'S~""t~,

ez.T.

J?.E:.es-Ri~

V~\cr\-,\_'$

'~$

c..~~

~~~

~=rl\ . ~

<»; S'?

er

c;'"°'T~

~0 G

f~

'Tu,

I'<,~-=-()

0 . T <' ' "'""

e-

~~~

~

·~-~
-

'-c;J!f;T}.

~IJH~
..,_ Soo~t,./)/v_(.,...,... /ZAN 10'6 V/\J,6/Z,f~z, ,j/60.
Sf~tC:rfi. ot?r -f'Jo"J_Al-1- hJM --fa,CJ,;, rt/tL /..//tHnbZ& o · I/. ,f-I>A 'I,
. IJAPP.hw/:J) -SLJf.P Ci C,oNJ:/Jr/1;/oN cl-JJii rrl<. • .J-"2>A11rPA-fif;lt 2..Fn d.

~.-r

i)oe> ~

e,flc..¥-.-~~V.t-'0.

~Ac.."t"t-\

O(L\A \"\

~-,. l.E-U-

·~

7/'?4

.

~~

(b.,~

'B8...'"TS ~

-~h ls't7y)4

/bA6KC:r~LJ/\iJJ ~ feut:r~sAPl'6of4<;;,·:,1,,1~<,,-CJ.Jtf-c)(PJCr- - R&rJe> vL..].)
!f;Af'l..C -11!:,~ P.f:V ?/.l r- '(. /·fo ul1/VCr - r'~/'1
.
/l! o IS I= - t!t,'?~c..b7J
'L &~air Ei!Af4 /J~
/3ALJCb/Zwl'J'..b

~-*.~~fvlCLt:IJ,t,f'~

J 'I\. Vt::$

~,~U~..n
"'

<-l

f)/~

,

~~

" '"" .• ,. Al

~'

~c

n s-;
~-

I

"h

PAf'~

G-1P'i

~~~~-~~

t.v,,:;,-,

VdkJ~-

I

~4..r.

---

N

u~

/- I (p,1J'Tc;JJ Htf~JA.G-tf5,' J- C I° P: CA:, J1 J Ne, LJ

~n

. ~c..h?;1Lvr1

~\ic.Y"29
l2J

_±_J

w

Is 1312.2J\~\ 4--if

<2>G\O

,·332

z.~~

/ 'J.3 L-

_l.z31271f

.2J

...1J

...iJ

...!J'l., "!) 1... bOC\ ~
..iJ
~

~3t7?t.
...1J

.z,

w

__!-z 2>7 &(~ ..1..1
2J

%"4

UJ

...iJ

.J..Jli/-1152-

w

/3,'3'1- l2J

cte
eG-

t-J

era.

}J

()JJ.J

J()

...iJ

tCJfsIig' Cf 9'~18", __}__j ;23q L J{. 2
w
w
~~~
w
/Q.v~.:,e ti Bt:!"412 ,~s
w~for
f <l°ta

r" - No /CA U L7 ,:.-c U J".D

erZ

eJ-

zu;~

~·. 't ~

Call CM
Type Class

w
t S'f:, 2- ~;;2.hoqh
ii
...iJ
J 343"1..

IS-

~

c. R

.z,

•

'--·~~i~d
--r".

-

,

Document Handler
Sorter
'
Other
Key Operator
.
!£,
;

u,

'251?

~~'

EtJO •.

C\-8-&~

.t/l;;J:-~~'i!1
~~;:,.1JJ-;P/!vM~_,,.f;:Jf}/>t.,_
~ ~y

...1J

-

- Call Back
- Normal call
- Extended Maintenance

Installation Date/Meter
Readings 2J
Meter Readings
Date Service
ReR
1Nt..:.o~ZiZT'L'J
J_JL/'2'791£ ...?J
J'6S1;.

Comments

·~~s.

DH
SOR
OTH
KO

~.

})

,

.

P{H- J

...iJ
3400/3450

A - Adjust L - Lubricate
R - Replace/Repair Ro - Rotate
X - Check/Perform
W - Wash
C - Clean P - Pumice/Polish
Document
Paper Handling
Optics
Xerographies
Handling

Action Codes

0

UM Identifier

Machine Log Part B 3400/3450

Fusing

Miscellaneous

Electrometer

3400/3450

,,

f,

RANK XEROX

Customer

MACHINE
LOG

Call Type
Codes

CO
- Copy Quality
PH
- Paper Handling
FIN - Finisher
RET - Retrofit

Call Management
Classification
Responsible Operator

Part A

CB
N
EM

DH
SOR
OTH
KO

-

Document Handler
Sorter
Other
Key Operator

- Call Back
- Normal call
- Extended Maintenance

Machine Serial No.
Installation Date/Meter
Readings

f3

Comments

3

4
3400/3450

.
Action Codes

A - Adjust L - Lubricate R - Replace/Repair Ro - Rotate
C - Clean P - Pumice/Polish X - Check/Perform W - Wash

Document
Handling

Paper Handling

Optics

0

Xerographies

UM Identifier Machine Log Part B 3400/3450
Fusing

Miscellaneous

Electro-

meter

3400/3450

Customer

RANK XEROX

Call Type
Codes

MACHINE
LOG

-r-

{,(d'L.~.

Ck.ch/

~

c:a-/c

:5c)12. :1c.t2..

l

-.

C,~ --

6£N6oR..13LA~k-

Se12 ~

P~Pei'2- c.L-vP

-O£v 131A.5.
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co ~' 6
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L'41GHtD
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C!

K:,

L

7< I r--1
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o/

.

.6)C-> -P°'JZo7Y1

d~A /__

('0_1

;i.1"4(gs-

~ti~

~ '()

~,.J

.;J.~~

-r,ci r-Jfc-

t?h

;1.!f)-1rH

d.,- £-c,R. ...!:) ~
s.
A

4-l
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3/GO

~

~~$61G<o

2212' _lJ

"

31<f:JC>

:316::,.
2>~

bk- 22,Y

ta>ft

Ir~

w

.

.1J

~

__3J

w

WJ;t_~o.3S'3.

u,

WJ6L.G 1 3og

w

_l_J

_jJ

~Cf~ N'Ji S(" ~
__±_J

~~Qffl:,c:: 'iJ

ISb1.. j:.]J

~
~

Call CM
Type Class

,'!of< fJ

(::."')'1' "

.

f fA- .c.
~

/J.

~

AJ

.55::>R..

N

iJ

u,

_lJ

P

4-J I

Cfx 0

..iJ

UJ

.i,

J

w

...iJ

_u~~~

Document Handler
Sorter
Other
Key Operator

lsi 3 f;,,l q

~

_u Q:_g-82,99

I

IZ.€fl>ove=O _ R

~v

.;>..7k/~

"1f3;~

,

,.::;w,-rGH,,

7,..

I }2-/rr-

22 ( ct' p~yq~3
w

-

- Call Back
- Normal call
- Extended Maintenance

w

w
i_u 15'?6 8'5? w
~~
w
3/~r 22,<2- w

uAfYl.5
,....;o-r 61£-&v,,,, Gl.£.A,..Jl=v.
/<.AN
J~ x..J.5:°"
No
.Pt2.o~«>.5:
'

~- .~d_~---· .,.,

~\~~

N~

Q , ~H ~

:D~
Y::-~L1r1G£ -f"o X>H~
6 ~V(!j2:2£'J)-~ £PA 11(e[) 6,q M l:;
-'"B1N J:_c,rj'~

µo-(''

ff:/~·

,-Jo

.51!:JR;:J't:=£.

e..6,~

•

,/e?,,.,~d~~~~~~
~c) X ! .S- ~~(!),_

--~/

c<.

7~~~

w

ot.~

~z!PoRS6:LJ

2'/,;,'t rs 6,__ ~70S'9o

~•M.

!;oie:f.&.R. .:::5A ~ fJM
{:,;/CJ

·

;:2.1 ~ 11!)

~

'tL7f'µ

e~

~~(
.o/C.

/

3 /{' "'""

P~

CB
N
EM

DH
SOR
OTH
KO

Installation Date/Meter ui
Readings 8J
Date Service
Meter Readings
Re~

Comments

.

~Pof!;::f:e;:}

Copy Quality
Paper Handling
Finisher
Retrofit

Machine Serial No.

Part A

Va.~-.:=

-

Call Management
Classification
Responsible Operator

Q toh.

CQ
PH
FIN
RET

w

'

&

0~

-

eey N~
c~
3400/3450

A - Adjust L - Lubricate
R - Replace/Repair Ro - Rotate
X - Check/Perform
W - Wash
C - Clean P - Pumice/Polish
Document
Paper Handling
Optics
Xerographies
Handling

Action Codes

0

UM Identifier

Machine Log Part B 3400/3450

Fusing

Miscellaneous

Electrometer

3400/3450

~-

RANK XEROX

Customer

MACHINE
LOG

Call Type
Codes

CQ
PH
FIN
RET

-

Copy Quality
Paper Handling
Finisher
Retrofit

CB
N
EM

Call Management
Classification
Responsible Operator

Part A

Comments

Machine Serial No.

I

I

ui

DH
SOR
OTH
KO

w

..l.J

~

_!J

.1J

..lJ

...iJ

__!J

.1J

~

w

w
w
w

u,

..3J

w

w

u.
w

w
w

u.
w
u,

w
w
w

~

~

~

UJ
GJ

u,
~

w
w
w
w

Document Handler
Sorter
Other
Key Operator

- Call Back
- Normal call
- Extended Maintenance

I

I

Installation Date/Meter
Readings ~
Meter Readings
Date Service
Re~

tu

-

I I I I I
~
~

Call CM
Type Class

Action Codes A - Adjust L - Lubricate R - Replace/Repair Ro - Rotate
C - Clean P - Pumice/Polish X - Check/Perform W - Wash
Document
Paper Handling
Optics
Xerographies
Handling

0

UM Identifier

Machine Log Part B

Fusing

3400/3450

Miscellaneous

Electrometer

Vbg

3400/3450

SORTER
JOB
DONE

PROCESSOR

I I I I

1
ENGINEER No:

CUSTOMER NAME & ADDRESS:

ENGINEER No:

TODAY'S DATE

CUSTOMER NAME & ADDRESS:

TODAY'S DATE

COMPLETE ON
COPY ONLY

COMPLETE ON
COPY ONLY

PRODUCT CODE
MACHINE SERIAL
NUMBER

MODIFICATION
STATE REPORT

I I I I
I I I I I

I I

on

102 127 152 1n 202 227 252

2n

302 327 352

Jn

PRODUCT CODE
MACHINE SERIAL
NUMBER

I I

001 026 051 076 101 126 151 176 201 226 251 276 301 326 J51 J76 401 426
002 027 052

I I I I I I

JOB
DONE

402 427

MODIFICATION
STATE REPORT

I I I I
I I I I I

I

I

I I

001 026 051 076 101 126 151 176 201 226 251 276 301 326 J51 J76 401 426
002 027 052

on

102 127 152 1n 202 227 252

2n

302 327 352

Jn

402 427

003 028 053 078 103 128 153 178 203 228 253 278 303 328 353 J78 403 428

003 028 053 078 103 128 153 178 203 228 253 278 303 328 J53 J78 403 428
004 029 054 079 104 129 154 179· 204 229 254 279 304 329 J54 J79 404 429

004 029 054 079 104 129 154 179 204 229 254 279 304 329 354 J79 404 429

005 030 055 080 105 130 155 1~ 205 230 255 280 305 330 J55 380 405 430

005 030 055 080 105 130 155 1EK> 205 230 255 280 305 330 355 380 405 430

006 031 056 081 106 1J1 156 181 206 231 256 281 306 331 356. 381 406 431

006 031 056 081 106 131 156 181 206 231 256 281 306 331 356 381 406 431

007 032 057 082 107 132 157 182 207 232 257 282 307 332 357 382 407 432

007 032 057 082 107 132 157 182 207 232 257 282 307 332 357 382 407 432

008 033 058 083 108 133 158 183 208 233 258 283 308 333 358 383 408 433

008 033 058 083 108 133 158 183 208 233 258 283 308 333 358 383 408 433

009 034 059 084 109 134 159 184 209 234 259 284 309 334 J59 384 409 434

009 034 059 084 109 134 159 184 209 234 259 284 309 334 359 384 409 434

010 035 060 085 110 1J5 160 185 210 235 260 285 J10 335 360 385 410 435

010 035 060 085 110 135 160 185 210 235 260 285 J10 335 360 385 410 435

011 036 061 086 111 136 161 186 211 236 261 286 J11 336 361 386 411 436

011 036 061 086 111 136 161 186 211 236 261 286 J11 336 361 386 411 436

012 037 062 087 112 1J7 162 187 212 237 262 287 J12 337 362 387 412 437

012 037 062 087 112 137 162 187 212 237 262 287 312 337 362 387 412 437

01J 038 063 088 11J 138 163 188 21J 238 263 288 J1J 388 363 388 41J 438
014 039 064 089 114 139 164 189 214 239 264 289 J14 339 364 389 414 439

013 038 063 088 113 138 163 188 213 238 263 288 313 388 363 388 41J 438

015 040 065 090 115 140 165 190 215 240 265 290 J15 340 365 390 415 440

014 039 064 089 114 139 164 189 214 239 264 289 314 339 364 389 414 439
015 040 065 090 115 140 165 190 215 240 265 290 315 340 365 390 415 440

016 041 066 091 116 141 166 191 216 241 266 291 J16 341 366 391 416 441

016 041 066 091 116 141 166 191 216 241 266 291 316 341 366 391 416 441

017 042 067 092 117 142 167 192 217 242 267 292 J17 342 367 392 417 442

017 042 Of.fl 092 117 142 167 192 217 242 267 292 317 342 367 392 417 442

018 043 068 093 118 143 168 193 218 243 268 293 J18 343 368 393 418 443

018 043 068 093 118 143 168 193 218 243 268 293 318 343 368 393 418 443

019 044 069 094 119 144 169 194 219 244 269 294 J19 344 369 394 419 444

019 044 069 094 119 144 169 194 219 244 269 294 J19 344 369 394 419 444

020 045 070 095 120 145 170 195 220 245 270 295 320 345 J70 395 420 445

020 045 070 095 120 145 170 195 220 245 270 295 320 345 370 395 420 445

021 046 071 096 121 146 171 196 221 246 271 296 321 346 J71 396 421 446

021 046 071 096 121 146 171 196 221 246 271 296 321 346 371 396 421 446

022 047 072 097 122 147 172 197 222 247 272 297 322 347 J72 397 422 447

022 047 072 097 122 147 172 197 222 247 272 297 322 347 372 397 422 447

023 048 07J 098 123 148 17J 198 22J 248 27J 298 323 348 J73 398 42J 448
024 049 074 099 124 149 174 199 224 249 274 299 324 349 J74 399 424 449

023 048 073 098 123 148 173 198 223 248 273 298 323 348 373 398 423 448
024 049 074 099 124 149 174 199 224 249 274 299 324 349 374 399 424 449

025 050 075 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 J50 J75 400 425 450

025 050 075 100 125 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 425 450
3400/3450

NEW AND IMPROVED FEATURES OF MWP 2.0 SOFTWARE
;~

DISK UTILITIES
Duplicate whole disk
Protect a tex: from accidental deletion

INDEX DISPLAY
\.,

Text status (protected or not)
Disk space available

LINE FORMAT
Proportional spacing
Character count
Triple line feed.

CREATE AND EDIT

. ~.

. -·

Faster cursor movem~nt
Define blocks Qf text from within a document
and store on ctisk und~r a normal text name
Bring into a text a named document from disk
Header and footers
Whole document search and replace

CURSOR MOVEMENT BY WORD OR BY PARAGRAPH

You may now move the cursor a word or a paragraph at a time
either forward or backwards.
.
Use AUX followed by CURSOR LEFT or CURSOR RIGHT to move the
c1.1rsorto the first letter of the preceding
or following
word, respectively.
Use AUX fo 11 owed by. CURSOR UP or . CURSoq DOWN to move the
curs~ to the beginning
of the preE,: · -T-or fo T1 owing
paragraph.
The sy6tem considers
a carriage return entered by
the operator to be the end of paragraph.
·
SEARCH FACILITIES AUX K
You may need to change a section or word of text
creation or after recall from disk.

during

This command 1 ets you enter a search string of up to 30
alphanumeric
characters for direct matching in the text. The
text is searched
sequentially from the cursor position to
the end of the text. Ir the disk version the search string
must be identical to the searched text. In both cases, in
accessing matching text, the system, disregards any specia~
effects (underscore
or boldface).
To enter a.search string Activate the AUX K function. The
message "enter search
stri nq" is di sp 1 ayed on the first
status line. Type the search string (maximum 30 characters),
which appears on the screen to the right of the message.
Confirm your entry with CARRIAGE RETURN. Service codes and
unallowable
characters generate
an acoustic signal, as does
an entry of more than 30 characters.
You may cancel
an
1ncorrect
entry with CANCEL or
BKSP + CANCEL . Activate
. the SRCH funct +on to 11nc1the first match in the text
Repea':-. ':~L( unti 1 you 1 ocate the occurence you require.
SEARCH AND REPLACE

AUX R

This function lets you automatically replace a word or
phrase i.n your text with another.
You may access each
occurr~nce ~f the word in sequence or you may instruct the
system to perform all of the replacements
in a single step.
To enter the search/replace string Activate
the function
wi th AUX K and enter a search strino as iri a conventional
search operation
.
As soon as you confirm
the search
string, the "mes s aqe "replace w'ith?" is displayed
on the
first status line.
Enter the replace string following
the

•

same

+ocecure

you used to enter the search

string.

The

acement text you type wi 11 be displayed next to the
search string. To activate the search and replace function
select the SRCH
function as in a conventional search
operation. 1'ressl\UX R to activate the replace function.
The display shows~tomatically? Y/N
exit to stop
replace" to ask if you want to
a) automatically replace all. words matching the search
string
b) replace only the one at the cursor position
c) abort the replacement procedure
rc:jJ 1

a) Press Y while the prompts are on the disp1ay. Beginning
at the cursor position, all text that matches the search
string will be replaced with the replace string. The cursor
does not move.
b) With the prompts on the display and the cursor on the
text matching the search string, press. N . On l y the word· •
or phrase at the cursor position will be replaced~
To repeat the replace operation, use the SRCH function to
access the word or phrase and press AUX~ again. The
display again proooses the two alternatives and you may
perform a~other replace operation.
If no matching text is 1 ocated when you press
N , the
display shows search string not found. Cancel the prompt
with CANCEL_ and move the cursor to the text. catching the
search string.
c) When th~ prompts are on the display, activate the EXIT
function to abort the search/replace operation. The cursor
position doesn't change.
To modify the search string
Si nee the search string remains in the memory you may use
the SRCH function at any time without re-entering the search
string. If you want to modify the search string, activate
the AUX K function and make the necessry changes when the
searchstr1ng is displayed.
CUT/PAST/KEEP AUX C
The cut/paste/keep function is used to cancel sections of
text, shift parts of text from one place to another or enter
a keep command to ensure that a given section of text is
never split between two pages. It is also used to store a
text block.
A series of characters, line or paragraphs that you identify
with the cut/paste/keep function is called a text block.

Define the text block, following the procedure described in
your manual until the message
stor=G/move=O/canc/keep=code
er/exit is displayed on the
first status line.
!n defining
functions.

a text block, you may also use the page scroll

You may store a text block with its own name so that you may
later insert it in another text by selecting and recalling
the text name. To store a.text block
stor=G
. Once you have defined
function, the display
er/exit.

a text block with the
AUX
C
shows:
stor=G/mov=O/canc/keep=Code
·

Press
G. The prompt name text is displayed on the first
status line.
Enter n text name and confirm it with CARRIAGE RETURN
The system first verifies the name and the space available
on the disk and then stores the text block with its line
format.
If the text name is in error, it will be displayed so that
you may correct it.
If the prompt
INSUFFICIENT SPACE is displayed,
it
indicates
that the remain, ng disk capacity
is not
sufficient to store the text block.
Press CANCEL which
cancels
the prompt
and forc:es
an exit
from the
cut/paste/keep environment.
Cancel part of the disk or
insert a new disk and begin the procedure again.
If the disk contains a text with the name you entered,
prompt 'are you sure (y/n)?' j s displayed.

Press Y to confirm the name.
be replace~.
Press
name.

N

to re-di sp 1 ay

To recall a text block

AUX

the

The old text contents will

name text

and enter another

G

A text block that you have stored with · G is considered a
separate . text wi tn its own name that can be rec a 11 ed and
inserted in another text as follows:
When the cursor is positioned at the point at which you

want to insert the
message 'name text'

stored block, press
AUX G . The
is 'displayed
in the first status line.

Type the name of the text block and press CARRIA~E RETURN.
The system verifies that the name is stored on the disk
and, if so, displays retain format?
Y/N
Press
Y
followed by CARRIAGE RETURN to retain the line
format of the stored block, or press
N
followed by
CARRil1GE RETL'P..N to adapt the stored block to the line
format of the text on the display.
If you press Y, the
text b 1 ock is preceded
and fo 11 owed· by a 1 i ~c format
change sy1r._'.)l on the display.
You may also abort
function.

the procedure

You may also use the AUX
text for insertion in the
procedure used to recall a
no text with that name,
acoustic signal is emitted.

by act tvat inc the

EXIT

G function to recall any stored
current text.
Follow the same
stored text block.
If there is
the prompt is cance 11 ed and an

PRINT TYPE
If your typewriter has a Print Type· selector, its setting is
disregarded
and the text is printed with spe~ .al effects you
entered when you typed it.

To shift the line format duri-g printing - Disk version
You ~ay shift the line format to the right in order to adapt
your text to various
paper sizes or to print a text in
co l ur-rs . ·
After the message 'insert paper' has appeared and you have
entered, if necessary.
the pitch, line feed and number of
copies:_

Press

TAB

The display shows:

new left margin

. Enter
the
value
which,
when added
to the
value
corresponding
to the left margin on the paper bail rod,
yields the desired position for the new left margin.
Confirm your entry w1th CARRIAGE RETURN
For exa~ple, if the left margin 1s at 10 and you want to
shift it to 22
you must enter· 12
If you enter an inconsistent
an acoustic signal.
Press

value, the system will emit
.CANCEL to clear the error

condition and enter another value.
When'· you press
CARRIAGE RETURN to confirm the value, the message insert
paper lS d~~played.

DELETIO~ text or Whole disk.
There are two procedures·. One is used to delete a single
text;. the other deletes all texts stored on a disk.
DELETE A TEXT
This procedure deletes a stored text and is performed in
the same way as it is in the memory version.
Refer to the procedure for naming a text for a description
of the operator prompts and error messages that can be
displayed during this procedure.
If the text is protected, an acoustic signal is emitted
when you press
Y
anc the disk utilities ~<::nu is
displayed. To continue with ~·,? deletion procedure, you
must remove the protection as indicated in " O·isk
Ut ·i 1 it i es".

DELETE ENTIRE DISK
This procedure is performed with the disk· utilities
env1ronment, selected from the main·menu.
Once the utilities menu is on the display, select "delete
entire disk" and conf i rm your se 1 ect ion with CARRIAGE
RETURN
,
The message A/8? requests that you identify the drive
containing the disk to be deleted.
When you. have typed the name (A or B), the message
'confirm command Y/N' is displayed.
Press Y
contents.
Press

to confirm the command and cance l the disk

~ to abort the cancellation procedure.

(Protected te~ts cannot be cancelled unless the protect
designation has been removed. See "To protect or remove
· protection from a text") .
Once the disk contents have been deleted,. the disk
utilities menu is di sp l aye ; again with the cursor
positioned on delete entire disk

\

Activate the

EXIT

functio~ to return to the main menu.
DISPLAY INDEX.

When you select this item.from the main menu, the disk
version displays the message. A/8?. Type the drive name,
e i ther A or B.
The display shows the name and comment of each text, the
text 1 ength, and whether or not it i.s ·protected ( i 7 texts per page).
Preis CARRIAGE RETURN to turn the page, if necessary.
Following the text index, the display will show the
remaining disk capacity in thousands of characters.
PRINT INDEX
When you select this item from the main menu, the disk
version displays the message A/B? Type the drive name,
either A·or B, and follow the same procedure as for the
memory version.
The text index is printed, showing the name and com~ent of
each text, its length and whether or not it is protected
(17 texts per page).
Disk Utilities,
The disk utilities menu is an auxiliary program tha-t must

be 1 oaded ·in tL:2 system when you want touse-i t. You do
tfiTs' by inserting the program disk, selecting disk
util1t1es from the main menu and confirmins your selection
with CARRIAGE RETURN
The disk drive light remains lit while the system makes a
co~y of. the program, after which the following disk
utilities menu is displayed:
dupl"cate disk

Duplicate the program or
data disk.
The receiving
disk must be initialised and
any data it contains is
automatically
cancelled
during
the
dupi1cation
procedure.

initialise a disk
or program dis~.

Initialise a formatted data

delete entire disk
from a disk

Delete all unprotected texts

exit key-main menu

Return to the main menu

TOTAL DISK DUPLICATION (TWO DRIVES)
You may make a copy of either a program or data disk as
follows:
With the main menu on the screen and the system disk
inseited in one of the disk drives, select disk utilities
and confirm your selection with CARRIAGE RETURN The disk
ut t l i ttes menu is displayed.
This step is necessary each time you select the disk
uti 1 i se program si nee the system copies the program each
time you select it. If the system disk is not inserted,
· the prompt 'insert program disk' is aisplayed. The disk
drive light remains lit while the program is being copied .
. Select duplicate disk and confirm with CARRIAGE RETURN
The prompt" source drive A or B" is displayed.
Type the name of the drive (A or B) in which the original
disk will be inserted and confirm with CARRIAGE RETURN
The display shows" destinat. drive A/8?".
Type the name of the drive (A or B) to contain the disk
onto which you wa~t to copy.
The display shows:
warning: ,procedure de 1 etes a 11 c'i sk contents. confirm Y /N?
. To abort the procedure, press N . The sys~em returns to
the beginning of the disk duplication procedure .
. To proceed with the duplication, press
The display shows load source disk

Y.

Insert the source disk in the appropriate drive and press
CARRIAGE.RETURN

The display shows load destinat. disk.
Insert the
receiving disk in the appropriate drive and press CARRIAGE
BETURN
--At the end
returns
to
procedure.

of the duplication procedure,
the beginning
of . the disk

the system
duplication

You may abor: the procedure at any time before you press
Y
by activating the
EXIT
function.
The system
duplication
returns
to the begi nni ~ of the disk
procedure.
(If the syst~m ~ncounters any error condition during t~is
operation, an appropriate prompt is displayed).
The disk duplication procedure for a single
the same with the following exception~:

drive unit is

Enter the same disk drive name (A) following both prompts
( source drive A or 8? and destin~t. drive A/B?)

PLEASE NOW DISPLAY DOCUMENT
ON RELEASE 2.0 SOFTWARE

'SECOND'
.

FOR MORE INFOR~AT:ON

TO PROTECT AND REMOVE PROTECTION FROM A TEXT
You can protect against accidental text deletion, either of
a single text (de1ete a text) or during a disk deletion
procedure (delete entire disk).
Protected texts cannot be deleted until the protection is
removed.
If the text is protected, the text index displays a letter
P under the heading status.
To protect a text
. Select protect a text from the utilities ~enu and
confirm with CARRIAGE RETURN The display shows name
text.
Enter the text name and confirm it with CARRIAGE RETURN .
. (If the text name does not exist, the system returns to
the menu.)
. The display shows:

protect=Y/rernove=N .

. Pres~ Y to protect the text or· N to remove
protection from a protected text.
The system executes the procedure and then displays the menu
again.

INITIALISE A DISK
Once you have selected this item and confirmed it with
CARRIAGE RETURN, the message enter drive name A/8 is
displayed. Insert the disk into disk drive A or Band type
the corresponding letter.
As soon as you press CARRIAGE RETURN to confirm the disk
drive name, the followTiig prompt 1s displayed i~ the lower
part of the screen:
·
confirm command Y/N
Press Y to initialise the disk. The system
automatically cheGks the disk and indicates any error on the
display. If there are no disk errors, the initialisation
begins. During this procedure, a series of "+" characters
is d·splayed sequentially. They leave the screen when the
disk is initialised and the menu is di~~:ayed again.

If you press
N
, the system returns to the ~tilities
menu without performing the initialisation.

DELETE DISK CONTENTS
This procedure is described in the section entitled "Delete
entire.disk" on page 141 of the Operators Manual.

HEADER/FOOTER

( AUX N

During text entry you may use the header /f oot er
function to set up a permanent heading or footing ~hat will
automatically print on each page of the text. You may use
this feature, for example, to automatically print the same
title on each page of text:
To activate the function, press AUX N
Enter the values and/or phrases, ~~g
CARRIAGE RETURN
to confirm each one and takirig care not to exceed the
allowable length. If you do the system emits an acoustic
signal .
If the values and/or phrases proposed at the cursor position
are correct, you need only press to confirm them.
L = print at left; R = print at right; C = print centered.
-If you don't enter a parameter, the system selects~·
After the values and phrases have been entered, the outline
leaves the display and you may continue typing the text.
When the text prints, it will include the headers and
footers you entered.
The phrases and values you enter with AUX N for a given
text wi-; 1 be stored unti 1 you change them:-You may use the header or footer feature, for example, to
write "page" followed by a number that increments-by one for
. each . page:If you want progressive page numbers, type
~t
{1)
•.•.. in place of the page number .

J- i < "

,..,.,.('_ ~

t\....

'\ ~·· .(>

a-A

QXGlamat-4)n

The system operates differently according to the automatic

r:.

.

page number parameter enterd during line format definttion
and the "_header/footer" entry as fo 11 ows. ·
If you have not programmed automatic page numbering (start
0) and have not entered an exclamation point (!) in

·rrheader/footer", the pages ate not numbered. If you have not programmed page numbering (start 0) but have
entered an exclamation point in "header/footer", all pages
are numbered.
If you have programmed automatic page numbering (start other
than 0) and have entered an exclamation point, all pages
except the first are numbered. The first number to print is
the number fo1lowing the start entry .
. If you have programmed automa\ic page numbering (start
other than ) and have not entered an exclamation point, the
system·numbers all pages, including the first. The numbers
are preceded and followed by a hyphen and a spac~ (-1-).

END OF INSTRUCTIONS
If you have any problem in operJting this software contact
•)ur distributoi or National Account MSR training staff

Sinclair QL Preservation Project (SQPP)
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On January 12th 1984 Sir Clive Sinclair presented the Sinclair
QL Professional Computer in a typical Sinclair-extravaganza
type launch event at the Intercontinental Hotel, Hyde Park
Corner, London. This was exactly 12 days earlier than Steve
Jobs presented the Apple Macintosh.
The QL is a very good example of an innovative, stylish,
powerful and overall underestimated product and ecosystem.
On one hand it failed in the market but on the other hand it
influenced many developments which ended in many of
today's computing devices.

Check out the website http://sinclairql.net/ - The semi-official website related to the
Sinclair QL Professional Computer. QL forever!
Urs Konig (aka QLvsJAGUAR)
http://sinclairql.net/about
urs.html
https:/ /www .youtube.com/QL vsJAG UAR
https://plus.google.com/ +OLvsJAGUAR
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On January 12th 1984 Sir Clive Sinclair presented the Sinclair
QL Professional Computer in a typical Sinclair-extravaganza
type launch event at the Intercontinental Hotel, Hyde Park
Corner, London. This was exactly 12 days earlier than Steve
Jobs presented the Apple Macintosh.
The QL is a very good example of an innovative, stylish,
powerful and overall underestimated product and ecosystem.
On one hand it failed in the market but on the other hand it
influenced many developments which ended in many of
today's computing devices.
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